TO MY FELLOW HOBBISTS,

With our first auction of the year now behind us, we embark on Round 2 for 2009. In honor of the 100th anniversary of the T206 set, our current auction features a completely SGC graded base set missing only the "Big 4." The Plank and Magie are offered as well. Our much-discussed innovation of a "tiered buyer’s premium" was met with mostly positive comments, so we are sticking with it. It really does put more money in the consignor’s pocket for high-end items and saves money for bidders as well. We, as always, welcome your feedback, which keeps us focused and committed to bringing you the best auction in all facets.

Our team at Huggins and Scott has once again assembled a fantastic array of rare, unusual and one-of-a-kind items for this sale. Dave Stoddard continues to outdo himself, adding new features that keep our site simple and user friendly. Our head writer Kevin Hef fner has added yet another writer to his staff, Andy (Country) Curtis, who joins Mark Raines, James Feagin, and Matt Flores as the pen and ink, while Colin Corbin and his staff have again treated us to some stunning images. Mark Spinrad and Jamey Austin have swept the catalog for #@%#’s, while John Wulcan and Stefan Wünski have given Mike and Sally Henry the "canvas and paint" they need for them to create another masterpiece.

Kris Fraley did another amazing job, sending out almost 1400 lots in a safe and timely manner. Great job, Kris!! Barry Malkin’s eagle eyes have once again spotted some high-grade gems!!

Our constantly growing nationwide staff of consignor reps (now at 35 strong), led by the tireless Steve Dickler, have gathered another fine assortment of “goodies.” Should you have items or an entire collection you are thinking about selling, a full list of our well-qualified reps, along with their contact info, is available in this catalog. Call them. You’ll be surprised how much money we can get for you and how fast!!!

The ladies of Huggins and Scott Auctions: Nancy, Janet, Stef, Kristie, Brooke, Greta, Gail and Allison always get their own “Paragraph of Thanks” for putting up with our late hours and countless phone calls.

Our final and foremost thanks always goes out to our consignors and bidders. From A to Z in both categories you continue to amaze us with the material you turn up and the integrity with which you conduct yourselves in all aspects of our dealings. The friendships we have made out of the trust you have placed in us are immeasurable, and for that we are always grateful.

I hope you enjoy our latest catalog, and feel free to call us anytime with questions, comments or suggestions.

Good Luck

President
Huggins and Scott Auctions
900 Silver Spring Ave.
Silver Spring, MD 20910
Toll free: 1-866-462-2273
Locally: 301-608-0355

DAY 1 LOT CATEGORIES:

AUTOGRAPHS:
Baseballs: 265-303
Bats: 304-322
Cards, Postcards, Index Cards, etc.: 323-362
Photographs, Flats, etc.: 363-413

FOOTBALL:
414-522

BASKETBALL:
523-558

HOCKEY:
559-586

OTHER SPORTS:
587-603

MODERN INSERTS:
604-677

MULTI-SPORT:
678-702

AMERICANA:
703-725

FABULOUS 15:
726-830

DAY 2 LOTS CATEGORIES:

BASEBALL:
"Beautiful Babe"
831

"Marvelous Mick"
832

GRADUATED CARDS:
833-839

REGIONAL ISSUES:
840-843

SPORTING NEWS:
844-847

Ungraded Singles & Lots: 848-857

Ungraded Singles & Lots: 858-865

AMERICANA:
866-885

FABULOUS 15:
886-905

LAST MINUTE ADDITIONS:
906-1034
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About Our Autographs:
All autographs sold thru Huggins & Scott Auctions come with either a JSA - James Spence Authentication, our most used, PSA/DNA, Upper Deck Authenticated (UDA), Stacks of Plates, Kevin Keating or Steiner COA’s. Some even have more than one. At Huggins & Scott, we take great pride in only offering “IRONCLAD”, “LEAD PIPE”, “NO QUESTIONS ASKED” autographs. In today’s world of autographs, secretarial, clubhouse and ghost signers, you can rest assured that your autographed items from H & S have passed the most stringent examination.

Multiple Autographed Item Lot LOA’s: On lots with more than one autographed item, we will issue one blanket auction letter of authenticity for the entire lot. This is the original letter that we receive from the authentication company describing the offered lot. This is the only way that these lots can be sold through any auction house, rest assured though, the lots have been thoroughly examined in detail, to assure their authenticity. Issuing individual letters for each autographed item would not be possible, in terms of cost. You may use the original auction LOA to obtain individual LOA’s should you chose to do that. Please call if you have any questions regarding these auction lot LOA’s.

One Very Important Note: Certain Lots That Contain a Larger Number of Autographed Pieces, While Accompanied by a LOA, May Contain a Small Smattering of Clubhouse, Secretarial or Pre-Printed Autographs. These Are Part of the Lot and Are Non-Returnable or Refundable.

About Our Grading:
Many lots, throughout the auction have been Professionally graded and encapsulated by independent grading companies. Our highly educated writers have graded many other lots. For the most part, these are conservative grades, but we are human and sometimes we may miss something. We strongly recommend that you come look at any items that you are bidding on, and make your own determination about its grade.

Becoming one of Our Field Representatives:
Huggins and Scott Auctions is a constantly growing company. Since our last auction (February 2009), we have added more staff as well as field representatives in four additional locations. Should you have an interest in joining our staff, we are always looking for part-time field representatives in new areas. Call our main office toll-free 1-866-462-2273 and ask for Bill Huggins; it’s a no lose situation for you, as well as a chance to make some serious money.

Consignments For Our Next Auction:
We have already received hundreds of consignments for our next September 2009 auction. By consigning your items early, you allow us the opportunity to advertise your items on our website, in trade publications and press releases, as well as at major shows across the country. This is an invaluable way to expose your items to thousands of current bidders and possible new bidders, who can then plan ahead to bid on your items. Believe me, it happened!

We are always looking for unique Americanica items to try in our catalog. Even if you have something you don’t see (primarily 1960’s and older, though), feel free to call us and discuss it. You may have a pile of gold that’s just hidden under a little dust, or needs the right exposure!

Contact one of our representatives listed below to discuss the sale or consignment of your cards and other treasures.
THE MONSTER

1. 1909-1911 T206
   White Border SGC
   Graded Near Set
   (520/524)—Missing the Big Four
   A century has passed since the early summer of 1909 when the American Tobacco Company (ATC) began an advertising campaign to market packages of Piedmont, Sweet Caporal and Sovereign cigarettes by distributing cardboard renderings of contemporary baseball stars. Though the full-page advertisements did not mention the other brands associated with the consortium, the “110 Series” became a runaway success on both the national and regional levels (“The Encyclopedia of Baseball Card, Volume 5—20th Century Tobacco Cards,” 1986, Lipsett). From the research of Scott Rote, an article from the August 9, 1909 edition of the Chicago Observer, “Since the beginning of summer, when the American Tobacco Company commenced putting the pictures in their packages of cigarettes, the small boy has been more or less of a nuisance by stopping young and old men as they walked along the streets shopping for ‘baseball men.’” Although tobacco cards had been collected for decades, the notion of what was to be designated as T206 helped fuel the baseball card collecting hobby. Securing examples from this famed set is considered a rite of passage, as building a tangible piece of baseball history often leads to a lifelong pursuit of cardboard memorabilia.

   Key Variations/Errors:
   - 3 of 1909-1911 T206 "Big Four" paid for completing the one hundredth year since its issuing, offered in a 1909-1911 T206 White Border error checklist, card B-10 Graded Near Set
   - 3 of 1909-1911 T206 "Big Four" paid for completing the one hundredth year since its issuing, offered in a 1909-1911 T206 White Border error checklist, card B-10 Graded Near Set

   Site particularly in the factory for completion.

   With each card graded and encapsulated by SGC, this set indeed gathered an average weighted score of 46.69 with an accompanying an exponentially rating of 54.8. The technical grade assessments follow: (8) SGC 80 (8.5%), (10) SGC 70 (7.5%), (31) SGC 60 (12.2%), (29) SGC 50 (14.8%), (39) SGC 40 (16.7%), (43) SGC 30 (17.5%), (5) SGC 20 (1.7%) and (4) SGC 10 (1.4%). Additionally, the overall composition of the all-important advertising backs display (100) townsmen cards with (59) Cy Young (Black), (30) Cy Young (White), (23) E. E. Plank (Pink), (12) E. E. Plank (White), (6) Ted Berry (Pink), (3) Ted Berry (White), (7) AC (Pink), (3) AC (White), (11) AC (Pink), and (10) AC (White). The front views on both sides are comprised of (100) cards, all common backs, unless noted with (8) SGC 80: M. O’Hara (Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (24) SGC 70: M. Brown (Chicago on Hat), (50) SGC 60: (Green Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 42 overprint), (3) SGC 50: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (4) SGC 40: M. O’Hara (Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 42 overprint), (6) SGC 30: (Blue Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (4) SGC 20: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (4) SGC 10: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint). To review the magnificent scope of this carefully preserved and exceptionally well-graded set, checkmate the following:

   a. complete set perfection: (6) SGC 80: M. O’Hara (Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (5) SGC 70: M. O’Hara (Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (27) SGC 60: (Green Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 42 overprint), (12) SGC 50: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (3) SGC 40: M. O’Hara (Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 42 overprint), (4) SGC 30: (Blue Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (4) SGC 20: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (4) SGC 10: (Red Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint).

   b. Graded Near Set: (520/524)—Missing the Big Four

   Graded Near Set: (520/524)—Missing the Big Four

   Hall of Famers/Stars:
   • Cy Young (Black Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (30) E. E. Plank (Pink Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (23) E. E. Plank (White Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (6) Ted Berry (Pink Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (3) Ted Berry (White Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (7) AC (Pink Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (3) AC (White Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (11) AC (Pink Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint), (10) AC (White Portrait, Sweet Caporal Factory 150 overprint).

   Southern Leaguers:
   • Plank is one of the most coveted tobacco cards in the hobby. Graded Authentic by SGC, this “Gettysburg Eddie” is one of only twenty such examples judged by the grading service. It is paramount to note that this copy is not trimmed and measures according to industry standards. Examined by both PSA and SGC, this card was professionally restored by having the color enhanced on the upper-left portion of the Hall of Fame pitcher’s image. To properly assess the condition, any color addition is only discernable when the card is outside of the holder. This century-old relic otherwise displays the attributes of an (ESS-MT to NM) example with well-defined corners, barely noticeable edges, precise centering and a bright Sweet Caporal 150 advertising reverse. This cornerstone is ideal for the discriminating collector with an eye for the very best.

   Opening Bid $1500.00
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   “2 OF THE BIG 4”
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   2. 1909 T206 Eddie Plank SGC Authentic

   Though the sports memorabilia industry is relatively young, there is no shortage of expertise that has caused every angle of the hobby. Through exhaustive research, at the passage of time, most mysteries surrounding sets or singles have been unraveled. Excluding the experts at the 1909-1911 T206 Eddie Plank Absent from most advanced collections, preventing less than 100 examples exist. In concealing the majority of such specimens are professionally graded, services PSA and SGC have judged a combined 59 copies. Was a printing plate broken early in production? Did Plank object to the use of his image on tobacco products, knowing children would seek to obtain these cards? The speculation is rampant, but the remaining fact is the offered 1909-1911 T206 Eddie White Border Eddie Plank is one of the most coveted tobacco cards in the hobby. Graded Authentic by SGC, this “Dirty Gray Eddie” is one of only twenty such examples judged by the grading service. It is paramount to note that this copy is not trimmed and measures according to industry standards. Examined by both PSA and SGC, this card was professionally restored by having the color enhanced on the upper-left portion of the Hall of Fame pitcher’s image. To properly assess the condition, any color addition is only discernable when the card is outside of the holder. This century-old relic otherwise displays the attributes of an (ESS-MT to NM) example with well-defined corners, barely noticeable edges, precise centering and a bright Sweet Caporal 150 advertising reverse. This cornerstone is ideal for the discriminating collector with an eye for the very best.

   Opening Bid $5000.00

   3. 1909 T206 Sherry Magie (Magee) Error SGC 10

   As one of the “Big Four” entries of the 1909-1911 T206 White Border series, the offered Sherry Magie (Magee) error will assuredly garner much interest from tobacco card enthusiasts. Graded 10 Poor 1 by SGC, only 32 similar copies have been judged by the service. The surname of the Phillies star was spelled incorrectly in the earliest print run. For unspecified reasons, Magee’s last name was corrected while others were not. Despite revealing a combination of surface wear commensurate with the technical evaluation, the all-important Piedmont 150 advertising reverse is only moderately soiled. Perhaps the most prominent of “error” cards, this antiquity is a remarkable accomplishment for the aspiring 1909-1911 T206 White Border market collector.

   Opening Bid $1500.00

   TO BID: 1.866.462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com

   www.hugginsandscott.com

   SEE PAGE 5 FOR NEW BUYERS PREMIUM RATES
4. 1889 Diamond S Cigars Charles Radbourn SGC 60 with C.S. White Stamp

The nineteenth-century tobacco specialist will want to secure the 1889 Diamond S Cigars Charles Radbourn example, graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. Accented by a firmly pressed C.S. White store advertisement stamp, the Boston hurler’s card is detracted only by mild peripheral wear. The black ink on the reverse is pronounced and otherwise problem-free. An ideal accompaniment for the Hall of Fame type collector that will find a permanent home in any advanced collection.
Opening Bid $750.00

5. 1895 N300 Mayo’s Cut Plug Cap Anson SGC 20

Graded VG-EX 4 by SGC. Offered in an 1895 Mayo’s Cut Plug Cap Anson, this antiquity is detracted by a small pinhole atop the card and displays average peripheral chipping. Despite the lower technical grade, the recognizable relic still retains decent eye appeal.
Opening Bid $250.00

6. 1909 E92 Croft's Candy Cy Young PSA 4

An integral card in the 1909 E92 Croft’s Candy series is found with the offered Cy Young example. Judged VG-EX 4 by PSA, only four such examples have been graded by the grading service. This blue-backed beauty boasts solid coloring, precise registration and a clean advertising reverse. Despite a barely distinguishable crease that traces through the upper left reverse, this scarce Hall of Fame relic will find a rightful place in an advanced collection.
Opening Bid $900.00

7. 1910 E98 Standard Caramel Honus Wagner PSA 2

Graded VG 2 by PSA. Presented is a 1910 E98 Standard Caramel Honor Wagner. Although this antiquity displays a combination of surface wear commensurate with the technical grade, this charter Class of 1936 member still retains a pleasing eye appeal. The checklist reverse is clean.
Opening Bid $400.00

8. 1912 E136 Home Run Kisses Roy Castleton SGC 60 (Only Graded)

Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. The offered 1912 E136 Home Run Kisses Roy Castleton is the only such example to have been graded by either PSA or SGC. This crease-free antiquity reveals only light corner wear and surface soiling commensurate with the technical grade. The Bardell Sepia back is clean and problem-free. Of particular note, Castleton was the first member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon) to play in the major leagues, proving this to be quite a find among such niche collectors. For more details, visit our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

9. 1917 Boston Store #180 Honus Wagner SGC 30

One of the more difficult Honus Wagner cards is found with the offered 1917 Boston Store #180 example. Graded 30 Good 2 by SGC (year mislabeled by SGC), this “Flying Dutchman” is one of only three such judged by the grading service. Although there exists peripheral creasing and an off-centered advertising reverse, this Hall of Famer remains a solid choice for the type collector.
Opening Bid $800.00

10. 1921 E121 American Caramel Rogers Hornsby SGC 70

Depicted during his breakout season of 1921, Rogers Hornsby stands tall on this 1921 E121 American Caramel example. Graded 70 EX 5 by SGC, this card is numbered on one of only 24 similar cards judged with only one better. The sturdy Texan is highlighted by well-constructed corners and edges, a relatively clean surface and a problem-free reverse.
Opening Bid $200.00

11. (7) 1887-1922 Hall of Fame Type Card Lot - All Graded

The telling images of legendary diamond subjects grace the seven unencapsulated and graded cards. From a variety of early-1900s issues, the collection includes: 1887 N28 Allen & Ginter Keefe (PSA 1), 1908 E9 American Caramel (Set A) Chance (PSA 2), 1910 E103 Standard Camel Burger (PSA 3), 1912 T206 Rector Little Cigars McGraw (SGC 40), 1913 National Game Lapine (PSA 6), 1914 WG4 Polo Grounds Mathewson (SGC 84), and 1922 W573 Cobb (SGC 30).
Opening Bid $400.00

12. 1889 Diamond S Cigars Charles Radbourn SGC 60 with C.S. White Stamp

The nineteen-century tobacco specialist will want to secure the 1889 Diamond S Cigars Charles Radbourn example, graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. Accented by a firmly pressed C.S. White store advertisement stamp, the Boston hurler’s card is detracted only by mild peripheral wear. The black ink on the reverse is pronounced and otherwise problem-free. An ideal accompaniment for the Hall of Fame type collector that will find a permanent home in any advanced collection.
Opening Bid $750.00

8. 1912 E136 Home Run Kisses Roy Castleton SGC 60 (Only Graded)
Graded 60 EX 5 by SGC. The offered 1912 E136 Home Run Kisses Roy Castleton is the only such example to have been graded by either PSA or SGC. This crease-free antiquity reveals only light corner wear and surface soiling commensurate with the technical grade. The Bardell Sepia back is clean and problem-free. Of particular note, Castleton was the first member of the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon) to play in the major leagues, proving this to be quite a find among such niche collectors. For more details, visit our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
13. 1909-1911 T206
Bill O’Hara
(St. Louis)
Variation
SGC 30
Featuring is a decidedly tough 1909-1911 T206 Bill O’Hara (St. Louis) team variation. Evaluated at 30 Good 2 by SGC, this appealing relic is exclusive to the Polar Bear advertising reverse. A horticultural crease, which spans the mid-section of O’Hara along with even corner and edge wear, account for the technical grade. This century old keepsake is a rarity found, but other advanced tobacco collector want lists, making this variation a seldom encountered opportunity.
Opening Bid $400.00

15. (90) 1909-1911 T206 White Border Singles with (28) PSA Graded
The offered collection of (90) 1909-1911 T206 White Border singles will give the fortunate winner a “jump start” toward securing this acclaimed set. Bolstered by (28) PSA graded cards, a sampling of Hall of Famers, Southern Leaguers and tougher backs are featured including PSA Graded: (28 cards, all common backed with PSA 5: Chase (Building Trophy), PSA 1: Baker, Bondurant (Southern Leaguer); Authentic: Beckford (Southern Leaguer); Colorized: Beckford; “Not graded”: Not Graded: (62 cards, all PR to FR with common backs, unless noted) includes Stengel (Southern Leaguer, PR), Hardy (Sovereign, PR), Chance (Batting, Chicago on Star, PR), Chance (Red Portrait, PR), Stengel (Yellow Portrait, PR), Burns (with Bat, Chicago on Star, PR), Cottrell (Portrait, PR), McGinnity (Portrait, PR), Marquard (Hands at Hips, PR), Stark (Southern Leaguer, Old Mill, GID Vaise (Southern Leaguer, Old Mill, PR), Williams (with Bat, 7” OC to VG-EA), 14% (GD, 29% (FR) and 50% (PR). Although the majority of cards reveal a combination of wear, there is still plenty here for the tobacco card specialist. For a complete list of subjects, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $350.00

17. 1910-1911 T3 Turkey Red Cabinets #36 Speaker SGC 40
Graded 40 VG by SGC. A timely rendition of the “Grey Eagle” is found with this 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet #36 T3 Speaker premium. The Hall of Famer is precisely captured amidst an adhering panel backdrop. Despite surface creasing and corner wear consistent with its technical evaluation, this keepake otherwise displays the attributes of a higher graded specimen. The checklist reverse is clean.
Opening Bid $400.00

19. 1910 W-UNC Walter Johnson SGC 30
Graded 30 Good 2 by SGC. Offered is an attractive 1910 W-UNC “Cabinet” Walter Johnson type card. Of the three specimens evaluated by the grading service, this particular example is the highest graded. This seldom-seen pose meets all the criteria of the technical judgment, with multiple surface creases barely impact the impressive eye appeal.
Opening Bid $350.00

12. 1909-1911 T206
Ray Demmitt
(St. Louis)
Preserved as 30 Good 2 by SGC. The offered Ray Demmitt (St. Louis) team variation is one of the uncommon to the renowned T206 set. Featured with the Blue Polar Bear advertising reverse, this mammoth is crime-free, well-central and exhibits evenly touched perennial wear. Despite existence, but typical tobacco pouches remaining accounting for the technical grade, this prominent specimen will help put the majority of cards reveals a combination of wear, there is still plenty here for the advanced T206 set collector. “The Monster” at will help put the majority of cards reveals a combination of wear, there is still plenty here for the advanced T206 set collector. “The Monster” at

14. (5) 1909-1911 T206 Hall of Famers with Cobb—All SGC 30-40
Each graded by SGC. Offered is a grouping of five 1909-1911 T206 Hall of Famers. Unlike noted, each card comes with a common advertising reverse. Included are SGC 40: Cobb (Bat f 0 Shoulder), Joss (Pitching), McGinnity, C. Young (Glove Shows) and SGC 30: Bender (Pitching, No Trees, Old Mill)
Opening Bid $250.00

16. 1912 T227 Miner’s Extra Ty Cobb SGC 30
With a steady batting eye, the legendary Ty Cobb provides in this 1912 T227 Miner’s Extra example, graded 30 Good 2 by SGC. Despite a combination of surface wear commensurate with the assigned technical grade, this colorful antiquity still displays quite nicely. The informative biography is lightly toned, but otherwise pristine-free.
Opening Bid $450.00

18. (7) 1911 T201 Mecca Double Folder Hall of Famers—All Graded
Featured is a grouping of seven 1911 T201 Mecca Double Folder singles, each of which features a member of the Baseball Hall of Fame. Graded by either PSA or SGC, included are Bender/Hofman (SGC 50), Evans/Chance (SGC 10), Lajoie/Falkenberg (SGC 40), Mathewson/Bridwell (PSA 5), McGinnity/McCarty (PSA 3), Speaker/Gardner (SGC 40) and Wheat/Bergen (PSA 5). These colorful century-old relics appear on par with their assigned technical grades.
Opening Bid $250.00
1932 U.S. CARAMEL

Produced by the United States Caramel Company of East Boston, Massachusetts, the 1932 R238 designation features an accumulation of twenty-seven baseball stars along with five famed figures from other sports. The “candy” edition also includes interesting nicknames in addition to the athletes’ identities. This Hall of Fame gathering spotlights twenty-three Cooperstown enshriners, including a late-career Ruth. With exception to #15 Lindstrom (only two known cards), every other card is found in this auction.

20. 1932 U.S. Caramel #32 Babe Ruth

Opening Bid $200.00

Known in the world by dozens of monikers, George Herman “Babe” Ruth is an American icon who transcends the sport of baseball. The weathered minor-leaguer veteran is the subject of the renowned 1932 U.S. Caramel edition. Graded VG-EX 4 by SGC, the offered #32 example is one of 27 such cards graded by the service, with only six better. With deep, penetrating colors and a clear crystal image, this confectionary is mildly affected by even peripheral wear which does not adversely affect the overall appeal of this classic depression-era card.

Opening Bid $400.00

21. 1932 U.S. Caramel #14 Ty Cobb

PSA 4

The over-the-top dominance of Ty Cobb is on display with this 1932 U.S. Caramel #14 single. Graded VG-EX 4 by PSA, this mid-grade specimen is well-centered and reveals only minimal corner wear. The retired Georgian is a fine choice for the discerning pre-war collector.

Opening Bid $235.00

22. 1932 U.S. Caramel #11 Rogers Hornsby

Graded SGC 60

The regal Rogers “Rajah” Hornsby commands this 1932 U.S. Caramel #11 example. Graded VGEX by SGC, of the twelve similar copies graded by SGC, only three were judged at a higher grading tier. This investment-quality type card is crease-free and reveals only minimal peripheral wear. An ideal accompaniment to any discerning Hall of Fame gathering.

Opening Bid $200.00

23. 1932 U.S. Caramel #21 Chuck Klein

Graded EX 5 by SGC, the hard-throwing Charlie “Chuck” Klein is the focus of this 1932 U.S. Caramel #21 example. This pre-war release appeals especially nice for the assigned technical grade with lightly touched corners and edges along with a sharply red background.

Opening Bid $200.00

24. 1932 U.S. Caramel #17 Al Simmons

Graded VG 5 by SGC. Offered is a 1932 U.S. Caramel #17 Al Simmons specimen. This pre-war Hall of Famer appears especially nice for the assigned technical grade with lightly touched corners and edges along with a sharp red background.

Opening Bid $200.00

25. 1932 U.S. Caramel #24 Lefty O’Doul

Graded SGC 60

Although Frank J. “Lefty” O’Doul is not a member of the Baseball Hall of Fame, the Brooklyn outfielder is a class by himself on this 1932 U.S. Caramel #24 example. Graded EX 5 by SGC, this “R” card presents much better than the technical grade suggests. A crease-free card with lightly touched edges and blemishes along with pinpoint centering.

Opening Bid $200.00

26. 1932 U.S. Caramel #26 Lou Gehrig SGC Authentic

The iconic Henry “Lou” Gehrig presents on this tough 1932 U.S. Caramel #26 specimen. Graded Authentic by SGC due to a slight tear, this pleasing sample otherwise presents at a much higher tier. This creates this “candy” card as an optimum choice for the budget-conscious collector.

Opening Bid $200.00

27. 1932 U.S. Caramel Waner Brothers-Both SGC

The Waner Brothers were “poison” at the plate for so many years, and this pre-war pair are far more sought after the pair of 1932 U.S. Caramel singles with graded SGC, including #2 Paul “Lightning” Waner (SGC 40) and #3 Lloyd “Little Poison” Waner (SGC 80, cancelled). These attractive relics display moderate wear that correspond to their technical evaluations.

Opening Bid $200.00

28. (3) 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball Hall of Fame Singles-All Cancelled

Offered is an all-centric Hall of Famers set and borders along with pinpoint centering. The cancellation marks are mentioned on the slabs. Included are #8 Cy Young (SGC 50), #10 Marslinev (SGC 50) and #30 Frisch (SGC 80). Other than average peripheral wear, these vibrant relics are free of any significant flaws.

Opening Bid $200.00

29. (4) 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball SGC Graded Singles with Fox

Offered is a formidable quartet of 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball singles, all of which are graded by SGC. Included are #6 Demo (SGC 20), #23 Fox (SGC 20), #27 Goss (SGC 50) and #28 Bonaddio (SGC 80). Both Fox and Goss have either paper loss or writing on their reverses. Despite these flaws, this Hall of Fame-intensive selection is a viable option for the set collector.

Opening Bid $200.00

30. (5) 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball Singles-All SGC 40

Each graded EX 4 by SGC, these five 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball singles include #6 Halby, #12 Cochrane, #14 Lazzeri, #20 and #24 Farnsworth. This star-studded sampling exhibits intense color and interesting portrait poses which are only detracted by mild wear.

Opening Bid $200.00

31. (5) 1932 U.S. Caramel Baseball Singles with (4) Hall of Famers-All PSA

Assembled is a grouping of five 1932 U.S. Caramel baseball singles headlined by four Hall of Famers each graded by PSA, including #1 Collins (PSA 4), #14 Terry (PSA 3), #23 Gehr (PSA 4), #35 Combs (PSA 3), #39 Berger (PSA 5) and #71 Gomez (PSA 4). These mid-grade beauties are bolstered by pinpoint centering, crease-free images and pristine registrations.

Opening Bid $200.00

32. (2) 1932 U.S. Caramel Golf Singles with Jones-Both Graded

Sweet swingers Bobby Jones and Gene Sarazen are spotlighted on this pair of 1932 U.S. Caramel Golf singles, including #5 Bobby Jones (PSA 4, mark due to light reverse pencil marking) and #13 Lloyd “cute poison” Jones (SGC 40). This dynamic duo exhibits deep, penetrating color and pinpoint peripheral poses.

Opening Bid $150.00

33. (3) 1932 U.S. Caramel Boxing Singles-All Graded

Parody of the “sweet science” are the three of these 1932 U.S. Caramel Boxing singles. Each graded by either PSA or SGC, the cards include Hall of Famer #5 Terry (PSA 6, qualified due to cancellation markings) and #25 Sharkey (PSA 5). These examples show negligible wear congruent with their technical evaluations.

Opening Bid $150.00
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34. 1933 Goudey #53 Babe Ruth SGC 40
Graded 40 VG by SGC. One of the more recognizable images in the pro-war hobby is found with the offered 1933 Goudey #53 Babe Ruth. "The Bambino" is carefully depicted wielding his weighty weapon of choice aside a punctuating yellow backdrop. Appropriately graded due to mild peripheral wear and corner creasing, this otherwise choice card will make a welcome addition to any burgeoning Goudey gathering.
Opening Bid $600.00

35. 1933 Goudey #92 Lou Gehrig SGC 50
"Larumpa!" Lou Gehrig strikes into an unforgettable pitch with this 1933 Goudey #92 knockout. Graded 50 VG-EX by SGC, this example is a pristine mid-grade representation of the Yankee legend. This depression-era classic is crease-free with mild corner wear, only slightly off-center, but vibrant color.
Opening Bid $250.00

36. (8) 1933 & 1934 Goudey Hall of Fame SGC Graded Singles with Ruth & Gehrig
Score key cards from the 1933-1934 Goudey Baseball series with those eight SGC graded singles, each of which features a Hall of Famer. Included are: 1933 Goudey: (5 cards) with #22 Traymore (SGC 30), #42 P. Waner (SGC 40), #62 Cronin (SGC 40), #499 Speaker (SGC 40), #503 Ruth (SGC 40); 1934 Goudey: (3 cards) with #22 C. Cochrane (SGC 10), #19 Grove (SGC 40) and #193 Gehrig (SGC 10).
Opening Bid $400.00

37. 1933 Goudey Starter Set of (97) Graded Cards with Gehrig
Comprising 80% of the 1933 Goudey baseball series is this extraordinary set of (97) graded cards. Handled by "The Iron Horse," each card has been judged by PSA, SGC or Global Authentication. The majority of cards are mid-grade and bordered by the inclusion of (20) Hall of Famers. Featured are PSA: #62, graded with PSA 6: #54, (4 cards); PSA 7: #221 H. Wilson (mc); PSA 6: #125 Terry; PSA 5: #87 Feller; SGC: #503 Gehrig; SGC 5: #20 Vance (mk); SGC 5: #203 Joe. Lopez; PSA 2: #61 Babers; SGC 5: #625 Fox; SGC: #35 cards with SGC 40: #19 Dickey, #52 P. Waner, #102 Marshall, #109 Cronin, #120 Di Maggio, #222 Gehrig, #229 Vaughn, SGC 30: #160 Gehrig and GAI: #20 cards.
For a complete list of graded cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

38. 1933 Uncle Jacks Candy Hack Wilson PSA 5—Highest Graded
Graded EX 5 by PSA. A depression-era classic is found with this 1933 Uncle Jacks Candy Hack Wilson. The high-cut graded of two similar examples judged by PSA, this red-toned card with strong edges and corners, precise centering and a clean blank reverse presents much better than the assigned technical grade indication. Only a pair of printing imperfections keeps this Candy Hall of Famer from grading much higher.
Opening Bid $450.00

39. 1940 Play Ball #1 Joe DiMaggio SGC 60
Graded 60 EX by SGC. A classic mid-grade rendition of Joe DiMaggio is found with this 1940 Play Ball #1 card. Despite even corner wear and slightly orange centering, this crease-free "Yankee Clipper" is still a solid choice.
Opening Bid $250.00

40. 1949 Bowman #226 Duke Snider RC GAI 9.5
Presented is a 1949 Bowman #226 Duke Snider rookie card, graded Gem Mint 9.5 by Global Authentication. This "Duke of Flatbush" is well centered with crisp edges and corners and perfect registration.
Opening Bid $750.00

41. (38) 1949 & 1950 Bowman Baseball Singles with (25) PSA Graded
These (38) 1949 and (1950) Bowman baseball singles are ideal for the vintage set collector. The mixed grade gathering is heralded by multiple Hall of Famers, many of which are assessed by PSA. Highlights include: 1949 Bowman: #18 cards, 5 graded, ungraded average EX to EX-MT; #60 Berra; #41 Blankford (VG-EX); #52 Keill (EX-MT); #52 Kaiser (EX); #46 Roberts RC (EX); #55 Snapple (EX); #100 Hodges (EX-MT); #27 Feller; #264 Reese; #402 Schoendienst; PSA 5: #133 Spain; #405 Gomez, 1950 Bowman: #20 cards, all graded, ungraded average EX to EX-MT; #113 Mays. For a complete list of key and graded cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
42. 1952 Topps #311 Mickey Mantle - SGC 30

The 1952 Topps Mickey Mantle baseball card has gained a kind of mythical status. For many baseball card collectors, this card is considered the holy grail of collectibles. The card features the young slugger at the peak of his career, captured in a dynamic pose that exudes raw power and skill.

Opening Bid $400.00

43. 1952 Coca-Cola Tips Test

Willie Mays - SGC 50

Distributed locally in 1952, Coca-Cola’s “Playing Tips” test cards were limited to three Philadelphia versions and one Willie Mays. Graded 50 VG/EX 4 by SGC, this Mays example is a class by itself for a couple of reasons. First and foremost, the colorful placard (which was inserted into cartons of the tasty beverage) is one of only three at this tier with none graded higher by the card’s famed evaluators. Additionally, in a departure from the normal theme, the Mays test card features biographical content on the reverse, rather than the customary “playing tips.” This perfect condition and rarity ensure a much higher evaluation.

Opening Bid $1500.00

44. 1952 Topps #261 Willie Mays RC SGC 70

Graded 70 EX+ by SGC, this classic collectible appears nicely for the technical grade with razor-sharp corners and edges, sparkling colors and pinpoint centering. The Hall of Fame slugger appears at the ready on the outset of a spectacular career. This difficult high number is crease-free and concedes even more room for the novice collector.

Opening Bid $645.00

45. 1952 Topps #312 Robinson & #333 Reese-Both PSA

An initial tandem of beautiful “hams” are found with the offered 1952 Topps #312 Jackie Robinson (PSA 4) and #333 Pee Wee Reese (PSA 3) singles. These difficult high numbers reveal average wear commensurate with their assigned grading tiers and are perfect for the Brooklyn Dodgers enthusiast.

Opening Bid $250.00

46. 1948 Bowman #6 Yogi Berra GAI 8

Graded GAI 8 by Global Authentication, this crisp black-and-white 1948 Bowman #6 Yogi Berra Rookie exhibi beams razor-sharp corners and edges, decent centering and a problem-free reverse. The four-time Hall of Famer appears as ready as ever in the context of a spectacular career. This difficult high number is crease-free and concedes even more room for the novice collector.

Opening Bid $210.00

47. 1952 Topps #407 Ed Mathews PSA 3

Graded 3 VG by PSA, offered is a presentable 1952 Topps #407 Ed Mathews rookie card. The Hall of Fame slugger appears as ready as ever in the context of a spectacular career. This difficult high number is crease-free and concedes even more room for the novice collector.

Opening Bid $450.00

48. (6) 1952 Topps Baseball High Numbers-

All PSA 6 or 7

Put a dent in the challenging 1952 Topps Baseball set with these six high number singles. Each graded by PSA, these scarce cards present at the peak of their assigned grading tiers. Included are #190 Mays (PSA 6), #336 All-Star (PSA 7), #337 Bogan & Davis (PSA 6.5), #338 Thorpe (PSA 6), #374 Brown (PSA 6) and #402 Harrel (PSA 6.5).

Opening Bid $210.00

49. 1954 Topps #128 Hank Aaron Rookie SGC 80

Graded the EX+ 5 by SGC, “Hammerin’” Hank Aaron presides on his 1954 Topps #128 rookie card. This “pack fresh” specimen presents much better than the technical grade would indicate. With crisp corners and edges, this highly graded by SGC card would be a visually rewarding, immensely prized acquisition.

Opening Bid $200.00

50. 1955-1956 Topps PSA Graded Star Lot of (5) - With Clemente

Included are five select (PSA 6) Clemente singles that are highly graded by SGC. Each is a class by itself for a couple of reasons. First and foremost, the beautiful color image of a smiling Clemente with a billboard-like proclamation of “Coke is a Natural!”... and so is this collectible.

Opening Bid $750.00

51. (29) 1964 Topps Baseball Highly Graded Singles with Mantle

Presented is a collection of (29) 1964 Topps Baseball singles, the majority of which are highly graded by SGC. Included are PSA: (1) card with PSA 7: #50 Mantle; (2) cards with SGC 8: #116, #118, 143, 232, 279, 294, 307, 312, 414, 449, 452; SGC 9: #108, #230 B. Robinson, #255, #430; SGC 9.5: #415 Banks, #62, #64, #76, #127, #160, #276, #284, #562, #644, #418, #467 and #512.

Opening Bid $200.00

52. 1965 Topps #350 Mickey Mantle-GAI 8.5

Graded 85 MT by Global Authentication, this scarce 1965 Topps #350 Mickey Mantle means all of the requirements of the technical grade with razor-sharp corners and edges, sparkling colors and pinpoint centering. This dynamic type card will play a key role in any Hall of Fame collection.

Opening Bid $250.00

53. 1965 & 1968 Bazooka Mickey Mantle Cards- Both PSA

Featuring a tandem of seldom-seen Mickey Mantle singles from the 1965 Bazooka and 1968 Bazooka editions. These difficult bubble gum cards are rarely found in this level. Included are #1965 Bazooka #5 (PSA 7), #1968 Bazooka #5 (PSA 7). Although they may be small in size, these dynamic type cards will play a key role in any Hall of Fame collection.

Opening Bid $250.00
54. 1958 Topps #150 Mickey Mantle GAI 8
Graded NM-MT 8 by Global Authentication. This 1958 Topps #150 Mickey Mantle is a classic representation of the iconic Yankee star. Despite flaking on the upper edge, the remaining portion of the card is problem-free with tightly nested peripheral wear, bright colors and a clean reverse. Opening Bid $250.00

55. (5) 1952-1964 Topps & Bowman Mickey Mantle Graded Cards
The "golden boy" of New York, Mickey Mantle is found on these five 1952-1964 Topps and Bowman graded cards. Included are: 1952 Bowman #101 (PSA 5), 1953 Bowman #202 (PSA 1), 1960 Topps #503 (SCD 6.5), 1962 Topps #449 (PSA 7) and 1964 Topps #85 (PSA 6). These attractive singles will nicely supplement any classic Topps or Bowman gathering. Opening Bid $250.00

56. 1969 Topps #260 Reggie Jackson RC-PSA 9
Long before earning his place in "Mr. October," Reggie Jackson was a fresh-faced outfielder for the Kansas City/Oakland Athletics. Graded 9 by PSA, this 1969 Topps #260 rookie card ostensibly portrays the future Hall of Famer. Of the 3,011 Jackson rookie cards registered on the PSA Population Report, this gem ranks at the top one percent of all similarly evaluated by the grading service (29 rated PSA 9, only one better). It is difficult to conceive that this Blazer is forty years old, as this classic Topps card displays all the marks of a "peak fresh" example. Highlighted by impeccable centering, near-white corners and edges along with a clean reverse, this economy-proof investment piece will deservedly garner much attention from those with an eye for the very best. Opening Bid $750.00

57. 1973 Topps Blue Team Checklist Complete Set of (24)-All PSA 6-7
The 1973 Topps Blue Team Checklists is a difficult set that is believed to have only been issued in pieces of the challenging light number series. Presented is a nearly set 1973 Topps Blue Team Checklist set of (24) cards, each of which is graded by PSA. Included are PSA 6 (5 cards) with Bovier, Aquino, Giamatti, Parker, Yankees (PSA 6.5), 2 cards with Athletics, Royals (PSA 6), 15 cards with Angeles, Amos, Brown, Corduroys, Cubs, Dodgers, Indians, Mets, Orioles, Phillies, Pirates, Rangers, Red Sox, Reds, Tigers, Twins and White Sox. Opening Bid $250.00

58. 1953 Stahl-Meyer Mickey Mantle PSA 1 MK
The offered 1953 Stahl-Meyer Mickey Mantle is one of the most prized collectibles of all 1950s regional "most" issues. Graded PSA 1 with an additional (mk) qualifier, this early "Mick" presents much nicer than the technical grade would suggest. Despite surface wear, this "hot dog" issue has tremendous appeal and is a welcome addition to any advanced Mantle gathering. Opening Bid $300.00

59. 1949 Sealsbot Robin Roberts SGC 80
Graded 80 EX-MT 6 by SGC. Offered is a tough 1949 Southern Robin Roberts sticker. This scarce regional issue has only traces of corner wear and is ideal for the devout Phillies fan or type specialist. Opening Bid $200.00

60. 1953-54 Briggs Meats Mickey Vernon
The "hot dog" collector will find great value with this 1953-54 Briggs Meats Mickey Vernon example. Although the All-Star is low-grade with a combination of corner wear and a errant scissor cut, this Washingtonian is still a suitable addition to any "type" collection. Opening Bid $100.00

61. (3) 1962 Gehl's Ice Cream Roger Maris Cards
The 1962 Gehl's Ice Cream Roger Maris card was released in the Milwaukee, Wisconsin area to promote sales of the Gold-Mine ice cream brand. Offered is a mix of 1962 Gehl's Ice Cream Roger Maris (bat on shoulder, close up) cards. Each blank-backed specimen grades (EX-MT) with modest corner wear and light reverse toning. With only two examples of the entire set having been graded by PSA, these regional cards are ideal for the type card collector. Opening Bid $200.00

62. 1947 Signal Gasoline Oakland Athletics Complete Set
Assembled is a 1947 Signal Gasoline Oakland Athletics complete set of (25) cards. The interesting illustrations were crafted by Al Domestic and provide poignant career detail of members from the Pacific League squad. Highlights include: V. DiMag (GiF) and Stengel (GiF). The remaining cards average (VG) with some but- ter and others lesser. Opening Bid $150.00

The offered 1954-1955 Baltimore Orioles Zip Card complete set of (25) cards is so scarce as the origin is elusive. Little is known about these tiny cards, but this collection is comprised of all the known cards found in the series. The deep numbered set includes two tiny variations, a 2 x 2-5/8" version and a 2-5/8 x 3-5/8" version. From the 1954 season are (4) small cards and (1) large, while the 1955 issue has (5) small and (5) large cards. All of the cards feature black and white images of the Baltimore Orioles' players from the 1954 and 1955 seasons while each card grades (NM to NM-MT). This is the premier series, save the Eckerly set, for the dedicated Baltimore Orioles collector. Opening Bid $250.00
M101-1 SPORTING NEWS

BASEBALL

From April 1899 until October 1900, weekly editions of the Sporting News featured baseball player supplements as publication inserts. These turn-of-the-century portraits measure approximately 8 3/4 x 11 and were eventually assigned the M 101-1 designation. The vignette photographs are further accentuated by a floral design on the reverse, which also includes informative biographical playing details. With sixty-two dead-ball stars included in the series, these portfolios precisely capture the essence of the early game.

63. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Wilbert Robinson-Hall of Famer

Wilbert Robinson was a durable, clutch performer who became “the face” of the franchise. This handsome 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/27/99) presents a “full body” pose, this picture of the New York captain. Accentuated by a floral design on the reverse, which also includes informative biographical information, this high-grade ephemera grades (EX) with minimal peripheral water staining and a light paper tear that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

64. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement John McGraw-Hall of Famer

“Little Napoleon” takes charge on this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/9/99) that presents the fiery-eyed John J. McGraw. The manager, third baseman and more importantly the manager of the Baltimore Orioles dynasty of the 1890s, Wilbert Robinson was a durable, clutch performer who became “the face” of the franchise. This handsome 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/27/99) presents a “full body” pose, this picture of the New York captain. Accentuated by a floral design on the reverse, which also includes informative biographical information, this high-grade ephemera grades (EX) with minimal peripheral water staining and a light paper tear that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

65. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Fred Tenney

The seasoned Jack Tenney is featured on this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/10/99) of John J. McGraw. The manager, third baseman and more importantly the manager of the Baltimore Orioles dynasty of the 1890s, Wilbert Robinson was a durable, clutch performer who became “the face” of the franchise. This handsome 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/27/99) presents a “full body” pose, this picture of the New York captain. Accentuated by a floral design on the reverse, which also includes informative biographical information, this high-grade ephemera grades (EX) with minimal peripheral water staining and a light paper tear that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

66. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Ted Breitenstein

A weathered Ted Breitenstein is portrayed on this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/3/99) that presents the fiery-eyed John J. McGraw. The manager, third baseman and more importantly the manager of the Baltimore Orioles dynasty of the 1890s, Wilbert Robinson was a durable, clutch performer who became “the face” of the franchise. This handsome 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/27/99) presents a “full body” pose, this picture of the New York captain. Accentuated by a floral design on the reverse, which also includes informative biographical information, this high-grade ephemera grades (EX) with minimal peripheral water staining and a light paper tear that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

67. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Vic Willis-Hall of Famer

Deputizing the Maryland native nearly one hundred years before his induction into Cooperstown in 1995, this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (8/26/99) of Vic Willis is an exemplar example of the right-handed hurler. This condition sensitive picture grades (GD) with a pair of barely distinguishable foxing spots, an edge tear and minimal reverse staining. The reverse is clean with uniform wrinkling that barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

68. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Jerry Nops (Baltimore)

An alluring “full body” image of Baltimore pitcher Jerry H. Nops is present with this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/8/99). The reverse displays a water stain that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

69. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Frank Donahue

A dashing Frank Donahue is featured on this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/8/99) of Vic Willis. The reverse displays a water stain that barely protrudes the surface. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

70. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Ted Lewis

Veteran backstop, James Thomas “Deacon” McGuire is the focus of this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (5/30/99). The journeyman played an unparalleled 26 seasons that spanned four decades. This picture grades (VG) with moderate water staining and a light paper tear along the right edge. The reverse is clean and the uniform paper wrinkling barely protrudes the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

71. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Fred Tenney

The distinguished Fred Tenney is front-and-center with the offered 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (8/16/99). This mid-grade ephemera grades (EX) with even corner and edge wear along with light surface wrinkling. Other than a barely noticeable fingerprint, the reverse is clean and problem-free.

Opening Bid $400.00

72. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement John Doyle

This 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/19/99) of John J. Deaky Jack Doyle is an evocative depiction of the New York captain. Accompanied by a “full body” pose, this picture grades (EX) with minimal peripheral foxing along with water stains that are evident on the right edge. The reverse is clean with uniform wrinkling that barely affects the surface.

Opening Bid $400.00

73. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Frank Doucet

A loping Frank. R. Doucet is featured on this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/25/99). The Philadelphia pitcher grades (EX) with minimal paper foxing along with light corner and edge abrasions. Uniform paper wrinkling exists on the reverse but does not detract from the surface presentation.

Opening Bid $400.00

74. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Fred Tenney

The distinguished Fred Tenney is front-and-center with the offered 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (8/16/99). This mid-grade ephemera grades (EX) with even corner and edge wear along with light surface wrinkling. Other than a barely noticeable fingerprint, the reverse is clean and problem-free.

Opening Bid $400.00

LOW BID: 1.866.462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com
75. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement John O’Connor
The deatiling Jack Pooh-Plo O’Connor resounds on this 1899-00
M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/24/99). This publication insert
grades (EX) to moderate paper foxing along with negligible corner and
edge creasing. The reverse is clean while the uniform wrinkling does not adversely impact the impressive sur-
face eye appeal.
Opening Bid $400.00

76. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement P.J. Donovan
Irish baseball player Patrick Joseph
P.J. Donovan is subject of this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting
News Supplement (7/7/99). The manager and outfielder for the
Detroit club, featuring the Donovan present (VG) with average paper
aging along with moderate edge.Staining which adversely affect the image. The reverse is problem-free, and the typical
paper folding does not hinder the stunning visual appeal of this scarce piece.
Opening Bid $400.00

77. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement William Lange
The distinguished William Little Era Lange commands this 1899-00
M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/3/99). The Orphans captain pres-
ents (VG) with minimal paper foxing along with limited paper tearing on
the upper edge. The problem-free reverse is absent of any significant
wear. An ideal turn-of-the-century accompaniment for fans from the
“Windy City.”
Opening Bid $400.00

78. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement James Hughes
Prominent appeal abounds with this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News
Supplement ($1299) of James Hughes, pitcher for the Brooklyn Superbas. The crystal clear image is hardly affected by paper aging along with inconsequential peripheral wear. The presence of a water stain on the right edge and a minimal paper creasing on the reverse does not diminish the visual allure of this (VG) picture.
Opening Bid $400.00

80. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement Marty Bergen
Before viciously killing his young family and himself in 1900, Bergen was a standout catcher for the Boston Beaneaters
champions of the National League. Presented in scarce 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement ($1599) of the young Bergen. This extremely clean picture grades (EX-MT) with lighter paper toning and negligible peripheral wear. The reverse is problem-free and the poignant biography details the problems of the “crimes” player.
Opening Bid $400.00

82. 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement William Kennedy
William Brocious Kennedy was a star pitcher for the Brooklyn Superbas and is finely depicted on this
difficult 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/19/99). This publication insert presents (EX) to EX-MT)
and is virtually absent of any paper foxing. Although a water stain exists on the reverse, and lightly
protrudes the right edge of the obverse, this early “E” item presents extremely well.
Opening Bid $400.00

83. 1899 M101-2 Sporting News Supplements Complete Set of (24) Pictures
With a start during the exchanging num-
mer and concluding in the beginning of a
new year, the 1899 M101-2 Sporting
News Supplements showcased some of the greatest baseball
players ever to lace up the spikes. This complete set of (24)
pictures feature the full Hall of Famers including Cobb,
Lajoie, Mathewson and Wagner. The complete break-
down for this over used weekly series is 45% (EX-MT or bet-
ter), 20% (VG-XF), 17% (VG-XF) and 17% (VG or lower).
Highlights include 8/5 Mathewson (VG, with light pimpls), 6/12 (VG), 6/19 Lajoie (EX), 9/2 Chance (EX-MT), 9/5 Walls (EX-MT), 9/23 Wagner (EX), 10/29 Collins, 12/1 Speaker (NM) and 12/9 M. Brown (EX-MT). The reverse display uniform paper wrinkling which is consistent with each picture, probably due to ship-
ning or factory distribution methods of the day. The majority of these back imperfections do not protrude the surface. Due to the rudimentary printing techniques of the age, slight variances in size exist. For a complete list of subjects and their respective grades, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00

84. 1909 E92 Dockman & Sons Near Set (39/40)-All PSA
Presented is a 1909 E92 Dockman & Sons Near set of (39/40) cards. Missing only Wagner (Bunting) for completion, this card gathering displays stunning color, interesting poses and a formidable cast of early baseball’s finest. This difficult-to-
locate set is primarily low-grade, with fifteen cards evidencing reverse paper loss, writing or stamp impressions. Despite these flaws, this exceedingly difficult “E” designation will instantly add credibility to any pre-war gather-
ing. Included are PSA 6 (3 cards, 7% with Casey, Schaefer (mk),
Shum (mk) PSA 8 (2 cards, 18% with Bresnahan, Chase, Donovan (mk), Kleiner, Lewis (mk), Schlie, PSA 2 (5 cards, 13%) with Doanin (mk), Daubert, Devos, Bosch, Chance, Crawford (mk), R. Davis, Deleh, Devos with Bell, Hart, Mapes, Mullen (mk, Toy Town stamp), Turkey (Threading), 1908-10 R2 Authentic (11 cards, 25%) with Bonser, Berger, H. Johnson (trimmed), McLean (trimmed), Miller, Murphy, (recolored), O’Hara, Schmidt (trimmed), Young (trimmed) and Smith (Schlei);
Opening Bid $1200.00

Highlights include 8/5 Mathewson (VG, with light pimpls), 6/12 (VG), 6/19 Lajoie (EX), 9/2 Chance (EX-MT), 9/5 Walls (EX-MT), 9/23 Wagner (EX), 10/29 Collins, 12/1 Speaker (NM) and 12/9 M. Brown (EX-MT). The reverse display uniform paper wrinkling which is consistent with each picture, probably due to ship-
ning or factory distribution methods of the day. The majority of these back imperfections do not protrude the surface. Due to the rudimentary printing techniques of the age, slight variances in size exist. For a complete list of subjects and their respective grades, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $1500.00

The deatiling Jack Pooh-Plo O’Connor resounds on this 1899-00
M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (6/24/99). This publication insert
grades (EX) to moderate paper foxing along with negligible corner and
edge creasing. The reverse is clean while the uniform wrinkling does not adversely impact the impressive sur-
face eye appeal.
Opening Bid $400.00

The distinguished William Little Era Lange commands this 1899-00
M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/3/99). The Orphans captain pres-
ents (VG) with minimal paper foxing along with limited paper tearing on
the upper edge. The problem-free reverse is absent of any significant
wear. An ideal turn-of-the-century accompaniment for fans from the
“Windy City.”
Opening Bid $400.00

Prominent appeal abounds with this 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News
Supplement ($1299) of James Hughes, pitcher for the Brooklyn Superbas. The crystal clear image is hardly affected by paper aging along with inconsequential peripheral wear. The presence of a water stain on the right edge and a minimal paper creasing on the reverse does not diminish the visual allure of this (VG) picture.
Opening Bid $400.00

Before viciously killing his young family and himself in 1900, Bergen was a standout catcher for the Boston Beaneaters
champions of the National League. Presented in scarce 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement ($1599) of the young Bergen. This extremely clean picture grades (EX-MT) with lighter paper toning and negligible peripheral wear. The reverse is problem-free and the poignant biography details the problems of the “crimes” player.
Opening Bid $400.00

William Brocious Kennedy was a star pitcher for the Brooklyn Superbas and is finely depicted on this
difficult 1899-00 M101-1 Sporting News Supplement (7/19/99). This publication insert presents (EX) to EX-MT)
and is virtually absent of any paper foxing. Although a water stain exists on the reverse, and lightly
protrudes the right edge of the obverse, this early “E” item presents extremely well.
Opening Bid $400.00

Presented is a 1909 E92 Dockman & Sons Near set of (39/40) cards. Missing only Wagner (Bunting) for completion, this card gathering displays stunning color, interesting poses and a formidable cast of early baseball’s finest. This difficult-to-
locate set is primarily low-grade, with fifteen cards evidencing reverse paper loss, writing or stamp impressions. Despite these flaws, this exceedingly difficult “E” designation will instantly add credibility to any pre-war gather-
ing. Included are PSA 6 (3 cards, 7% with Casey, Schaefer (mk),
Shum (mk) PSA 8 (2 cards, 18% with Bresnahan, Chase, Donovan (mk), Kleiner, Lewis (mk), Schlie, PSA 2 (5 cards, 13%) with Doanin (mk), Daubert, Devos, Bosch, Chance, Crawford (mk), R. Davis, Deleh, Devos with Bell, Hart, Mapes, Mullen (mk, Toy Town stamp), Turkey (Threading), 1908-10 R2 Authentic (11 cards, 25%) with Bonser, Berger, H. Johnson (trimmed), McLean (trimmed), Miller, Murphy, (recolored), O’Hara, Schmidt (trimmed), Young (trimmed) and Smith (Schlei);
Opening Bid $1200.00
86. (132) 1911 T206 Gold Border & 1909-1911 T206 White Border Singles with (27) Graded

The most desirable tobacco baseball assortment will feature three (132) antiques from the 1911 T206 Gold Border and 1909-1911 T206 White Border series. Featured are (27) T206 Gold Border single cards, all common backs, unless noted with: Barger (Full “B” on Cap, one colored corner), Stahl SF (GD), 17% (VG to VG-EX), 61% (GD), 8% (PR); one Polar Bear, Pelfrey (FR, Portrait), H. Hinchman (PSA 4, mk) and Milan (PSA 3) with the remaining cards graded by SGC.

Opening Bid $300.00

87. (22) 1909-1911 T206 Singles with (10) Hall of Famers

Supplement your vintage tobacco card collection with these (22) 1909-1911 T206 singles, ten of which are Hall of Famers. This group also contains (4) PSA graded examples. Unless noted, each card contains a common advertising reverse. Highlights include: Key Cards: Brownstone (GD, Portrait), Brownstone (VG), with Bati, M. Brown (FR, Pitching, Chicago, Polar Bear), E. Collins (FR, Crawford), Crawford (GD, Throwing), G. Davis (PR), M. Johnson (PR, Hands at Chest, Polar Bear), Keeler (trimmed, Portrait), Kinniskin (GD, Boston, Polar Bear), McGraw (GD, Portrait, No Cap), McGraw (GD, Hand on Hip), F. Smith (trimmed, Boston & Chicago), Thomason (FR), Southern Leagues; (5 cards) with Bay (PR, Piedmont), (23 cards, all common backs, unless noted) with Chase (VG, Blue Portrait), Crawford (FR, with Bat, Polar Bear), G. Davis (GD, One FR, with Bat, Chicago on Star), Griffin (GD, Portrait), Joer (PR, Portrait), Keeler (GD, Portrait), Keller (VG), 25 Lance (FR, trimmed, one Polar Bear), Marquard (VG, Hands at Thighs), Marquard (FR, Portrait), (2) Membership (GD, FR, one Polar Bear), McKnow (FR, Portrait, No Cap), (9) Sacker (GD, FR, PR, one Polar Bear), Teiber (PR, Bat on Shoulder), Waddell (GD, Portrait), Southern Leagues; (2 cards) with Bay (FR, Piedmont), King (GD, Old Mill) and Rockenski (FR, Old Mill). For a complete list of sub-

Opening Bid $750.00

88. (3) 1909-1914 Walter Johnson Cards

Here is a sampling of three 1909-1914 Walter Johnson cards. Included are: Lj 1909-1911 T206 portrait (FR, Sovereign 150); Lj 1913 T200 Fatima Team Cards Washington (GD) and A 1914 B1 Blanks (VG). A fine start for the bargainening

Big Train” collector

Opening Bid $150.00

89.1915 PMI Ornate Frame Christ Mathewson

The “Big Six” come up “aces” on this 1915 PMI Ornate Frame Christ Mathewson pin. It is difficult to conceive that this tiny treasure (1-1/16 x 1-1/4”) is rapidly approaching the century mark in age. The clear sepia-toned image depicts the “Christian Gentleman” in a throwing pose. A minor surface scratch exists that is barely noticeable upon close scrutiny. The decorative border is free of tarnish, soiling or any signifi-

Opening Bid $400.00

90. (29) 1909-1936 Baseball Card Grab Bag with (14) Hall of Famers

Supplement your personal baseball hand collection with these (29) 1909-1936 singles from a variety of “T” and “R” issuers. This sam-

Opening Bid: 1,866,462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com

91. (30) 1933-1934 Goudey Baseball Stars Graded

Selected is a grouping of (30) 1933-34 Goudey Diamond Stars singles, nine of which have been professionally graded by either PSA or SGC.

Included ungraded cards are #4, 5, 15, 1-21, 26, 37, 40-42, 46, 47, 56, 61, 62, 63, 65, 69, 71, 75 and 82.

These cards are boxed and averaging (VG) with some better and others lesser. Also present are: Gradled: (9) cards with PSA 1-5, #52; SGC 50-95, Johnson, 45, 57, 94 W. Farrell, SGC 40, 47, 95, 96 W. Farrell, SGC 40, 50, 95, 96 W. Farrell, SGC 40, 63 and SGC 30, 65, 90, 95, 96 W. Farrell

Opening Bid $200.00

92. (48) 1933-1934 Goudey Baseball Singles with (15) Hall of Famers

Featured is a grouping of (48) 1933-1934 Goudey singles.

Highlighted by the following are (15) Hall of Famers. This primarily mid-grade offering is ideal for the set collector or those seeking to secure reaction demanding stars.

Highlights include: 1933 Goudey: (28) cards, averaging (VG) with #64 Grimm (VG), 87

Opening Bid: 1,866,462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com

93. (48) 1933-1934 Goudey Baseball Singles with (15) Hall of Famers

Featured is a grouping of (48) 1933-1934 Goudey singles.

Highlighted by the following are (15) Hall of Famers. This primarily mid-grade offering is ideal for the set collector or those seeking to secure reaction demanding stars.

Highlights include: 1933 Goudey: (28) cards, averaging (VG) with #64 Grimm (VG), 87

Opening Bid $200.00
DAY ONE
May 27, 2009

94. (191) 1934-1951 Baseball Card Grab Bag with (2) Williams
Supplement your vintage baseball card collection with these (191) 1934-1951 singles from a variety of manufacturers. This sampling is loaded with Hall of Fame cards, including: Ty Williams. Better cards include 1938 Goudey #1953 Wheaties Premium (VG); 1940 Diamond Stars (86) - With SGC 70: #53 Greenberg (PSA 5), #54 Gomez (VG), #56 Greenberg (VG-EX, correct deco design). Highlights include: #3 Maranville (EX-MT), #54 Ferrell (EX-MT) and #61 Gehrig (NM). Also present is an original mailer (FR) in which such pictures were shipped.

Opening Bid $2,000

95. (7) 1926 Postcard Back Exhibits—All Hall of Famers
A formidable cast of Cooperators legenda these seven 1926 Postcard Back Exhibits. Found in a variety of color variations, the majority of postcards present (GD to VG), but the playing action on the reverse. Included are: (pup) Kincaid, (pup) Haines, (pup) Martin, (pup) Greenberg, (pup) Valenzuela, (pup) Wilson and (pup) Wilson. These attractive keyholes are ideal for the budget-conscious collector.

Opening Bid $500

96. 1926-27 W512 Uncut Sheet with Ruth
Presented is a 1926-27 W512 uncut sheet with Ruth. This 25-card sheet comprises half of the set, which features athletes and action. Present in the set are: #6 Ruth, #8 Hornsby and #12 Tilden. The approximately 7 x 11 1/2” sheet is about of any creasing or tears, and reveals moderate corner wear as its only significant flaw.

Opening Bid $2,000

97. 1930’s-1950’s Wheaties Lots of (68) - With Duplicates
“The Breakfast of Champions” provided a sports memorabilia collection for enthusiasts during the 1930’s through 1950’s. This lot of (68) Wheaties premiums is comprised primarily of baseball heroes. Nearly cut from cereal boxes, these collectibles (average EX, with many nice) feature colored images of the stars. Highlights include: 1935 Wheaties 15 Flax and 1959 Wheaties 17 Flax. Complete list available on our website.

Opening Bid $2,000

98. 1941 W753 St. Louis Browns Set - #2 on the PSA Registry Offered is the #2 Highest Graded 1941 W753 St. Louis Browns Team Issue on the PSA Registry. The 30-card set includes (2) PSA 8, (11) PSA 7, (5) PSA 7.5 (with Rich Ferrell) – the set’s only HOFer, (9) PSA 7, (11) PSA 6, (1) PSA 5 and (1) PSA 4. As cards, see website.

Opening Bid $300

99. 1931 Metropolitan Studios St. Louis Cardinals Complete Set (30/30)
The predecessors to the “gashouse gang” are found with this tough 1931 Metropolitan Studios St. Louis Cardinals complete set of (30) pictures. These 6-1/2” x 9-1/2” sepia-toned beauties feature seven Hall of Famers and other stars. These masterpiece depictions average (EX-MT) with some better and others lesser. Featured are Bottomley (EX-MT), Dean (EX), Fosite (EX-MT), Gehringer (EX), Hafey (EX-MT), Haines (EX-MT) and Ricketts (NGP). Also present is an original mailer (FR) in which such pictures were shipped.

Opening Bid $400

100. 1934-36 Diamond Stars Partial Set (66/108) with (30) Graded Presented is a 1934-36 Diamond Stars partial set of (66/108) cards, thirty of which are graded by either PSA or SGC. Others over-shadowed by comparing Goudey sets, these cards are marked by poignant action and portrait poses set against an attractive art deco design. Highlights include: #30 cards with SGC 70: #44 Hornsby, #99 (VG); 1940 #181 Daffney; 1952 (VG); 1954: #92 Simmons, #94 Frazee. Exemplar: #56 cards with SGC 70: #53 Greenberg (VG-EX), #61 L. Williams (EX-MT), #191 Cuyler (EX-MT), #192 Rex (EX-MT), #467 Reed (EX-MT), #504 Gehringer (VG-EX, correct last name). The ungraded cards average (VG-EX) with some better and others lesser. Found within are (5) tougher 95-96 cards, each of which display glue residue on the reverse. Due to rudimentary Depression-era printing techniques, plant size variances are present. For a complete list of cards and missing numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $400

101. 1939 Play Ball Complete Set (161/161) with (31) PSA Pre-war collectors will be interested in the offered 1939 Play Ball complete set of (161) cards. This edition is honored by the inclusion of (31) PSA graded cards. The approximate condition breakdown for this set is 17% (EX-MT or better), 20% (EX), 30% (VG-EX) and 35% (VG) or lesser. Highlights include: #102 Ruffing (VG-EX), #107 Slayton (PSA 5), #112 Young (PSA 5), #123 Jackson (PSA 4), #124 Gall Hart (PSA 6). For a complete list of cards and graded cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $900

102. (151) 1900-1955 Pre-War & Bowman Baseball Collection Presented is a sampling of (151) 1900-1955 pre-war and Bowman Baseball singles. This diverse selection displays several Hall of Famers from a variety of designations. Highlights include: Pre-Bowman: 1900-1920 Mayo’s Cat’s Paw Baseball Comics “On to the Curve” (30), 1910-1915 Turkey Back (300, most Ted Williams and Turkey Tail backs), 1911-1920 Mayo’s Cat’s Paw Baseball Comics “On to the Curve” (30). Pre-1920: 1920-1945 Turkey Back (150), 1925-1930 Turkey Back (150). Pre-war cards average GD to VG with SGC 70; #64 Wynn (VG); 1940-1945: (40 cards, median GD to VG with SGC 70; #99 Simmons (VG-EX, with some better and others lesser. Found within are (5) tougher 95-96 cards, each of which display glue residue on the reverse. Due to rudimentary Depression-era printing techniques, plant size variances are present. For a complete list of cards and missing numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250
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SEE PAGE 5 FOR NEW BUYERS PREMIUM RATES
104. (41) 1887-1966 Baseball Grab Bag Collection with T222 \nZimmerman

A type card highlights from the four major T206, T207, E92 and Z45 baseball card sets. Includes (41) 1887-1966 baseball cards. Some are missing numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

107. 1953 Bowman Color Complete Set of (160) Cards

While the fledgling Topps company was beginning to flourish in the trading card industry, the Bowman Company of Philadelphia, a counter-acted by issuing the first full-color photographic card in hobby history. Although this expensive decision nearly drove Bowman to bankruptcy, the 1953 Color series is regarded as one of the most attractive baseball cards ever released. Presented is a 1953 Bowman Color complete set of (160) cards. This group is led by a stunning mint of Hall of Famers and has an average condition rating of 3% (EX-MT or better), 13% (EX), 30% (VG-EX), 25% (VG) and 25% (GD or lesser) with a handful slightly higher. Highlights include #80 Williams (VG), #114 Rizzuto (VG-EX), #117 Snider (FR), #153 Ford (FR), #157 Mantle (PSA 5) and #227 Mantle (PSA 4). The approximate condition breakdown for this edition is 10% (EX-MT or better), 35% (VG-EX), 35% (VG) and 30% (GD or lesser). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

106. 1951 Berk Ross Complete Set of (72) in Original Boxes

Presented in a complete set of (72) 1951 Berk Ross cards in the original boxes. A very scarce find, the four boxes are fresh from vending, making the cards inside guaranteed to be in great shape. Stars in the set include Berra, Snider, Ford and Musial. The set is entitled “Hall of Champions” and features (72) cards from various sports with the first truly being baseball players. Berk Ross released these sets in boxes with two-panel cards measuring approximately 2 x 2-1/2” in size. Cards fall in the EX-MT to NM category with some better and a few lesser. Cards are sharp on over 90% of the cards with only minor wear on the rest, probably occurring at the time the cards were cut. Many of the cards have centering issues especially along the center perforation, but with panels still intact, it is a negligible issue.

Opening Bid $200.00

108. 1953 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (274) Cards

Offered is an eye-catchind 1953 Topps Baseball near set of (274) cards. This mid to-off-grade selection includes (18) PSA or GAI graded cards. The approximate condition breakdown for this set is 15% (EX), 20% (VG-EX), 25% (VG) and 40% (GD) or lesser. Better cards include #1 T. Williams (VG), #10 J. Robinson (VG), #104 Berra (GD), #114 Rizzuto (VG-EX), #118 Banks (VG), #117 Snider (GD), #120 Snider (FR), #125 Mantle (PR), #127 Mantle (GAI 5), #137 Mathews (VG), #147 Spahn (FR), #207 Ford (FR), #212 Banks (PR), #220 Paige (GD), #234 Mann (GD), #250 Gilliam RC (GD) and #262 Pudue RC (FR). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

109. 1953 Topps Baseball Near Set (241/274) with (18) Graded Including PSA 5 Mantle

Offered is an eye-catchind 1953 Topps Baseball near set of (241/274) cards. This mid to-off-grade selection includes (18) PSA or GAI graded cards. The approximate condition breakdown for this set is 10% (EX), 20% (VG-EX), 35% (VG) and 40% (GD) or lesser. Better cards include #1 T. Williams (VG), #10 J. Robinson (VG), #104 Berra (GD), #114 Rizzuto (VG-EX), #118 Banks (VG), #117 Snider (GD), #120 Snider (FR), #125 Mantle (PR), #127 Mantle (GAI 5), #137 Mathews (VG), #147 Spahn (FR), #207 Ford (FR), #212 Banks (PR) and #220 Paige (GD). This coved set appears at the peak of presentation, despite nearly one-third of the cards revealing varying degrees of wax staining. For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $900.00

110. 1954 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (250) Cards

The offered 1954 Topps Baseball complete set is a spectacular glimpse into the world of the “golden age of baseball.” Founded by Hall of Fame rockabilly talent in Aaron, Banks, Killebrew and LaRoe, this mid-grade assortment exhibits tremendous eye appeal. The approximate condition breakdown is 15% (EX) or better, 20% (VG-EX), 35% (VG) and 30% (GD or lesser). Better cards include #1 T. Williams (VG), #14 J. Robinson (VG), #32 Bender (EX), #43 Ford (VG), #50 Banks (VG), #56 Mathews (VG), #58 Mantle (VG), #60 Spahn (VG), #61 Al Lopez (VG), #63 Rodriguez (VG), #80 Williams (VG) and #122 Mantle (PR). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

NEW BUYERS PREMIUM RATES

NEW RATES

TABLE OF BID: 1.866.462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com
110. 1955 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (206) Cards with SGC 84 Clemente RC

The smallest of all regular Topps Baseball issues, the 1955 edition of (206) cards still packs a powerful punch. With key cards such as Clemente, Kozenski and Killebrew, the offered complete set is further highlighted by (7) SGC graded key cards. The approximate condition breakdown throughout is 10% (NM or better), 40% (EX-MT), 20% (EX), 20% (VG), 15% (VG-EX) and 10% (VG or lesser). Key cards include 32 T. Williams (VG), 62 Kozenski (VG), 125 Mantle (VG-EX), 160 Killebrew (VG-EX), 162 Mathews (VG), 167 Kozenski (VG-EX), 170 Berra (VG), 208 Drysdale (VG-EX), 220 Aaron (FR), 250 Aaron (EX), 260 Wes (VG-EX), 262 Foxx (Vinyl), 267 Kaline (VG-EX), 270 Drysdale (VG-EX), 275 Musial (VG-EX), 286 Berra (EX-MT) and 292 Aparicio RC (EX-MT). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $750.00

111. 1955 Topps Baseball Complete Set of (206) Cards with SGC 60 Mantle

[Trimmed]

[Trimmed]

[Trimmed]

[Trimmed]

112. 1955 Bowman Baseball Complete Set (320/320) with (1) Variation

Offered is a minimum-grade 1955 Bowman Baseball complete set of (320) cards that includes an additional variation. The approximate condition breakdown for this final Bowman series is 15% (EX-MT or better), 15% (EX), 10% (VG-EX), 20% (VG) and 50% (VG or lesser) with a handful of cards revealing wavy glue residue. Key cards include #1 Williams (PR), #100 Mathews (GD), 222 Campanella (PR), #273 Kaline (GD), 275 Musial (GD), 276 Feller (GD), #213 Berra (PR), #219 Aaron (PR), #238 Maris (GD), #250 Mantle (PR) and #271 Banks (PR). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00

113. 1956 Topps Baseball Complete Set (340/340) with (6) SGC

Presented is a solid 1956 Topps Baseball complete set of (340) cards, with six of the key graded by SGC. The approximate condition breakdown for this set is 10% (NM or better), 35% (EX-MT), 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser). Highlights include #11 Harington (EX), #32 Gibson (VG-EX), #5 T. Williams (VG-EX), #63 Robinson RC (SGC 84), #70 Aaron (VG-EX), #113 Clemente (VG), #149 Bonds (VG-EX), #208 Foxx (SGC 80), #254 Musial (VG), #255 Berra (EX-MT), #315 Kaline (VG-EX), #410 Banks (VG-EX), #430 Rose (VG-EX), #480 Banks (VG). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $500.00

114. 1957 Topps Baseball Complete Set (407/407)

Presented is a 1957 Topps Baseball complete set of (407) cards. As the first “standard” issue, this series is usually on most set collector’s “must have” list. The approximate condition breakdown for this mid-grade offering is 15% (EX-MT), 15% (VG-EX), 30% (VG) and 40% (GD or lesser) with the rough fourth series proving similarly to the more common numbers. Highlights include #9 Williams (VG), #33 Mantle (VG), #101 Banks (VG), #108 May (VG), #109 Drysdale RC (FR), #206 Aaron (FR), #213 Ford (VG), #230 Banks (VG), #234 F. Robinson RC (EX), #276 Clemente (EX), #285 Mantle (GD), #288 Berra (EX-MT), #290 Campanella (VG), #292 Calfee (VG), #299 McCovey RC, #303 B. Robinson RC (GD), #305 Banks (GD), #314 Mantle RC (GD) and #361 Banks (SGC 50). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $1,000.00

115. 1959 Fleer Ted Williams Collection with Set, Sheet and Packs

Presented is a 1959 Fleer Ted Williams collection that includes a complete set, sheet and two unopened packs. Highlights include 1959 Fleer Ted Williams with (1) complete set of (407) cards that averages (NM) with some better and other lesser. Better cards include #1 The Early Years, #22 Babe Ruth (RM), #66 Ted Signs MVP (SGC Authentic), #193 1959 Ted Williams unrest short printing (15) cards on (3) card strips. This sheet presents (VG to VG-EX) with surface and peripheral creasing along with a light tear on the right edge. Keys include #11 w/Foxx and #75 Value to Foxx (lightly creased); a two unopened 1959 Fleer Ted Williams unopened 5-cent packs (both EX). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $500.00

116. 1960 Topps Baseball Complete Set (597/597)

Different

From the first printing with vertical backs, this compilation of 597 different 1960 Topps baseball cards represents a near-complete run from the set of 600. The approximate condition breakdown shows 10% (EX-MT), 35% (EX) or better, 30% (VG-EX) and 25% (VG or lesser) with the majority (79%) missing cards of the scarce high-numbered (#56-609) variety. Highlights include: #150 Clemente (EX-MT), #197 Whitey (EX-MT), #205 Banks (EX-MT), #215 Aaron (EX), #257 Mathews (EX-MT), #300 Mays (EX-MT), #301 Carlton (MG-1), #309 Aaron (EX), #310 Clemente (EX-MT), #311 Mathews (EX-MT), #467 Banks (EX-MT), #468 Adcock SF (EX-MT), #661 Gibson (EX-MT) and SGC CL (marked). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $1,500.00

117. 1967 Topps Baseball Near Set (590)

Tough fourth series present-sensitive offering exhibiting a “pack fresh” appearance. The approximate condition breakdown follows 20% (NM or better), 25% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX) and 30% (VG-EX) and 10% (VG or lesser) with the majority (97%) missing cards of the scarce high-numbered (#354-609) variety. Highlights include: #150 Mantle (EX-MT), #205 Banks (EX-MT), #206 Aaron (EX), #290 Crotty (VG-EX), #300 Mays (EX-MT), #301 Carlton (MG-1), #309 Aaron (EX), #310 Clemente (EX-MT), #467 Banks (EX-MT), #468 Adcock SF (EX-MT), #661 Gibson (EX-MT) and SGC CL (marked). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $1,000.00

118. 1968 Topps Baseball Complete Set (596/598)

Presented is a sharp 1968 Topps Baseball complete set of (598) cards. The majority of the cards in this condition-sensitive offering exhibit a “pack fresh” appearance. The approximate condition breakdown follows 30% (NM or better), 25% (EX-MT or better), 25% (EX) and 20% (VG-EX) or better, 15% (VG or lesser) with the majority (97%) missing cards of the scarce high-numbered (#354-609) variety. Highlights include: #150 Mathews (EX-MT), #205 Banks (EX-MT), #206 Aaron (EX), #257 Whitey (EX-MT), #300 Mays (EX-MT), #301 Carlton (MG-1), #309 Aaron (EX), #310 Clemente (EX-MT), #311 Mathews (EX-MT), #467 Banks (EX-MT), #468 Adcock SF (EX-MT), #661 Gibson (EX-MT) and SGC CL (marked). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website. Opening Bid $2,000.00
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119. 1969 Topps Baseball Complete Set (664/664)

Presented is a 1969 Topps Baseball complete set of (664) cards. The relatively clean album has an approximate condition breakdown of 10% NM or better, 57% EX-MT, 30% EX, 10% VG-EX, and 1% VG or lesser with a handful exhibiting writing on the reverse.

Highlights include: #50 Snider RC (PSA 9, Washington), #51 Mantle (PSA 7), #533 R. Jackson (PSA 7), #660 Bench (EX-MT) and #525 Mays/WS; (499) PSA 8; (173) PSA 9, (48) PSA 10. This set contains all (660) cards plus the Washington National oddball set and the (4) variations cards. Featured are PSA 9: #40 Seaver, #150 E. Jackson, #702 R. Jackson/Stengel, #1250 McCovey (San Diego), #1325 Schmidt, #1350 Rose, #1552 Aaron/Rivera, #1600 Killebrew, #1640 Tiffany. The remaining (4) variations feature: #1599 Robinson RC (PSA 9, Washington), the remaining (4) Washington National cards all grade PSA 9. The variation cards include: #1599 Rookie pitchers: large print (PSA 9, small print (PSA 9), #1600 Rookie pitchers: Anadon rear (PSA 10) and #1640 Alex (PSA 9, NPOF). When considering the time it would take to locate NM-MT or better cards, coupled with grading fees, this 1974 Topps master set is difficult to match. A complete list of all the graded cards can be found on the PSA Registry, listed as “1974 Topps—Robinson.”

Opening Bid $1200.00

120. 1970 Topps Baseball Complete Set (720) with (33) PSA

Highlighted by thirty-one PSA graded stars averaging (PSA 7.3), the finished 1970 Topps baseball set (720) is perfect for the near-mint and better set collector.

Highlights include: #140 Jackson (EX), #150 Mantle RC, (PSA 7), #1350 Clemente (PSA 6), #1500 Aaron (PSA 6), #1550 Rose (PSA 7), #1600 Mantle (PSA 7), #1650 Bench (EX-MT) and #1700 Mays (EX-MT) and NM-MT or better condition. With only a handful of gum stains present. Highlights include #1 Ryan (PSA 8), #6 Sandberg AS (PSA 8), #7 Maddux, #100 Mattingly, #1650 Ripken, #255 C. Jones RC, #570 Clemens, #620 Bonds, and #760 Andreakos (light text stains), #790 Griffey, Jr. A scarce unopened pack (presumably from that series) is also included.

Opening Bid $400.00

121. 1974 Topps PSA Graded Master Set—#9 on Registry

Offered is one of the best 1974 Topps master sets ever compiled, which ranks as the 9th All-Time Finest on the PSA Registry. With an aggregate grade of 8.26, this amazing-beauty (173) PSA 9, (6) PSA 8.5, (62) PSA 8 and (1) PSA 7. This set contains all (660) cards plus the Washington National set and the (4) variation cards. Featured are PSA 9: #40 Seaver, #150 E. Jackson, #702 R. Jackson/Stengel, #1250 McCovey (San Diego), #1325 Schmidt, #1350 Rose, #1552 Aaron/Rivera, #1600 Killebrew, #1640 Tiffany. The remaining (4) variations feature: #1599 Robinson RC (PSA 9, Washington), the remaining (4) Washington National cards all grade PSA 9. The variation cards include: #1599 Rookie pitchers: large print (PSA 9), small print (PSA 9), #1600 Rookie pitchers: Anadon rear (PSA 10) and #1640 Alex (PSA 9, NPOF). When considering the time it would take to locate NM-MT or better cards, coupled with grading fees, this 1974 Topps master set is difficult to match. A complete list of all the graded cards can be found on the PSA Registry, listed as “1974 Topps—Robinson.”

Opening Bid $1200.00

122. (9) 1961-1974 Topps Baseball Oddball Sets/Near Sets

Supplement your vintage Topps Baseball collection with these rare oddball sets and near sets. Highlights include: Complete Sets: 1965 Embossed (72 cards, composite EX-MT), 1967 P Luys (22 pots, medium EX-MT), 1968 Gomez (25 cards, medium NM), 1969 Stamp Albums (24 books, medium EX-MT, all with stamps affixed), 1970 Theme-Obs (24 cards, medium EX-MT), 1971 Starry Booklets (24 books, medium EX-MT), Near Sets: 1961 Stamps (130/205 stamps affixed in albums with Mantle), 1966 Red-Books (65 cards, average EX) and 1974 Stamps (22/24 sheets, average EX-MT). For a list of key cards and their respective grade, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

123. 1991 Topps Desert Shield Complete Set (792/792) with (3) PSA

Presented is arguably the toughest to find of all sets produced by Topps in the past 30 years—the 1991 Topps Desert Shield set. This intact set of (792) cards. Originally intended for troops in the Persian Gulf, many of those rare cards made their way into the hobby and have been a huge success. Only 6,800 of each card exist. The offered set is high grade and features (3) PSA graded key cards. The new majority of the cards are in NM-MT or better condition with only a handful of gum stains present. Highlights include #1 Ryan (PSA 8), #7 Maddux, #100 Mattingly, #1500 Ripken, #255 C. Jones RC, #620 Bonds and #760 Andreakos (light text stains), #790 Griffey, Jr. A scarce unopened pack (presumably from that series) is also included.

Opening Bid $400.00

124. 1984-2002 Topps Tiffany Factory Sealed Set Lot

While countless millions of the regular Topps Baseball sets were issued during the 1980s, only 5000 of the Topps Tiffany editions were distributed. Presented is a 1984-2002 Topps Tiffany factory set run of (11) complete sets and (8) Traded sets. Each of the decorative boxes are tightly sealed and guaranteed unsearched. Multiple key rookies such as Mattingly, Clemens, McGwire, Bonds, Sarnidi and many others are contained inside. Included are Tiffany Sets: (11) sets, all 5000 released, online noted with 1984-1991, 2000 (400), 2001 (3805), 2002 (1950) and Tiffany Traded Sets: (8) sets with the 1994-1998.

Opening Bid $400.00

125. (4) 1950 Drake’s Cookies Singles with (4) Hall of Famers

With fragile black borders and plenty of star appeal, the 1950’s Drake’s Cookies issue is among the first “food” sets to ring in the “golden era of baseball.” Offered is a sampling of nine singles from this condition-sensitive set, including four Hall of Famers. Included are #5 Snider (PSA 8), #7 Sandberg AS (PSA 8), #7 Maddux, #100 Mattingly, #1650 Ripken, #255 C. Jones RC, #570 Clemens, #620 Bonds and #760 Andreakos (light text stains), #790 Griffey, Jr. A scarce unopened pack (presumably from that series) is also included.

Opening Bid $400.00

126. (4) 1954 Dan Dee Singles

Offered is a formidable foursome of 1954 Dan Dee singles. These tough top-notch cards feature Bauer (EX), Doby (VG), Regan (VG-EX) and Strickland (EX).

Opening Bid $150.00
127. (269) 1952 Topps Baseball Low Numbers

The budget conscious set collector will find value with these (269) 1952 Topps baseball low numbers. This mostly different partial set is primarily low grade and missing the majority of key cards. However, this set still retains an outstanding visual appeal.

Highlights include #20 Lou (GD, #122 Jason (GD) #129 Mize (VG) and #215 Bauer (VG) found within. Though more than half of these cards display moderate reverse wax stains, the majority of cards averages (EX with some better and others lesser. This is a classic Bowman set that is well on its way to completion. For a complete list of key cards and high numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

128. (365) 1952-1959 Topps Baseball Card Singles with (34) PSA Graded

Supplement your vintage Topps baseball collection with these (34) 1952-1959 singles, (34) of which are professionally graded by PSA. Highlights included in this assortment with moderate duplication are Topps #1 (VG, 1952); #72 (VG, 1952), #250 (GD, 1952), #320 Aaron (VG) and #321 Robinson (VG, 1952), #380 Aaron (VG-EX), #475 Mantle AS (EX), #520 Maris (EX), #530 Williams (VG-EX) and #560 Maris (EX). For a complete list of key cards and high numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

130. (365) 1947-1963 Baseball Single Collection with Koufax RC

With a heavy concentration of Bowman and Floor singles, this (400+) 1947-1963 baseball singles collection is further highlighted by several Hall of Famers including Mantle. Highlights include: Topps #1 #2 #239 #520 Maris (EX), #530 Williams (VG-EX) and #560 Maris (EX). For a complete list of key cards and high numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

131. (11) 1946-1960 Ted Williams Vintage Cards and Pins

“Teddy Ballgame” will charm collectors with the following: 11 #'s 380 Aaron (VG-EX), 390 Snider (VG-EX) and 433 Feller (VG). For a complete list of key cards and grades, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

132. (16) 1956-1970 Topps Baseball Hall of Fame Singles with (4) Mantle

Assembled is a star-studded sampling of seventeen 1956-1970 Hall of Fame singles. Included are Tony La Russa (VG), #500 Mantle (EX), #580 Aaron (EX) and #990 Aaron (EX). For a complete list of key cards and high numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $350.00
139. (46) Roberto Clemente Singles including Complete 1955-1973 Topps Run

Humanitarian, pioneer and a talent which few could match, Roberto Clemente was the epitome of grace on the field and class off of it. The beloved Pittsburgh outfielder provided us with these (46) Roberto Clemente singles that includes a complete 1955-1973 Topps run. Several other “special” singles including All-Star, League Leader and/or special cards are also present. Highlights include Topps Clemente singles that includes with (2) 1955 #164 RC (FR), (2) 1956 #433 (PSA 5, FR), (2) 1957 #475 (GD), (2) 1958 #422 (FR), (2) 1959-1960 #196-1963 (ED), #216-1963 #358 (EX, GD), #1962 #10 (EX), (2) 1963 #113 Blue Jays (EX-MT), #1963 #450 (GD), #1964 #440 (EX), #1965 #150 (VG), #1966 #350 (EX), #217-1967 #406 Clemente (VG, GD), #1968 #110 Clemente (EX), #440 Manager’s Dream (EX), #1969 #200 (VG, GD), #1970 #430 (EX-MT), #1975 #95 (NM) and Other Clemente singles (6 cards) with (2) 1963 Floor #56 (VG). A Highland Mint Clemente game-used jersey jersey 1/25 display #580 stands out this collection. For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

140. (22) 1950-1955 Baseball Hall of Fame/Star Cards with (6) Mantle

Spanning the decade of this sport’s growth (1950-1955), here is a baseball oddball singles collection that includes a variety of national and regional tobacco manufacturers, numerous Hall of Famers are found through out this inviting lot. Highlights include Topps (6) 1950 #90 (VG), (22) 1951-1955 #26-200 (22 cards unique EX-MT) with Mantle (5), (22) 1952-1954 #218-230 Stand-up (10 cards, complete EX to EX-MT) with Clemente (EX-MT), (1956 #110 Game: #7 card, majority EX-MT) with #62 Mantle (average EX-MT), #1957 #77 Clinton #46 Schmidt (SCG 92), Floor: #1963 #5 Floor #5 Mantle (GD) (2 cards), 1958-1959 #55 Award Hall of Fame Postcard Johnson, #55 Mantle’s Book (2 cards, mostly FR to GD), (2) 1962 nud Topps Baseball Stickers, (2) 1962 #73 Mantle MVP (NM, EX-MT), #1963 #413 Mantle MVP (EX-MT) with Mantle #418 Mantle/Maris (40 cards) with 1955 #123 Mantle (FR), 1956 #129 Mantle (GD), 1958 #150 Mantle (GD), 1960 #164 Mantle (FR), 1961 Topps #338 (EX, GD), 1962 #50 Mantle (GD), 1963-1965 #500-510 Mantle (GD). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

136. (15) 1950-1969 Topps Mickey Mantle Singles

-known a collection of (25) 1958-1969 Mickey Mantle singles. Included are Topps Mickey Mantle #234 Mantle (VG), and #247 Bench RC (VG), #258 Mantle (VG), #260 Maris (VG), #280 Super Stars (VG), #338 Clemente (VG), #450 Mantle (VG) for a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

137. Incredible 1960s New York Yankees Card Lot of (54) Loaded!

At the latter stages of an incredible run that produced fourteen pennants in sixteen seasons, the New York Yankees ruled the baseball world during the first half of the 1960s. The offered lot of early-1960s pinstripe collectibles include graded and non-graded examples. Highlights include (4) PSA Graded 1962 Topps Bucks with (2) Maris (both PSA 6 MT) and (2) Mantle (PSA 5 and PSA 6). (4) PSA Graded 1964 Topps Stand-Up (vs Howard) PSA 5, Mantle PSA 5 and Richardson PSA 5). (33) 1961 Post Cereal average (EX-MT) with (22) Mantle and (7) Mantle (1962 Post Cereal average) with (1) Mantle/Williams, (3) 1962 #350 Mantle (EX-MT) and (2) 1963 Mantle (GD). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

138. (38) 1951-1957 Topps & Bowman Baseball Stars with (2) Ryan Rookies

The Hall of Fame specialist will find great value with these (38) 1951-1957 Topps and Bowman Baseball stars. Luminaries such as Clemente, Koufax, Mantle and Ryan are found in abundance in this gathering that includes (3) graded examples. Featured are: Topps: (3) cards with (1955 #92 Clemente RC FR, 1957 #230 Clemente, 1959 #200 Mantle) and Bowman: (38 cards) with (1950-1951 #92 Mantle, #126 Palmer RC (EX-MT), #202 Silverton RC (NM), #300 Clemente (EX-MT), #1957 #109 Maris RC (EX-MT), #1958 #220 Mantle, #1959 #238 Mantle, #1960 #260 Maris RC (EX-MT), #1961 Topps #525 Mantle (VG), #1962 Topps #540 Mantle (MT), #1963 Topps #560 Mantle MVP ( NM), #1964 Topps #590 Mantle MVP (MT), #1965 Topps #612 Mantle (EX), #1966 Topps #640 Mantle (GD), #1967 Topps #670 Mantle MVP (MT), #1968 Topps #680 Mantle MVP (GD). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

141. (363) 1950-1972 Baseball Oddball Singles Collection

Assembled is an interesting (363) cards. This 1950-1972 baseball oddball singles collection consists of a variety of national and regional tobacco manufacturers, numerous Hall of Famers are found throughout this lot. Highlights include Topps (6) 1952 #100 Mantle (EX-MT), (22) 1953-1956 #260 Mantle RC and Stand-up (35 cards, complete EX to EX-MT) with Clemente (EX-MT), (1968 cardboard #52 Mantle (VG) for a complete list of cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

135. (510) 1962 Topps Baseball Singles with Partial Set Presented in a group of (510) 1962 Topps Baseball singles that is highlighted by a partial set (57/299). The partial set averages (EX-MT) with some better and a few lesser, (33) of which are challenging high numbers. Also present are (12) duplications from the same set. Highlights include (2) #1 Maris (EX, VG), #308 Maris (2), #520 Aaron (both EX), #359 Maris AS (GD), #365 Wilhelm (NM), #443 Rookie - Pitchers (EX-MT) and #495 Holman RC (EX-MT). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
143. (2275+) 1970-1973 Topps Baseball Singles Supplement your baseball collection with the offered (2275+) singles from the 1970-1973 Topps editions. This mid-grade accumulation displays moderate duplication throughout. Included are: Topps: 1970 (696 cards, 8 high numbers, average EX/MT), 1971 (992 cards, 101 high numbers, mostly VG-EX to EX), 1972 (1955; 1954, (20) Bowman: include issues general- the 1960s better, while 1950s issues less. 1993, the pre- dominance of stars such as Carew, Kaline and Yastrzemski can be found throughout. 1973: (91 cards, mostly EX to EX-MT). Although the majority of cards are commons, Topps: 1970-1973 (2275+) singles, as expected. The best is mid-grade. This collection is priced to move. Highlights include: (146. (22,000+) 1974-1986 Topps OPC Baseball Collection A baseball card enthusiast would relish the possibili- ty of acquiring this (22,000+) 1974-1986 Topps OPC Baseball collection. Highlights include: Topps: (48) cards from NM-MT, with few gaps (less than 20). 1957 Topps Baseball Singles with Stars Assembled is a sharp group of (170) 1957 Topps Baseball singles. This grouping is accented by (35) cards from the stars chal- lenging fourth series. Minimal duplication is featured throughout the selection that averages (EX-MT) with some better and only a few lesser. Highlights include: (1) T. Williams (EX-MT), (2) #600 B. Robinson (VG), (2) #148 Yastrzemski RC (VG), (2) #514 Gibson RC (GD), #10 Mays (VG-MT), #210 Campanella (EX-MT), #422 Colavito RC (NM) and #487 Mantle/Berra (GD). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

148. (13) Vintage Mickey Mantle Cards/Items with (7) Exhibits Fans of the “Commerce Comet” will love this lot for these thirteen vintage Mickey Mantle cards and items. Included are: Exhibits (9): 1957: #407 Mantle/Berra (VG), (2) 1967-68 Topps Baseball Star Rookie Cards with (2) #228 Brett RC (EX), (3) #350 Mantle RC (EX), (3) #407 Mantle/Berra & #210 Campanella (EX-MT), #620 Aaron (EX), #199 Williams (EX), #487 Mantle/Berra (GD), (2) #10 Mays (VG) and #1 Mays (VG, signed). For a detailed listing of the cards and grades, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

151. (282) 1982-1985 Superstar Baseball Cards with (42) Ripken Rookie Cards The进货 inventory on this lot will find tremendous "book value" with these (282) 1982-1985 superstar baseball cards. These primarily NM to NM-MT or better cards feature rookie records of 1982 Topps #53 Ripken, 1982 Topps Studio #94 Ripken, (40) 1982 Fleer #175 Ripken, 1983 Topps: (12) #431 Sandberg, (17) #482 Gossage, (15) 1983 Donruss #75 Brooks, (40) 1983 Leaf #175 Ripken, (22) #750 Carter, (22) #570 Pontiff. For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $150.00
152. 1957 Topps Baseball One-Cent Wax Pack GAI 7
Graded NM 7 by Global Authentication. Presented is a 1957 Topps Baseball one-cent wax pack. This unopened card set survivor displays tight top row fold with vibrant coloring. Opening Bid $200.00

153. 1973 Topps Baseball Fourth Series Wax Box with (24) Packs
It is difficult to conceive that the offered 1973 Topps Baseball Fourth Series wax box with (24) packs is over 35 years-old. Appearing to have just been purchased from the Topps warehouse, these vibrant unsearched wax packs average NM (with some better and only a handful lesser). Despite nearly 25% of the packs displaying uneven wrapping on the reverse, the majority of these packages appear ready for professional grading. Highlighted possibilities in the fourth and final high number series are Boone RC, Evans RC and Schmidt RC. With ten cards per pack, the high-grade completion of this challenging series is quite possible. Opening Bid $500.00

154. 1975 Topps Baseball Wax Box-GAI 8
Graded NM-MT 8 by Global Authentication. The offered 1975 Topps Baseball wax box is a tantalizing opportunity for those seeking high-grade cards from this condition-sensitive set. Within these guaranteed unsearched waxy wrappers, possible gradable examples include Brett RC, Carter RC, Rice and Yount RC. Opening Bid $750.00

155. 1976 Topps Baseball Wax Box-GAI 8.5
Graded NM-MT+ 8.5 by Global Authentication. Presented is a 1976 Topps Baseball wax box with (24) packs. This investment item has the potential to yield several multiple gradable stars including Molitor RC, Murray RC and Ryan. The tightly-packed display box has witnessed the decades quite well, making this unsearched box a tantalizing opportunity. Opening Bid $1,800.00

156. 1978 Topps Baseball Vending Box
Step back through the decades with this 1978 Topps Baseball vending box with (500) cards. This fresh factory box could possibly yield multiple gradable stars including Molitor RC, Murray RC and Ryan. The tightly-packed display box has witnessed the decades quite well, making this unsearched box a tantalizing opportunity. Opening Bid $1,500.00

157. 1979 Topps Baseball 24-Pack Rack Box
Preset是一项清新和稀有的1979 Topps棒球盒，包含二十四个拆封的包装盒。每个包装盒都是中高，具有引人注目的明信片。对于那些希望拥有原封包装的收藏家来说，这是一个值得一看的机会。开价 $1,500.00

158. 1986 & 1987 Topps Baseball Vending Case Lot (11)
Presented are eleven cases of Topps vending from 1986 and 1987. Each case is in (NM) condition and contains (24) 500-count boxes. Included are (6) 1986 and (5) 1987 Topps vending cases. Opening Bid $250.00

159. (18) 1989-1992 Donruss & Fleer Factory Set Cases Here is a fine gathering of factory set cases that includes (15) 1990 Donruss, (2) 1989 Fleer, (2) 1991 Fleer and (1) 1992 Fleer. The grouping contains (268) factory sets (one of the 1990 Donruss cases is missing 2 sets). Due to the weight of this lot, shipping surcharges apply. Opening Bid $250.00


161. 1990-1993 Baseball Wax Case/Box Lot with (100+) Boxes The presented lot includes over (100) wax boxes with a wide variety of sets spanning to the American Pastime, High Series, UD High Series, (12) 1990 Upper Deck High Series boxes, (11) 1992 UD High Series, (11) 1993 UD 2 boxes and (8) 1993 Stadium Club boxes. Due to the volume of items in the collection, the box count may be off by a box or two. A complete listing is available on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

162. 1988-1994 Baseball Wax Box and Case Lot Assembled is a huge collection of early 1990s baseball wax boxes (132) and cases (21). Highlights include (7) 1989 Donruss 18-box cases, (1) case each for 1994 Leaf Series 1, 2 & 3, (1) case each of 1993 & 1994 Triple Play, (1) case each of 1990 and 1991 Fleer and (6) 1994 Finest boxes (2 series 1 & 4). Due to the size of this lot, shipping surcharges will apply. A complete list is available on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

163. 1981-1987 Topps, Fleer & Donruss Wax Lot Here is a lot of vintage baseball wax that includes an unopened 16-box case of 1981 Topps cello, (15) boxes of 1981 Donruss wax, 10-box sample of 1987 Donruss, 8 regular 1982 Fleer and a 1986 Fleer sticker case. Almost 25% of the 1981 Topps cello packs are split on the side but the cellophane wrap is still tight. Opening Bid $250.00
164. 1987 & 1988 Fleer Glossy Tin Set Cases (6)
Presented are six cases of the popular 1987 and 1988 Fleer Glossy Tin sets. The lot includes (2) 1987 and (2) 1988 Glossy Tin Sets (15 per case) and (2) cases of the 1987 Glossy Tin Update sets.
Opening Bid $250.00

165. (9) 1986-1992 Baseball Wax Cases & (3) Partial Cases
These are nine full cases and two partial cases of late 1980s and early 1990s baseball wax cases, (1) 1986 Topps case, (2) 1987 Topps Case, (3) 1989 Topps Case, (7) 1991 Pinnacle 12-box case, 1992 Fleer case, (3) 1990 and 1991 Bowman case sets (one has only 17 of the 24 boxes) and (2) 1990 Bowman Baseball boxes.
Opening Bid $250.00

166. 1991-1993 Baseball Wax Box and Case Lot
Presented is a collection of early 1990s baseball cases (7) and loose boxes (8). Highlights include: (3) 20-box cases of 1991 Donruss, (2) 1993 Donruss 12-box cases, (2) 1993 Donruss boxes, (2) 1992 Stadium Club 2 boxes, (1) 1993 Studio Club Box and (5) 1993 Leaf boxes. Due to the volume of items in the collection, the box count may be off by a box or two. A complete listing is available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

167. (7) 1987 Donruss Opening Day Factory Set Cases
Offered are seven cases of 1987 Donruss Opening day factory sets. Each case contains (15) sets for a grand total of (105) sets in the lot. Harry Bonds is the most prominent card in the series but there is a wide array of stars and Hall of Famers as well.
Opening Bid $150.00

168. (10) 1990 Topps Baseball Vending Cases
Offered is an accumulation of ten 1990 Topps Baseball vending cases. Each case contains (24) 500-card boxes. Present are (4) 1986, (1) 1987, (2) 1988, (2) 1989 and (1) 1990. Due to the size/volume of these cases, shipping and handling may be substantial.
Opening Bid $225.00

169. (31) 1986-1991 Donruss/Fleer Update and Highlight Set Cases
The offered lot of thirty-one set cases includes ten different products. Highlights include: (4) 1987 Fleer Factory set cases, (11) 1987 Fleer Update set (50 count), (2) 1987 Donruss set cases, (5) 1991 Donruss set cases, (3) 1991 Donruss Update set cases and (1) 1991 Fleer Update set (50 count). Partial cases are included.
Opening Bid $225.00

170. (18) Baseball Rack Cases with (3) 1967 Fleer
The lot contains (18) Fleer rack boxes from 1966-1969 Topps, Score and Floor, each case has (2) boxes. The lot contains: Topps: (1) 1966, (1) 1968 and (2) 1969. Fleer: (1) 1967 (bundled with the case with 192 cards), (1) 1968 and (1) 1969 Score: (4) 1968
Opening Bid $200.00

171. (2) 1929 Philadelphia Athletics Original Photographs with Fox & Grove
The 1929 World Champion Philadelphia Athletics are captured with this pair of original photographs. Matted to dimensions of 7½ x 11, this lightly worn black-and-white picture depicts the Hall of Famers holding a pair of champion roosters. The reverse displays pencil notations along with a secondary transcribed notation. The offered lot includes this mid-20th-century photograph was made by photographer Sam Andes and is part of his collection. A ready-to-frame display piece that portrays these “Class of 1936” members during a light-hearted moment.
Opening Bid $150.00

172. 1888 Marquette, Iowa Baseball Cabinet
The offered 1888 cabinet photograph depicts a baseball team from Marquette, Iowa. From an era in which hand-drawn tans and collared flannel jerseys were fashion statements, this sepia-toned photo shows (10) players in a rustic setting. Adorned with a 12-5-26 backing of thick stock, the item remained in the family of one of the players, as evidenced by the handwritten notations and player identifications on the reverse.
Opening Bid $125.00

173. Late-1800s Framed Orioles Team Cabinet Photograph
Thousands of their rough and tumble Baltimore Orioles National League contem- poraries, a much younger version of a late-1800s Orioles squad is pictured on the offered framed cabinet photo. Clad in dark apparel with “ORIOLES” embroidered across the bib fronts, these nine players and two coaches are depicted in sepia tones. The cabinet itself has been hand trimmed to dimensions of 13 x 10-1/4” and resides in a 23-1/2 x 25-1/2” gold-colored frame with ornate filigree. Adorned to a thick stack within the frame, the photo has been remarkably preserved and shown only a few surface marks. Very attractive.
Opening Bid $250.00

174. 1927 Original Babe Ruth & Walter Johnson Photograph
Babe Ruth and Walter Johnson lead to the farm with this 1927 original type one photograph. With mural dimensions of 11 x 7”, this lightly worn black-and-white picture depicts the Hall of Famers holding a pair of champion roosters. The reverse displays pencil notations along with a secondary transcribed notation. The offered lot indicates this mid-season photograph was made by photographer Sam Andes and is part of his collection. A ready-to-frame display piece that portrays these “Class of 1936” members during a light-hearted moment.
Opening Bid $150.00

175. (10) 1966-1973 Baltimore Orioles Original 3x6 Photographs
The “Charm City” enthusiast will find value with these ten 1966-1973 Baltimore Orioles original 3x6 photographs. With Memorial Stadium as the backdrop, detailed notes are etched on the reverses of these pictures that were taken before playground games. Subjects include Jim Palmer, Boog Powell, Brooks Robinson, Frank Robinson and others.
Opening Bid $150.00

Please visit the Huggins & Scott website for a complete listing of the收藏家.included in the collection. A ready-to-frame display piece that portrays these “Class of 1936” members during a light-hearted moment.
Opening Bid $150.00
177. Circa-1915 Joe Jackson Mini Decal Bat

The offered circa-1915 Joe Jackson Hillerich & Bradsby mini decal bat measures 14” and contains approximately one-half of Jackson’s portrait on the barrel. Although the image is weathered and suffers from significant chipping, the colorful decal portraying “Shoeless Joe” is easily recognizable. The original black tape is gone, and the stamped trademark reveals moderate wear along the left portion. The remainder of the bat displays aged dark wood but still retains aesthetically pleasing.

Opening Bid $400.00

178. 1917-1921 Ty Cobb Hillerich & Bradsby Decal Bat

While it was clear that nobody could match Ty Cobb’s urbane dispositions and temperament, it wasn’t beyond the dreams of baseball aspirants to attempt to match the Georgia Peach’s hitting proficiency (albeit on the sandlots). In compliance with those Cobb fans, Kentucky’s Hillerich & Bradsby turned weapons like the offered Ty Cobb decal bat. Manufactured during the 1917-1921 labeling period (as evidenced by the “dash-dot_dash” feature in the center brand), this (37.2oz/35”) high-grade ash example boasts the look, feel and dimensions of the war club that Cobb himself used to wield, but its retail status is learned when beholding the “40 TC” stamping (a “40 cents” retail cost indicator). On the barrel, a colorful decal shows Cobb in his left-handed stance with “Georgia Peach” emblazoned in angled characters. The decal itself is affected by flaking, but still remains about 70 percent complete with Cobb’s facsimile signature reflecting that same portion of completeness. The uncracked lumber features a flare knob and, although it shows no chipping, the colorful decal portraying “Shoeless Joe” is easily recognizable. The original black tape is gone, and the stamped trademark reveals moderate wear along the left portion. The remainder of the bat displays aged dark wood but still retains aesthetically pleasing.

Opening Bid $250.00

179. 1920s - 1950s (2) Ruth Type Store Model Bats

A resounding success on the Major League scene, Babe Ruth possessed just as popular in the retail bat niche, where throngs of fans selected models bearing his name. Offered are (2) such weapons. Includes 1928a “Derby Made” Ruth Bat a (32oz/34”) model with RUTH TYPE block-letter stampings, printed on the barrel are “Babe Ruth” and “Babe Ruth Signature Model” along with Ruth’s facsimile signature. Both show modern use with handle cracks.

Opening Bid $150.00

180. (9) Vintage Store Model Bats - With Mantle and (2) Williams

Big league aspirants on sandlots from coast to coast wielded these (9) store model bats. With stampings and dimensions similar to those on Major League weapons, the bats show medium to heavy use and include: Hank Aaron, Alvin Dark, Joe DiMaggio, Al Kaline, Mickey Mantle, Frank Robinson, Jackie Robinson and (2) Ted Williams. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

181. 1911 Athletics Figural “White Elephant” Trophy - Ultra Rare!

With absolutely no intent of inspiring, former New York Giant skipper John McGraw referred to the Philadelphia Athletics collectively as a “white elephant that nobody want- ed.” That was 1901. With conviction and éclat, Athletics skip- per and owner Connie Mack embraced the moniker and, for two successive spans in the 20th century, guided its dynasty to pennant and World Series runs comparable (if not more impressive) to those of the Yankees. The offered relic is an ultra rare and unique piece of baseball hardware: an Athletics figural “White Elephant” trophy crafted to celebrate the club’s 1911 World Series title. Shaped to a 5-5/8” x 2-5/8” x 2-3/4”, deep platform with a felt-lined button, a 5-1/2” tall white ele- phant has its trunk hoisted high, as if to roar with excitement in answer to McGraw and those of his ilk. The (4) vertical sides of the platform each have reverse-letter proclamations, including “ATHLETICS - CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD 1911” and “BASEBALL CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.” Opened at both ends is a highly ornate “AMERICA” and “DINNER – HOTEL ASTOR NEW YORK – DECEMBER 12, 1911,” likely comprised of bronze with a vintage coat of white paint, the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

182. 1911 Philadelphia Athletics Worlds Champions Plate

The first-ever American League team to claim back-to-back World Series titles, the 1910-1911 Philadelphia Athletics prompted the manufacture of the offered decorative plate. Crafted by the Florence Cook Pottery Co., this 10-1/4” diameter heirloom features a team composite that fits snugly into the scuffs “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk (the proverbial “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk); the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $125.00

183. 1917 Baseball Magazine New York Giants Framed Poster

Presented is a 1917 Baseball Magazine New York Giants Champions of the National League framed poster. The publication insert is handsomely framed with dimensions of 21x33. Although the team picture is low-grade with a combination of surface wear, greats such as John McGraw and Jim Thorpe are depicted.

Opening Bid $150.00

184. 1915-1920 Boston Red Sox Pennant With Staff

The toast of the American League long before the famed “Curse of the Bambino,” the pre-World War II Boston Red Sox were lauded with fanfare and owner Connie Mack embraced the moniker and, for two separate spans in the 20th century, guided its dynasty to pennant and World Series runs comparable (if not more impressive) to those of the Yankees. The offered relic is an ultra rare and unique piece of baseball hardware: an Athletics figural “White Elephant” trophy crafted to celebrate the club’s 1911 World Series title. Shaped to a 5-5/8” x 2-5/8” x 2-3/4”, deep platform with a felt-lined button, a 5-1/2” tall white ele- phant has its trunk hoisted high, as if to roar with excitement in answer to McGraw and those of his ilk. The (4) vertical sides of the platform each have reverse-letter proclamations, including “ATHLETICS - CHAMPIONS OF THE WORLD 1911” and “BASEBALL CLUB OF PHILADELPHIA.” Opened at both ends is a highly ornate “AMERICA” and “DINNER – HOTEL ASTOR NEW YORK – DECEMBER 12, 1911,” likely comprised of bronze with a vintage coat of white paint, the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

185. 1917 Poster of the New York Giants Champions of the National League

‘THE GIANTS ARE CHAMPIONS OF THE NATIONAL LEAGUE – DECEMBER 15, 1917.” Likely comprised of bronze with a vintage coat of white paint, the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

186. 1911 Philadelphia Athletics Worlds Champions Plate

The first-ever American League team to claim back-to-back World Series titles, the 1910-1911 Philadelphia Athletics prompted the manufacture of the offered decorative plate. Crafted by the Florence Cook Pottery Co., this 10-1/4” diameter heirloom features a team composite that fits snugly into the scuffs “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk (the proverbial “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk); the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $125.00

187. 1917 Baseball Magazine New York Giants Framed Poster

Presented is a 1917 Baseball Magazine New York Giants Champions of the National League framed poster. The publication insert is handsomely framed with dimensions of 21x33. Although the team picture is low-grade with a combination of surface wear, greats such as John McGraw and Jim Thorpe are depicted.

Opening Bid $150.00

188. 1911 Philadelphia Athletics Worlds Champions Plate

The first-ever American League team to claim back-to-back World Series titles, the 1910-1911 Philadelphia Athletics prompted the manufacture of the offered decorative plate. Crafted by the Florence Cook Pottery Co., this 10-1/4” diameter heirloom features a team composite that fits snugly into the scuffs “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk (the proverbial “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk); the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

189. 1911 Philadelphia Athletics Worlds Champions Plate

The first-ever American League team to claim back-to-back World Series titles, the 1910-1911 Philadelphia Athletics prompted the manufacture of the offered decorative plate. Crafted by the Florence Cook Pottery Co., this 10-1/4” diameter heirloom features a team composite that fits snugly into the scuffs “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk (the proverbial “white elephant” mascot, with gilding lining the circumference the entire elephant’s trunk); the item has endured nearly a cen- tury with only minor paint loss at the edges. Of the four or five known surviving examples, this is significantly the best. The fragile trunk, tusks and tail are often broken off, or the entire figure is disarticulated. This item will offer no adhesives. For detailed descriptions of these items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
185. Philadelphia Phillies and A’s Lot with 1931 WS Program

Heavy in Phillies relics, the presented lot contains an array of Philadelphia baseball collectibles. Notable relics include 1913 A’s at Cardinals World Series Game 1 program (scored, clipped from cover), 1950 Phillies NL Championship pennant (VG-EX), 1976 Kenes K-Bush limited edition 1976 All-Star Game bat, eight Phillies miscellaneous relics with a 1964 Go Phillies Go button (2-1/2”, EX) and a 1985 All-Star induction button with ribbons (4”, MT). Rounding out the lot are (2089) assorted 1960s and 1970s Phillies cards.
Opening Bid $200.00

186. 1922 Polo Grounds World Series Press Pin

Presented in a press pass from the 1922 World Series, the final October tilt before the New York Yankees moved to the Bronx and promptly hosted its first of 26 world championship flags. Unlike the vast majority of these keep-sakes (which have been issued since 1911), this particular design was shared by both series contenders, as they both called the Polo Grounds home. This oval-profiled piece features a blue-and-white enamelled facing with a crossed bat and ball design. In Greek text, “1922 GIANTS – YANKEES” accents the blue center while “WORLD SERIES – POLO GROUNDS – NEW YORK” lines the white enameled perimeter (with slight wear along the upper edges) in like fashion. On the reverse, the plushback and clip are intact and fully-functional and an “Ishidair & Haase” manufacturer’s stamping (lightly stained). While the All-New World Series World became an annual event in the 1930s, the 1927 tilt was the only one regularly at the “best” Giants, displaced over being out-drawn by the Ruth-led Yankees, terminated the league and sent their A.L. counterparts packing.
Opening Bid $100.00

187. New York Yankees Oddball Lot with Butterfinger Gehrig

Combining Bombers collectibles ranging from the 1950s to the 1970s, this lot is ideal for the New York donkey. From publications to photos to premiums, this lot features a little bit of everything in the pinstripes realm. Notable pieces include: L4 1954 Butterfinger Inscription (G/F); 2x 1946-49 Sports Exchange Gehrig (EX-MT); X3 1971 Yankees World Series (16) averaging EX-MT with Mantle (EX+), J.C. 1970 Yankees Clinic with DiMagio/Mantle and Matsui (both EX-MT); R 1963 Kahn’s Kabob; and 4x 1970-71 All-Star Pin Up and 1972 Restaurant Tray of Boston (album-removed). Please visit our website for additional information as this lot contains many more notable pieces.
Opening Bid $200.00

188. Ultimate Red Sox Memorabilia and Display Collection

Citizen of the Red Sox Nation are certain to clamor over this sizable collection of crimson memorabilia. With enough display items to convert even the largest dwelling into a Beantown museum, the collection is highlighted by: (8) Framed Items with a 1936 color team composite photo with the likes of Bagby, Cenere and Ross superimposed onto a Fenway Park Likeness; a vintage team-issued button display with (5) Complete Keepsakes; Yaw and Williams shadowbox displays and Johnny Damon signed photo; (4) Pins/Emblems with a battery-operated “clock” pennant, A.L. Champs flag from 1946, 1947, 1975 and 1986 and player pins/pinages paying homage to Yaw, Vaughn and Complicity (mini-pennant); Miscellaneous: a USA Champions signed cap (7” thread), 2004 World Series “last out” photo signed by Smokiewicz; (2) 11x14 shadowboxes respectively housing a World Series ring and Yaz’s World Series rings. With enough display items to cover even the most flagrant of Red Sox Nation, this classic collection is ideal for the New York devotee. From publications to photos to premiums, this lot is certain to please.
Opening Bid $150.00

190. 1983 Philadelphia Phillies National League Championship Ring

Enjoying their newfound prominence, the Philadelphia Phillies of the late-1970s and early ’80s earned an postseason berth in eight seasons – after making just one October appearance (1976) in the previous sixty seasons. In celebration of the club’s 1983 National League title, rings such as the offered prize were awarded to players and team personnel. This particular size 10-1/2 ring was given to former clubhouse manager Kenen Bush. Crafted from a steel alloy “Champion” by the renowned L.G. Ballhorn Company, this silver-based accessory is accented by a diamond (approximately 0.22 CT.) centered stop a National League logo against a red stone. In mixed lettering, “PHILADELPHIA” and “PHILLIES” flank the center display at each side, while “NL” and “CHAMPIONS” fill that same role at the top and bottom. Opening Bid $500.00

191. 1950s Old Georgetown Ale Senators Saloon Scoreboard

The up-and-coming stars of beer and baseball is featured in the offered display piece. Once a fixture at a local bar or steak house, this vintage event of sale sign served as an inning by inning score-board for Washington Senators road games, hawk- ing “Old Georgetown!” beer all the while. Measuring 27-3/4 x 10”, this gilded metal sign has a blackboard-like section on which the Senators’ line score could be handwritten. Issued by D.C.’s Heisch Brewing Co., the unique item hails from sometime before 1956 (the year the brewery relocated in New York City). Unusual, the kioscope shows (EX) quality, with minor sur face scratches and magnesium ding. A thin rope hanger on the reverse facilitates display.
Opening Bid $200.00

192. Store Model Gloves/Bats Collection - With Signed Game-Used Harrah Glove

Of the offered eight items, most were employed on local sandlots by those with dreams of bigger stages. One of the pieces, however, made it to “The Show.” Specifically, a Wilson “A2000” fielder’s glove was used and signed by former big leaguer Toby Harrah. The right-handed leather field- er’s tool showcases heavy use with soaked-in oil and cracking about the palm. In black marker, Harrah’s autograph shows “(5)” strength. Included, as well, are two fielder’s gloves, a first baseman’s mitt and 40-store model bats. A more detailed description is available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
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Auctioned from a cancer relie with physical injuries and non-stop nighttime activity, Mickey Mantle remained a baseball god in 1968. Such were the sentiments of Sports Illustrated as it issued this 24x36 color poster. Originally available for $1.50 through a mail-in promotion, this particular (MT) condition poster remains in its original plastic sleeve with its unbroken player ID seal.

**Opening Bid $250.00**

Illustrated as it issued this 24x36 color poster. Originally available for $1.50 through a mail-in promotion, this particular (MT) condition poster remains in its original plastic sleeve with its unbroken player ID seal. Includes Banks, Bonds, Brock, Monday (no seal) and Yastrzemski (no seal).

**Opening Bid $250.00**

**200. (6) 1963 Hall of Fame Busts with Sealed Wagner**

Presented is a solid grouping of six 1963 Sports Hall of Fame busts, all of which reside in their original boxes. Included are Mickey Mantle, Stan Musial, (press tag on bottom), Johnson, Mathewson, Tye, (partially sealed with writing on plastic) and Wagner (fully sealed). Despite light soiling on the busts in the unused boxes, these collectibles still retain a pleasing eye appeal. Only the box for Johnson reveals significant exterior wear.

**Opening Bid $200.00**

**201. Pair of Joined Griffith Stadium Seats**

Presented is a pair of joined wooden stadium seats that were removed from Griffith Stadium prior to its demolition in 1963. The seats are among the most difficult original ballpark seats in the hobby. Each seat has been painted a light peach color, but the original green paint is still present and can be seen in several regions. The seats are the popular “floor mounted” version and stand without any difficulties. The dimensions of this artifact are 43” in length and stand 30” tall.

**Due to the size/weight of this lot, the cost of shipping may be substantial.**

**Opening Bid $150.00**

**202. Original Griffith Stadium 4-Seat Sectional**

Offered to true fans of the game is this four-piece section of original Griffith Stadium seats. A finite number of real Griffith Stadium four-mounted seat sets exist, and this grouping comes with a notarized LOA received the day of purchase. The freestanding unit, which measures 75 inches in length and 70 inches in height, has a cast iron foundation (one foot broken), and the wooden slats are all original and in excellent working order. The original green paint has been covered with a peach flat paint, but the seats can be fully restored to their previous glory. Due to size/weight, the cost of shipping may be substantial, so pick up is encouraged.

**Opening Bid $250.00**
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**199. 1934 Goudey Babe Ruth Premium and (10) 1937 Stereoscope Slides - With Ruth**

All the rage, even during the warming days and after his big league career, Babe Ruth was a merchandising cash cow unlike any before him. The offered items reflect Ruth’s 1936 appeal. Includes: 1934 Ruth R309-1 Goudey Premium 5-1/2 x 9” cardboard display (has creases, back card intact) showing the likeness found on Ruth’s 1933 1935 Goudey card; 1937 Keystone Slides (10) 5 x 5-1/2” slides with dual images (including Ruth). Stereoscope viewer not included.

**Opening Bid $200.00**

**198. Vintage Spalding Umpire’s Scorer**

Used by a home plate arbiter some time after its 1886 patent date and the 1950s, this handheld balls and strikes indicator is one of the earliest scoreboards. Comprised of two slabs of sturdy Bakelite plastic, the 2-7/8”-long device has dials to record balls and strikes, with circular windows to show each. A baseball-themed “SPALDING” trademark appears on the reverse of this fully functional gadget.

**Opening Bid $200.00**

**197. 1965-1967 Rocky Colavito Advertisement Display**

A fence-clearing icon whose appearance is linked to the curse of the Cleveland Indians. Brans-Born Rocky Colavito went “Madison Avenue” in the offered display. This 27 x 40 point-of-sale thick stock poster shows a 1965-1966 image of Colavito with the lower portion proclaiming “Buy a Commerce Ford - Rocky Colavito.” The item shows surface stains, abrasion and moisture-induced lines. Additionally, the back card is disassembled.

**Opening Bid $150.00**

**196. 1961-1963 Mickey Mantle and Roger Maris Bobbleheads**

The 1961-1963 White Base Bobblehead Doll series included colorful figurines for baseball gods in 1968. Such were the sentiments of Sports Illustrated as it issued this 24x36 color poster. Originally available for $1.50 through a mail-in promotion, this particular (MT) condition poster remains in its original plastic sleeve with its unbroken player ID seal.

**Opening Bid $250.00**

**195. Vintage 2-Cent baseball Card Vending Machine**

The offered vintage vending machine hails from a day in which card collecting was decidedly more affordable. With dimensions of 10”-wide x 23-1/2”-tall x 11-1/2”-deep, this sturdy metallic container features a clear plastic facing under which lies an eye-catching “Baseball Hall of Fame” display with Exhibit Supply Company cards of J. Robinson, Ford, Reese, Kaline and Roberts. Placed in dime stores by the above-mentioned Chicago-based company, the machine features a coin slot and lever to facilitate purchase of 12 cents per card. Complete with key and functioning lever, the item is in need of minor repairs.

**Opening Bid $200.00**

**194. (5) 1968 Sports Illustrated Posters in Original Plastic Sleeves**

Posters illustrated in 1968, these five posters never did make it to the bedroom walls of an infant fan. Preserved to maintain (MT) quality, these 24x36 color posters remain in their original plastic sleeves and those have their unbroken player ID seals. Includes Banks, Bonds, Brock, Monday (no seal) and Yastrzemski (no seal).

**Opening Bid $200.00**

**193. 1968 Sports Illustrated Mickey Mantle Poster in its Original Sealed Sleeve**

Affects by a career rife with physical injuries and non-stop nighttime activity, Mickey Mantle remained a baseball god in 1968. Such were the sentiments of Sports Illustrated as it issued this 24x36 color poster. Originally available for $1.50 through a mail-in promotion, this particular (MT) condition poster remains in its original plastic sleeve with its unbroken player ID seal.

**Opening Bid $250.00**

**192. Original Griffith Stadium 4-Seat Sectional**

Offered to true fans of the game is this four-piece section of original Griffith Stadium seats. A finite number of real Griffith Stadium four-mounted seat sets exist, and this grouping comes with a notarized LOA received the day of purchase. The freestanding unit, which measures 75 inches in length and 70 inches in height, has a cast iron foundation (one foot broken), and the wooden slats are all original and in excellent working order. The original green paint has been covered with a peach flat paint, but the seats can be fully restored to their previous glory. Due to size/weight, the cost of shipping may be substantial, so pick up is encouraged.

**Opening Bid $250.00**

**191. 1965-1967 Rocky Colavito**
204. 1958 Milwaukee Braves Usher’s Jacket

Immediate darlings of the Midwest upon their 1953 arrival in Milwaukee, the Braves packed the Summer Circuit in attendance for each of their first six seasons. A rare tribute attire for the offered usher’s jacket as he directed the throng to their assigned seats during those memorable 1950s summers. This red polyester button-down garment features four gold-colored buttons with “M” in relief and a Native American-flavored shield patch (with an embroidered “171” sword to the left breast). The interior is home to a left-side tag, an inside pocket, and a size “40” label with a 2030 order date.

Opening Bid $200.00

205. Brooks Robinson Collection (10) - With Rarities

The Human Vacuum Cleaner is the focal point in this assortment of 1950s and 1960s collectibles. Included in lot are: 1958 Barneys Box set complete (6), 2057 price decal, Robinson “Tips” from the “Toph” on the back and (4) side panel cards that include Killebrew, 1969 Transnear complete box (10) with Robinson figures inside and card on the reverse. Complete listing on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00


The offered trophies were bestowed upon the Orioles Hall of Fame pitcher Jim Palmer during his outstanding career. Issued in 1967 and 1970, respectively, these trophy cups were presented to Palmer as he was named Phoenix Press Box Association “Athlete of the Year.” Palmer, of course, had since moved on to the big league stage in Baltimore, but the above-mentioned organization honored athletes with local ties. Similar in design, the prizes both feature two handles, ornate finery along the diameter and engravings that read “Phoenix Press Box Association - Professional Athlete of the Year - Jim Palmer” (with one dated “1967”) and the other “1970.” Other differences include the base designs and overall measurements (the 1967 trophy is 10-1/2”, 3 lbs, 1 oz and the 1970 award is 15”, 5 lbs, 8 oz.). Crafted from silver plate, the items are offset by the central image of the Giants players in their Sunday best. The back cover is minimally affected by surface loss and mounting remnants. This is truly a one-of-a-kind relic from a short-lived circuit.

Opening Bid $200.00

207. 1970 World Champion Baltimore Orioles Flag - From Memorial Stadium

Winders of seventeen straight and eight of their last nine contests (including ALCS and World Series games), the 1970 Baltimore Orioles captured the baseball world with pitchng and air-tight defense. In recognition of their efforts, the offered flag was hoisted and hung proudly at Memorial Stadium during subsequent seasons. Measuring 18.5 x 48” (and tapered to 49-1/2” at its shortest width), this orange and white nylon banner bears over 200 red numbers. “WORLD SERIES CHAMPIONS” with “1970” within an oval at the center. The item has endured the effects of the Waverly neighborhood elements, with fraying and small tears at the far right edges and tapered portion. The white cottonlike insignia remains fully intact.

Opening Bid $200.00

208. 1890 Sporting Life Complete Year of (52) Issues

Admit it, you’ve never seen a complete year of this 1890 Sporting Life complete year of (52) issues. Although with the outer edges of these periodicals are brittle, the major of the all-important illustrated plates display quality well. It is important to note that these weekly newspapers are stored in two 15-1/2 x 22 contemporary museum-quality archival portfolios. Highlights include 4/5 Philadelphia (GD, with Wright), 4/12 Spring Opening (FR), 4/19 Cleveland (FR), 4/26 Pittsburgh (GD), 5/10 Brooklyn (GD), 5/17 New York (FR), 5/31 Philadelphia (FR, with Mack), 6/7 Cleveland (FR), 6/14 Rochester (FR), 9/13 Indianapolis (GD), 10/18 Kelly (GD) and 11/8 Boston Champs (FR) with the average image grading in the (GD) range. A total of 153 images and 126 individual baseball player images are represented throughout these periodicals.

Opening Bid $200.00

209. 1905 World Series Program - Game 2 at Polo Grounds

In a classic October showdown, legendary sluggers John McGraw and Connie Mack redundancy rivaled vote from opposing dugouts in the 1905 World Series. Issued at the Polo Grounds for Game 2 of the game, the offered program has five years. While its off-grade presentation quality limits aesthetic cross, the scarcity of prints of this type warrant serious consideration in building an upper-chic program collection. All eight pages are present, though only the center pages remain centered and mated within the original staples. The detached front cover has a vertical corner crease, perfunctory creases and small pieces missing in the right-hand corners, but these flaws are offset by the central image of the Giants players in their Sunday best. The back cover is missing. Finally, the center pages feature scoring grids with pre-printed lines. Marked in by price of $2,092 in attendance that day. These pages reveal a 3-0 Athletics win (their only victory in that series, as rookie centerfielder Bill Lord actually traded for his Jacobson delivered a third-third RBI to give Chief Bender all the support he would need.

Opening Bid $200.00

210. 1915 Newark Pepper Federal League Season Ticket Book

This incredibly rare ticket book was issued to a Newark Pepper season ticket holder for the 1915 season (the ill-fated Federal League’s last) in Hartford. Despite winning the title in its second season campaign, the former “Indianapolis Hoosiers” faced financial troubles and moved to Newark. Printed by Chicago’s Ansell Ticket Company, the booklet is comprised of 200 pages, each with a ticket featuring 46 tickets. All tickets remain present and the perforations are completely intact. The front and back thick stock covers have insignia covers and the back cover is minimally affected by surface loss and mounting remnants. This is truly a one-of-a-kind relic from a short-lived circuit.

Opening Bid $500.00

211. 1927 World Series Ticket Stub - PSA 5

Encapsulated and graded 5 by PSA, this ticket stub adorns its bearer to Pittsburgh’s Forbes Field for Game 1 of the 1927 World Series. A mythical plant for what many consider to be the greatest team of all time, the best team actually out-hit the Bronx Bombers 9-6 that afternoon, but were felled 5-4 as Ruth and Gehrig combined for four hits, a triple, a walk, three runs and two RBI. Measuring 2-1/4 x 4-5/8”, this lavender velvet voucher bears a hefty $55.00 asking price and features printed scoring and event legends, as well as the facsimile signature of Bucys President Bryan Dreyfus. Crease-free with sharp edges and corners, the item presents better than the technical grade suggests.

Opening Bid $250.00
214. 1939 Johnny Stone Day Program
Major League standout John “Rocky” Stone is honored with this dated 9/15/39 Wrigley Field press pin from the 1939 Cubs season. Stone, a three-time All-Star, was recognized as a “team player,” this difficult-to-find publication grades EX-MT. Opening Bid $200.00

215. 1946-1966 Boston Red Sox Collection of (6)
Prior to their “Cowboy Up” heroics in 2004 and subsequent postseason success through 1966, the Boston Red Sox were plagued by all-too-frequent setbacks and on-field stagnation. Never one to back down from a challenge, the Boston Red Sox were plagued by on-field stagnation. Never one to back down from a challenge, the Boston Red Sox were plagued with failures and as late as 1952, the issues and failures could not be ceased, the Boston Red Sox were plagued with failures and as late as 1952, the issues and failures could not be ceased.

Programs:
- 1964 World Series Program – GD
- 1965 World Series Program – GD
- 1966 World Series Program – GD
- 1963 World Series Program – GD
- 1962 World Series Program – GD
- 1961 World Series Program – GD

Opening Bid $200.00

216. (69) 1920s-1950s Baseball Magazine Collection
Among the game’s most peculiar press print sources is that of the 1920s-1950s Baseball Magazine. Published monthly aimed to distill events and heroes. The offered collection is comprised of 69 issues. Opening Bid $200.00

The Philadelphia Athletics were one of the most successful teams of the 1950s and 1960s. Prior to their “Cowboy Up” heroics in 2004 and subsequent postseason success through 1966, the Philadelphia Athletics were plagued by all-too-frequent setbacks and on-field stagnation. Never one to back down from a challenge, the Philadelphia Athletics were plagued with failures and as late as 1952, the issues and failures could not be ceased, the Philadelphia Athletics were plagued with failures and as late as 1952, the issues and failures could not be ceased.

Programs:
- 1964 World Series Program – GD
- 1965 World Series Program – GD
- 1966 World Series Program – GD
- 1963 World Series Program – GD
- 1962 World Series Program – GD
- 1961 World Series Program – GD

Opening Bid $200.00

218. World Series and All-Star Program and Press Pass Lot
Presented is a grouping of (17) All-Star and World Series programs and press passes from the estate of former all-star Gil McDougald. Highlights include 1930 World Series Program (VG) and 1931 World Series Program (VG-EX).

Opening Bid $200.00

219. (200) Tickets/Stubsl from Schmidt HR Games
On a Hill of Fame resume that lists 540 career home runs, sub-categorizes for Michael Jack Schmidt’s circuit clouts from thirteen different seasons. Opening Bid $200.00

220. 1920-1930 Hornsby Game-Used Bat - PSA 8
Weeded in Rogers Hornsby’s hands during the latter portion of his remarkable playing career, the offered H & R Farms power war- rants praise and recording in upper-grade+

World Series (2) Mets passes and 1957 Dodgers yearbook (VG-EX). Please visit our website for a full list of the remaining items in this lot.

Opening Bid $120.00

221. Gene Woodling 1953 World Series Bat - PSA/DNA
The four minor league bat- tings titles set the precedent for a seventeen-year big league career. Former left fielder Gene Woodling per- formed for six different clubs through parts of three decades and played the right place at the right time. Opening Bid $500.00

222. Johnny Bench 1976 Game-Used bat - PSA/DNA 10
The offered H & R Farms “8276” signature model bat was brandished by Hall of Famer catcher Johnny Bench during the 1976 campaign when he helped lead the “Big Red Machine to a sweep of the New York Yankees. Much like Bench’s exploits that year, this white ash piece warranted “perfect 10” assessment from PSA/DNA. Factory records indicate that this became Bench’s model of choice to use during the 1976 World Series.

Opening Bid $500.00
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223. Pete Rose 1971-1979 Signed Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA 8
The only second baseman to gain back-to-back MVP honors, Hall of Fame Pete Rose was one of baseball’s true statuaries but huge in terms of clutch production. The offered Adirondack “69A” block-lettered (15/24/71) model employed during the 1971-1979 labeling period, this uncracked white ash (33.6oz/34-1/2”) weapon shows light use with ball, stitch and bat-rack marks throughout, as well as bat-rack streaks and pine-tar residue. Highlights include: Fred McGriff (1980-1983) and Tony Pena (1987-1989). For a complete list of this lot’s contents, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

224. Joe Morgan 1971-1979 Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA 6.5
The only Hall of Famer to gain back-to-back MVP honors, Joe Morgan was an elite second baseman during his 14-year career, winning three Silver Sluggers. Morgan was small in stature but huge in terms of clutch production. The offered Adirondack “69A” block-lettered (15/24/71) model employed during the 1971-1979 labeling period, this uncracked white ash (33.6oz/34-1/2”) weapon shows light use with ball, stitch and bat-rack marks throughout, as well as bat-rack streaks and pine-tar residue. Highlights include: Fred McGriff (1980-1983) and Tony Pena (1987-1989). For a complete list of this lot’s contents, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

225. Mike Schmidt 1971-1979 Signed Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA 6.5
The only Hall of Famer to gain back-to-back MVP honors, Joe Morgan was an elite second baseman during his 14-year career, winning three Silver Sluggers. Morgan was small in stature but huge in terms of clutch production. The offered Adirondack “69A” block-lettered (15/24/71) model employed during the 1971-1979 labeling period, this uncracked white ash (33.6oz/34-1/2”) weapon shows light use with ball, stitch and bat-rack marks throughout, as well as bat-rack streaks and pine-tar residue. Highlights include: Fred McGriff (1980-1983) and Tony Pena (1987-1989). For a complete list of this lot’s contents, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

In an era ruled by lettered heroes, statisticians and widespread speculation regarding every last achievement, Ken Griffey, Jr. has remained one of the game’s certainly the 500 Home Run Club’s last “honest” icons. The offered Louisville Slugger “2121” signature model bat was employed and signed by “Junior” during his early days in the Queen City. Turned during the 2000-2002 labeling period, this high-grade ash (25/33/03/20) model showcases a glossy Black Block finish against which Griffey’s silver Signature (“9” strength) emerges prominently between the center barrel and barrel stamps. The item sports a cupped end and shows light use with ball and stitch marks, a weighted-down impression, a barrel crack of about “7” and a crescent tip pattern on the handle. Graded GU-8 by John Taube PSA/DNA. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA, as well as an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications for the signature.

Opening Bid $250.00

227. Ryne Sandberg 1983-1986 Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA 8
The 1984 MVP captained a 36-over-post-season drought, former Chicago Cub second baseman Ryne Sandberg broadened the offered Louisville Slugger “B267” signature model during the Wrigley inhabitants’ rise to prominence. Turned during the 1983-1986 labeling period, this uncracked white ash (36.3oz/34”) example shows very light use with ball and stitch marks on the barrel and a heavy use of pine tar on the handle. Additionally, Sandberg’s number “23” and “B267” are inscribed on both the barrel and end. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from John Taube PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $250.00

228. Pete Rose 1983 Signed Game-Issued Bat - PSA/DNA
Already established as the career N.L. hits champion, Pete Rose was issued and signed this “R151” signature model bat during the 1983 season. This ash model (33/41/12/12) has a furniture-smooth rust-colored finish. Just above his facsimile signature, Rose’s black marker autograph (“10” strength) is accompanied by his inscription of “Best Wishes.” The enameled icon has “74” painted on the barrel end and a red marker “A” beneath a manufacturer’s logo decal on the knob. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from John Taube PSA/DNA, as well as an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $150.00

229. Tony Gwynn 1986 Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA 7
Hand down the greatest player to ever perform in the Mission Valley, Hall of Famer Tony Gwynn wielded this Louisville Slugger “B227” signature model bat during the 1981 season. Sporting a rich brown patina and a bikey finish, this (29.7oz/31-1/4”) uncracked white ash shows light use with ball and stitch impressions on the right barrel, so much so that the cost of pine tar on the handle and Gwynn’s number “19” inscribed on the wrapped end. Factory records pinpoint Gwynn’s order of this particular model on April 3, 1986. Comfortable with his product, Gwynn’s bat is 329 with 14 home runs. Graded GU-7 by John Taube PSA/DNA. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $250.00

230. Robin Yount 1982-1983 Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA
Milwaukee Brewers icon Robin Yount employed this Louisville Slugger “S2” signature model bat in late-1983/early 1984. This uncracked white ash (31.3oz/34-1/2”) weapon shows light use with ball, stitch and pine-tar marks throughout, and black marker notations of “19” on both the knob and barrel end. Factory records note three orders (Sept. 15, 1982; Dec. 12, 1982 and Jan. 12, 1983) for “S2” models matching this weight, length and finish. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from John Taube PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $250.00

231. Reggie Jackson 1984-1986 Game-Used Bat - PSA/DNA
The self-proclaimed “Mr. Nice Guy” from the Drink—employed the offered Rawlings-Adirondack “288RJ” block-lettered (32.6oz/34-1/4”) bat during the 1984-1986 labeling period. Turned from high-grade ash, the uncracked bat sports a black finish and shows light use with ball marks and stitch impressions on the barrel and a silver markertotation of “S50” on the knob. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from John Taube PSA/DNA.

Opening Bid $250.00

232. 1986-1889 Ryne Sandberg Game-Used Bat
The offered Louisville Slugger “S333” signature model bat (30oz/34”) was brandished by the Hall of Fame during the earlier portion of his career. The white ash model exhibits heavy use, with ball, bat-rack and deeply embedded stitch marks throughout, as well as pine-tar residue, a “3” handle crack and blue marker notations of “22” and “S333” on the knob.

Opening Bid $200.00

233. Eddie Murray 1983-1986 Game Used Bat - PSA/DNA 8
A perennial MVP candidate throughout his glorious tenures at Memorial Stadium, Hall of Fame Eddie Murray passed the American League with 274 home runs—and led all of baseball with 377 walks—during the 1980s. This Louisville Slugger “B267” signature model bat (34.3oz/36”) was ably employed by the Orioles legend during that storied decade that saw him at the plate 1,866 times. Murray’s order of this particular model on April 3, 1986. Comfortable with his product, Murray’s bat shows ball, stitch marks, ball and stitch impressions on the right barrel, so much so that the cost of pine tar on the handle and Murray’s number “33” inscribed on the wrapped end. Factory records pinpoint Murray’s order of this particular model on April 3, 1986. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA, as well as a full photo LOA from John Taube PSA/DNA, as well as an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $250.00

234. (22) 1980s Game-Used Bats - With McGriff and Baker
The offered white ash material is comprised of (22) bats brandished by 1980s major league stars, almost all of which show moderate to heavy game use in the form of ball, stitch, bat-rack, stitch marks and pine-tar residue. Highlights include: Fred McGriff (1986-1989 Louisville Slugger “B257” signature model brown bat (32oz/34”) autographed (“5” strength) on the barrel); Davey Riggle (1977-1979 Hillerich & Bradsby “5210” signature model brown bat (34oz/35”) with minimal game use; Willie Aikens (1983-1985), Alvin Davis (1984-1985), John Mayberry (1980-1983) and Tony Pena (1987-1989). For a complete list of this lot’s contents, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

---
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238. Carl Yastrzemski 1981 Boston Red Sox Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey Though the Yankee fans嘈鸣 the Red Sox’s most lucrative contract in 1981, Reggie Jackson proved he was still the “guy that sits the agent” during the strike-shortened campaign, out-homer his higher-priced teammate during both the regular season and post-season. This New York Yankees home jersey was worn and signed by “Mr. October” during that pennant-winning ’81 season. This white knit, blue pinstriped button-down jersey features the classic “NY” logo sewn to the left breast in navy blue satin twill and the outspoken Hall of Famer’s since-retired number “8” sewn to the front and back numerals and minimal pulling affects the area just below the collar. This jersey matches the one described in the December 22, 1981 Sports Illustrated cover image.

Opening Bid $400.00

239. Ultimate Mickey Mantle Signed Game-Worn Collection Featuring the youngest-ever player to log back-to-back seasons of 50+ home runs by a Florida Marlins star Mickey Mantle hit his second shade in the National League with 196 hits and earned his first Silver Slugger home. Offered are: Mariner apparel and equipment items signed and used by Cabrera during that 2005 campaign. Includes: Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey a white knit number “24” button-down garment with a black pinstriped pattern and black-on-white-on-red twill identifiers. In the back “2” Cabrera’s silver Sharpie signatures (“9” strength) is accompanied by his inscriptions of “24” and “05 game used.” Shows light wear. Signed Game-Used Bat (a .252/.315/.448 Atomic “Zinger” black-letter model signed by Cabrera, “VH” just to the left of the lettered barrel). The uncracked item shows light use with surface marks throughout, light pinstripe residue, a 1”-layer of athletic tape and a black marker notation of “24” on the indented barrel end. Included, as well, are a signed Giants-Marlins game-used pen and signed game-used black leather glove. Accompanying are COAs from Rich Altman.

Opening Bid $400.00

241. 2006 Matt Garza Signed Rookie Game Used Jersey with Puckett Band Coming off the fringe MLB campaign with an ALCS MVP award, presented is a Matt Garza rookie year game-worn 2006 Minnesota Twins alternate jersey. The double-rivet button-down shirt displays minimal wear and has been signed with an “10 Game Used (inscription “9-10”). This jersey features both a Twins and an impressive Kirby Puckett memorabilia 24 patch on the left and right sleeves respectively, as well as a Majestic, “Size 48” (actual size 46) tag sewn in the left seam. Includes: Opening Bid $400.00

242. (3) Washington Nationals Game-Worn Jerseys - All Different Sizes Attracting a Franchise to the city ending thirty-three seasons without baseball, Washington, D.C. filled in for one ever National League season beginning in 2005. These (3) jerseys worn by Nationals players as the Nation’s capital was once again represented on the diamond. These limited button-down garments each feature unique identifiers, one for each of the three clubs signing and shipping the year and trunk elements: Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the back in like fashion. On the right front (just below the black-stripe letters), Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the front left breast. Medium game wear is evident, with no tears or alterations and minimal fraying and color fading about the twill components. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spencer Authentications for the signature.

Opening Bid $400.00

243. Miguel Cabrera 2005 Signed Game-Worn Home Marlin's Home Jersey and Signed Game-Used Bat Posting top-nine or better numbers in all three Triple Crown categories in 2005, sluggger Miguel Cabrera kept his Marlin’s in the thick of a division race that saw all 16 franchises finish within 10-11 games of each other. Offered are the Marlin’s apparel and equipment items signed and used by Cabrera during that 2005 campaign. Includes: Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey a white knit number “24” button-down garment with a black pinstriped pattern and black-on-white-on-red twill identifiers. In the back “2” Cabrera’s silver Sharpie signatures (“9” strength) is accompanied by his inscriptions of “24” and “05 game used.” Shows light wear. Signed Game-Used Bat (a .252/.315/.448 Atomic “Zinger” black-letter model signed by Cabrera, “VH” just to the left of the lettered barrel). The uncracked item shows light use with heavy full and deeply embedded stitch marks throughout, as well as heavy pinstripe residue, a 1” layer of athletic tape and a black marker notation of “24” on the indented barrel end. Accompanying are COAs from Rich Altman.

Opening Bid $500.00

244. Cole Hamels 2006 Signed Game-Worn Phillies Home Jersey Setting the record for strikeouts through the first seven innings in an ALCS game against the Tigers in 2006, southpaw Cole Hamels pitched through the club’s minor League ranks, earning lasting impressions in Philadelphia, Clearwater, Reading and Scranton/Wilkes-Barre. bat the official jersey during his brief and productive tenure with the Class A Reading Phillies. With the club for all of three outings at the tail end of the 2005 season, Hamels went 2-0 and fanned 19 in 13.2 innings. In doing so, the 22-year-old impressed was this white knit, sublimated button-down garment with “Phillies” now sewn to the chest to indicate the sportswear line “Diamond” label denotes size “46”. Original and unaltered, the jersey shows wear consistent with Hamels’ brief tenure. Identified in design to the parent club’s jerseys, this was an appropriate garment for Hamels, who showed he was the real thing from the moment the club signed him. Accompanying is a COA signed by Reading Phillies General Manager Scott Flanigan.

Opening Bid $400.00

Opening Bid $400.00

245. Elijah Dukes 2008 Home Alternate Jersey Attracting a franchise to the city after enduring thirty-three seasons without baseball, Washington, D.C. filled in for one ever National League season beginning in 2005. This (3) jerseys worn by Nationals players as the Nation’s capital was once again represented on the diamond. These limited button-down garments each feature unique identifiers, one for each of the three clubs signing and shipping the year and trunk elements: Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the back in like fashion. On the right front (just below the black-stripe letters), Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the front left breast. Medium game wear is evident, with no tears or alterations and minimal fraying and color fading about the twill components. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spencer Authentications for the signature.

Opening Bid $400.00

246. Lastings Milledge 2008 Road jersey Includes: a ‘08 Game Used Home Alternate Jersey - size 48; “52+” in navy, number “42” in silver; “LH” in orange and a Black “M” on the back. Includes: Opening Bid $400.00

247. Reggie Jackson 1981 New York Yankees Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey Though the Yankee fans嘈鸣 the Red Sox’s most lucrative contract in 1981, Reggie Jackson proved he was still the “guy that sits the agent” during the strike-shortened campaign, out-homer his higher-priced teammate during both the regular season and post-season. This New York Yankees home jersey was worn and signed by “Mr. October” during that pennant-winning ’81 season. This white knit, blue pinstriped button-down jersey features the classic “NY” logo sewn to the left breast in navy blue satin twill and the outspoken Hall of Famer’s since-retired number “8” sewn to the front and back numerals and minimal pulling affects the area just below the collar. This jersey matches the one described in the December 22, 1981 Sports Illustrated cover image.

Opening Bid $400.00

236. Johnny Bench 1980 Cincinnati Reds Game-Worn Home Jersey During the last season in which he was used exclusively behind the plate, 32-year-old Johnny Bench was true to the task, launching 23 home runs in the 60 innings of action that constituted his 1980 season. The club’s famed “C-REDS” logo applied to the left breast in chenille-stitched white on red twill. In the left seam. Includes: Opening Bid $400.00

237. Elijah Dukes 2008 Home Alternate Jersey Attracting a franchise to the city after enduring thirty-three seasons without baseball, Washington, D.C. filled in for one ever National League season beginning in 2005. This (3) jerseys worn by Nationals players as the Nation’s capital was once again represented on the diamond. These limited button-down garments each feature unique identifiers, one for each of the three clubs signing and shipping the year and trunk elements: Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the back in like fashion. On the right front (just below the black-stripe letters), Yomiuri’s black pinstriped number “9” is sewn to the front left breast. Medium game wear is evident, with no tears or alterations and minimal fraying and color fading about the twill components. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spencer Authentications for the signature.

Opening Bid $400.00

235. Pete Rose 1975 World Champion Cincinnati Reds Game-Worn Home Jersey While the opinions of executives, peers and fans differ regarding Pete Rose’s place in the history so thoroughly dominated, two titles will likely never be stripped. Cincinnati’s 5th Series and Baseball’s All-Time Hit King. The offered official home jersey was donated by “Charlie Hustle” as the “Big Red Machine” rose to unprecedented prominence during the 1975 season. This white knit pinstriped jersey features the club’s “C-REDS” logo applied to the left breast in chenille-stitched white on red twill. In the left seam. “42” is sewn to the back right front and “ROSE” is arched atop the back number. Red-and-white striped stretch knit lines the sleeve endings, while like-colored striped cotton coming the V-neck. Within the taped left front tail, a “Ravelling” size “44” label in a tape on the left back and right front and “BRETH” is arched atop the number on the back. Red-and-white striped stretch knit lines the sleeve endings. While like-colored striped cotton coming the V-neck. Within the taped right front tail a “Ravelling” size “44” label is accompanied by a “SEI 1 – 1975” Tap tag. Offered Size 24 home run this year, incidentally, a combined six candy bars of Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups, at the time in three-digit form: 

Opening Bid $400.00
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244. Luis Aguayo 1982 Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $100.00
Full description available on our website.

245. Terry Mulholland 1996 Philadelphia Phillies Game Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

246. Garrett Stephenson 1997 Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Road Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

248. Mickey Morandini 1997 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Road Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

249. Gregg Jefferies 1998 Philadelphia Phillies Game-Worn Road Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

250. Mike Lieberthal 1999 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Road Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

251. Randy Wolf 2001 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

252. Tomas Perez 2004 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

253. Todd Pratt 2004 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

255. Davey Lopes 2007 Philadelphia Phillies Signed Game-Worn Home Jersey
Opening Bid $150.00
Full description available on our website.

256. Actual First Base From Last-Ever Game at Connie Mack Stadium
June twenty-two, and 47 million spectators came and went during the storied existence of Philadelphia’s Shibe/ Connie Mack Stadium. Home to the likes of Foxx, Grove, Ashburn and the “Whiz Kids,” the building hosted its final Major League contest on October 1, 1970. After the Phils lost 4-3 to the Atlanta Braves, natural turf and symmetrical dimensions. Offered is the fully documented actual first base used at the historic venue for its very last game. Measuring 13 x 15 x 3, this black embalmed base is incased in 15 oz copper straps to a metallic base with a 3/4” stake. The item shows the wear and tear of game use in the form of dirt and scuff marks throughout. Irrefutable provenance accompanies in the form of an LOA from the fan who “won” the item in a drawing that very day. In addition to the LOA, the great sport’s ticket stub accompanies, along with a photograph of the October 3, 1970 Philadelphia celebrity who lists him as the winner.
Opening Bid $100.00

257. Mike Schmidt Signed Game-Worn Phillies Cap
The offered autographed Philadelphia Phillies cap was worn by Hall of Fame third baseman Mike Schmidt during his 1991 season. This red wool cap features the club’s classic “P” logo embroidered in white to the front panel of the bill atop the six-point crown suspension. The orange to the front center. The plastic-lined sweatband is home to “New Era” and “Diamond Collection” logos, as well as a size “7-3/8” tag. The item shows moderate use in the form of scattered dirt marks and perspiration-induced soiling on the overdye. Accompanying is an auction LOA signed by Schmidt (“9”) on “Michael Jack Inc.” letterhead, as well as an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $400.00

258. Pete Rose Signed Game-Used Cleats
Showering the glaring distinction between himself and his baseball peers, Pete Rose opined: “I’m just like any other col. I have two arms, two legs and 4,000 hits.” Specifically, Rose taped 4,256 victories in doing so, wove those signed cleats during his tenure with the Philadelphia Phillies. These maroon leather footwear items feature “Majestic” logos on the tongues and white “33” characters stitched to each side. On the outer portion of each heel, Rose’s black Sharpie signature shows (“9”) strength. The item shows heavy wear with soiling throughout, vintage black marker notation of “14” on the interior lining of each and infilled diamond under the loops caked about the six metal clips on the plastic sole of each. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications, as well as PSA/DNA holograms on the shoes. This style is definitively photo-matched to Rose’s cleats in a Hall of Fame display.
Opening Bid $250.00

259. 1990-1991 Cal Ripken, Jr. Signed Game-Worn Cap - PSA
Notwithstanding speculation that his tireless efforts were detracting from his production, Cal Ripken, Jr. was named to his MVP performance (his second) in 1991. The offered Baltimore Orioles cap was worn by the non-stop shortstop during either the 1990 or 1991 season. This black wool cap features the orthographically correct “B” (which replaced the famed “catmou” (catnose) bird beginning in 1989) embroidered on its orange front crown. The plastic-lined sweatband is home to “Diamond Collection” and “New Era” labels, as well as a size “7-3/8” tag. On the bill’s under side, Ripken’s signed name in “Majestic” (“9”) strength. The item shows signs of outstanding wear with perspiration-induced soiling on the overdye. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications, as well as PSA/DNA holograms on the cap.
Opening Bid $400.00
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260. Don Wilson 1968 Signed Home Run Ball - His Only Career Home Run

Tragically abbreviated by his 1975 suicide, the career of fireballer Don Wilson featured two no-hitters and a 104-92 lifetime mark for a team that enjoyed just two winning seasons in nine years. The offered autographed keepsake was launched by Wilson for his first and only career home run. Retrieved by a patron at Chicago’s Wrigley Field on August 31, 1968, this used OML-Glove sphere was signed by Wilson (“8-9”) as he headed the team bus that day. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications, as well as a notarized LOA from the ball’s original recipient.

Opening Bid $200.00

261. San Francisco Giants 1970s Equipment Trunk

The offered equipment trunk accompanied the San Francisco Giants on their 1970s excursions. Measuring 36” x 20-1/2” x 12”, this sturdy wooden container features steel edges, buckles and fasteners and a thick leather handle. The body is painted black with team logo stickers adhered throughout, while the metal components are brightly orange. Among the decals are (4) “Japan Airlines Baggage” labels, suggesting trans-Pacific exhibition journeys. The item shows the wear and tear of extensive use with paint chipping throughout and the middle buckle having been removed.

Opening Bid $100.00

262. Steve Carlton Signed Game-Worn Batting Helmet

Lost we forget that in addition to his magnificent pitching, Hall of Famer Steve Carlton also had a remarkable showing at the plate. The offered Phillies batting helmet was used and signed by “Lefty” during his playing days. The deep-red plastic shell features the team’s reserve “7-0” logo decal adhered to the front center and “32” decals affixed to the front of the brim. Just above his unco- rrelated number, Carlton’s gold marker signature is briefly interrupted by scarfbands, but still projects (“7”) strength. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $220.00

263. 1994 All-Star Game Phil Rizzuto Game-Worn Undergarmet Ensemble

Gut “up close and personal” to “The Scooter” with this exquisite 1994 All-Star Game Phil Rizzuto game-worn undergarment ensemble. Included are: (1) size 44 gray Broadmoor long-sleeve undershirt; (2) pair of navy blue long-sleeve undershirts; (2) white Sports Image undershorts. This gen- tly used memorabilia is accompanied by a LOA from Ed Dolan, Jr. For further information, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $100.00

264. 2001 Roger Clemens Game-Used Hat - Steiner

The 2001 sea- son was a banner year for Roger Clemens. The right-handed hurler was 20- 5 en route to his sixth Cy Young Award.

Presented is a Roger Clemens game-used Yankees hat which is adorned by a post 9/11 American Award.

Opening Bid $200.00

265. Miguel Cabrera 2005 Signed Game-Used Glove and Batting Gloves

Garnering MVP con- sideration for the first time in so many suc- cessive, left fielder Miguel Cabrera used and autographed these items during his 2005 season with the Florida Marlins.

Inscribed “Felder’s Glove” a-right-handed “PROFNLZK” model with his name embroidered on the outer thumb and signed (“8” strength); Batting Gloves (2 sets of Nike炕夜 practitioner fingerless glove; one black, one white) are signed on the knuckles portion both “9-9-9”. All items are inscribed “game used 2005” and show moderate game use and soiling.

Opening Bid $100.00

266. Babe Ruth Single-Signed Baseball - “Traced”

A Babe Ruth signed ball represents the pinnacle of any collection. The offered example affords the opportunity to obtain the Babe’s trademark autograph at a price not quite as hefty as those found at most examples. This OAL Harridge sphere dates from the 1940s, as evidenced by the star at the far right of the faded stampings. Affected by toning and scattered surface abrasions, the ball grades (“7”), but those flaws are rendered insignificant upon viewing the vast spot. Ruth’s penmanship is larger than life. The names of both the first name and surname are briefly interrupted by surface loss and thus examination reveals that the signature has been enhanced; but despite these imperfections, the autograph still retains a (“7-8”) strength. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $400.00

267. Ty Cobb Single-Signed OAL Mini-Ball - Dated 1949

Hall of fame-winning throughout his well-documented playing days, Ty Cobb was taken to task when presented with this miniature baseball well after his career on the diamond. Poor rat, though, as Cobb succeeded in finding room for a heartfelt inscription and a bold and powerful autograph! Measuring just seven inches in circumference, this country sphere (grade “6-7”) features stampings matching those found on the OAL Harridge “hide-size” versions. On a side panel, Cobb has penned in blue ink: “To Ruth - Lou - From Their Friend Ty Cobb.” Accented by his trademark paraph, Cobb’s signature projects every bit of (“9-9”) quality. While he succeeded in fitting his entire message and endorsement on one panel, Cobb still had to complete his efforts by dating the keepsake (a practice he took to without fail in his later years), and on an adjacent panel, “3/22/49” is inscribed in the Hall of Fame’s hand.

Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $500.00

268. Chuck Dressen Single-Signed Baseball

Those who wished “Dodger Blue” will want to secure this elusive Chuck Dressen (d.1966) single-signed baseball. This OAL Frick sphere is penned on a side panel in the right of the stamped trademark. The carefully placed dark script grades (“7”) while the moderately solid oval presents (“4”). Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $250.00

269. Waite Hoyt Single-Signed Baseball

Passed in to a single-signed baseball of Waite Hoyt (d.1946), pitching ace for the 1927 New York Yankees. Pinned on the sweet spot of a souvenir Big League Clark Bar baseball, the lightly soiled canvas grades a (“9”). The flowing dark script traces above the Haiti manufacturing stamp and grades an impressive (“9”). While Hoyt signatures are not necessarily scarce, single-signed baseballs from the Hall of Fame are a differ- ent story. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $500.00

See page 5 for new Buyers Premium Rates
270. 1927 Philadelphia Athletics Team-Signed Ball - With (7) Hall of Famers!

Obviated by the exploits of their Junior Circuit peers in the Bronx, the 1927 Philadelphia Athletics Phillipines had become heavyweights several a second franchise dynasty. While they finished a full 19 games behind the Yankees that year, Connie Mack’s A’s still managed 91 triumphs in a sub-sixty run of at least a dozen wins. The offered OAL (John G. Heydler) ball is signed by 18 members of that off-off-kilter Athletics roster: Reading like a “Who’s Who” of Hall of Famers, the petrichor lineup is home to no fewer than 7 Cooperstown enfrimees. With vibrant stampings and colorful ink, the cursive script autograph (“9”) is legible. Uncustomarily on the south panel (or anywhere other than the sweet spot), the unmistakable autograph of Babe Ruth, the American Pastime’s “pioneer” (“7”) is legible. Unaccountably on the south panel (or anywhere other than the sweet spot), the unrecognizable signature of Gaylord Perry is indeed trumped by that of his fellow Maryland native, the inimitable autograph of Gaylord Perry (both “9-10”) complete the panel. (A red ink penning atop the panel is undetected.) Elsewhere, it appears that additional signa-
tures have faded into almost complete anonymity. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentication.

Opening Bid $100.00

271. 1927-1931 Multi-Signed Baseball - With Ruth, Foxx and Simmons

The offered OAL (Babe Ruth) baseball has been certified by PSA/DNA since 1927-1931 and was appropriately autographed by that era’s brightest stars in the Junior Circuit: The minuscule-medium (“3”) is affected by scattered surface abrasions and yellowing, and appears to be a contact mark. The legi-
 ble black ink signatures, meanwhile, vary from (“3”) to (“7”) in strength. On the sweet spot, James Foxx bears the strongest signature (“9”), while the “9” here (between all Simplicity’s) penciling (“7”) is legible. Uncountably on the south panel (or anywhere other than the sweet spot), the unrecognizable autograph of Gaylord Perry is indeed trumped by that of his fellow Maryland native, the inimitable autograph of Gaylord Perry (both “9-10”) complete the panel. (A red ink penning atop the panel is undetected.) Elsewhere, it appears that additional signa-
tures have faded into almost complete anonymity. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentication.

Opening Bid $200.00

272. 1941 New York Giants Team-Signed Ball - With Ott, Terry and Hubbell

In the twilight of their respective careers, four Hall of Famers were part of the war-
raigned 1941 New York Giants roster that signed the offered baseball. A uniform cornet of dark blue covers the brownish-red “Rouche” example (“4-5”), protecting black ink pennings that average (“3-5”) quality. Included Sweet Spot: Adams, Amos, Cushinberry, Curtin, Mize, Turner.

Opening Bid $450.00

273. 1956 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Ball - With Campanella and Robinson

In defense of the lone World Series title earned during their storied tenures in Flatbush, the 1956 Brooklyn Dodgers nearly duplicated the feat, winning their fourth NL flag in five seasons before ultimately bow-
ing to the cross-borough rival Yankees in a seven-game Full Classic. The offered OAL (Harridge) ball is signed by (27) members of Brooklyn’s last pennant winner. The cursive script autograph (“9”) is affected by minor ton-
ing spots and scattered surface abrasions and hazy black or blue ink autograph that over-
sic (“7”) strength, with some nicer and some lesser. Highlights include: Sweet Spot: Adams, North Panel: Alexander; South Panel: Allcorey. There are no illegible signatures.

Opening Bid $400.00

274. 1951 New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball with (31) Signatures

As the torch was passed (and not without a car-
cautious curve ball) to Mickey Mantle, the 1951 New York Yankees still managed to conduct business as usual, securing their third of a second World Series titles. The offered OAL (Harridge) ball is autographed by (31) members of that seminal championship team. The creamield medium (“7”) is home to blue ink pennings that average (“6-7”) with a couple slightly nicer and lesser. Included Sweet Spot: DiMaggio (“9-10”), with a couple slightly nicer and lesser. Included Sweet Spot: Dihig (“8-9”), with some better and others lesser.

Opening Bid $1400.00

275. 1958 Cleveland Indians Team-Signed Baseball with Maris

Presented in a 1958 Cleveland Indians team-signed baseball with (28) signatures, including an early Mattie. This OAL (Harridge) baseball grades (“4”) with moderate soiling, surface abrasions and a light coating of period shelf dust. The blue ink pennings average (“6-7”) with some better and others lesser. Highlights include Sweet Spot: Vosniak (“9-9”), Lemon, Wathen, North Panel: Craig, Stan, Reynolds, Robertson.

Opening Bid $100.00

276. 1960 New York Yankees Team-Signed Ball - With Full JSA Letter

With two unprecedented pennant runs to set flags in twelve seasons (an achievement that was in eventual-
ally reach 14 pennants in 16 years), the 1960 New York Yankees did it with the usual ingredients: pacing the circuit in home run (193) and team ERA (3.52) tied with Baltimore. The offered OAL (Harridge) ball is signed by (28) mem-
ers of that Bronx Bomber installment. The scripts (“4”) is affected by scattered surface abrasions and incan-
tiary surface abrasions, which impart the look of a desicate baseball. The autograph is in Black or Blue ball-
pen (“7”) strength, with some better and others lesser. Included Sweet Spot: Barlow, Mantle, Berra, Drysdale.

Opening Bid $800.00

277. 1960 Pittsburgh Pirates World Series Signed Baseball

One of the more defining images in baseball history is undoubtedly that of Bill Mazeroski being mobbed at home plate following the decisive home run that pro-
cluded the 1960 Pittsburgh Pirates to their third World Series title. The 1960 Pittsburgh Pirates team-signed baseball is penned by (33) “Bucs” including Clemente. The un-
descriptive baseball is moderately soiled throughout and grade (“7”) while the ink signatures primarily fare in the (“6-7”) range with some better and others lesser. Key signatures present Sweet Spot: Stengel (club-
house); West Panel: Haddix, Underwood, North Panel: Clemens (4), Reviewer (spell check-
house) and Mazeroski (“9”) With exception to the noted red ink autographs, all remaining signatures come with a full color LOA from PSA/DNA. For a complete list of signatures and applicable death dates, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $1000.00
278. 1957 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball with (27) Signatures

These who bleed “Dodger Blue” will treasure this 1957 Brooklyn Dodgers team-signed baseball with (27) signatures. The 1957 campaign was their last in Brooklyn, as the Irresistible “Bums” finished third in the National League. Crisply penned in blue ink on the panels of a moderately soiled Dodgers outercover ball; Hall of Fame, grade is a “6” throughout. Highlights include 1957 Brooklyn Dodgers Team-Signed Baseball: (27) signatures, autograph average “7-5”, ball “6-5” with Sweet Spot: Almeim, R. Poulis, Gilliam, Kintzler, East Panel: Campanella, Hubbell, Drysdale, South Panel: Amoros, Furillo, Maglie and Hodges. With exception to clubhouse examples of Snider, Reese and Re. Jackson, the remaining signatures come with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures and applicable death dates, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

279. 1961 New York Yankees Team-Signed Baseball with (21) Signatures

In the summer of 1961, the “M&M Boys” captured the heart of the nation as the New York Yankees romped through the American League en route to their nineteenth World Series title. Presented is a 1961 New York Yankees team-signed baseball with (21) signatures. This OAL (Cronin) sphere is moderately soiled throughout and grades in the (“5-6”) range. The blue ballpoint signatures are slightly faded by the decades, but remain very readable and average (“6-7”). Highlights include: Alston, Drysdale, Durocher, Alou, Snider, and Smith. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Autographs grade: (8); ball grade (7). Opening Bid $150.00

282. 1962 Los Angeles Dodgers Team-Signed Ball - PSA/DNA 7

Graded NM (“7”) by PSA/DNA. Autographs grade: (“7”) ball grade (“7”). This OAL (Giles) ball is signed by (28) members of the second-place squad. The cream creamy medium is home to ballpoint pennings whose highlights include Alouin, Drysdale, Durocher, Snider and Smith. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $250.00

283. Roger Maris Single-Signed Baseball

Presented is a Roger Maris (d.1985) single-signed baseball. The home run champ signed the north panel of this OAL (MacPhail) (“5”) sphere in blue ink with the autograph grading a (“7”). The script is nearly all too young. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $400.00


Graded Mint 9.5 by PSA/DNA. Presented is a single-signed Mickey Mantle baseball. Penned crisply on the sweet spot of a Franklin Official League sphere, the blue ink autograph meets all the requirements of the technical grade. This Mantle (d.1995) example comes with full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $150.00

286. 1961 Negro League Reunion Signed Ball - (26) Signatures Including Paige and Smith

Certified at a 1961 reunion in Oakland, Kentucky, twenty-six Negro League legends placed their bold signatures on this “Wilson” sphere with cross-related pennings. The clean keepake grades (“8”) and boasts signatures that average that same numeric quality. Highlights include: Bell, Irvin, J. Johnson, Leonard, O’Neil, Paige and the scarce scripting of Hall of Famer Satchel Paige. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

281. Multi-signed 1960s Yankees Ball - With Mantle and Maris

In the final days of an empire whose strength and longevity has gone unrivaled, five different New York Yankees players signed the offered OAL (Cronin) baseball – including the name who combined for the most single-season home runs in Major League history. This medium-toned and soiled sphere appears to have seen game use, but its legible stampings andCanceled at a 1961 reunion in Oakland, Kentucky, twenty-six Negro League legends placed their bold signatures on this “Wilson” sphere with cross-related pennings. The clean keepake grades (“8”) and boasts signatures that average that same numeric quality. Highlights include: Bell, Irvin, J. Johnson, Leonard, O’Neil, Paige and the scarce scripting of Hall of Famer Satchel Paige. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

282. 1962 Los Angeles Dodgers Team-Signed Ball - PSA/DNA 7

Graded NM (“7”) by PSA/DNA. Autographs grade: (“7”) ball grade (“7”). This OAL (Giles) ball is signed by (28) members of the second-place squad. The cream creamy medium is home to ballpoint pennings whose highlights include Alouin, Drysdale, Durocher, Snider and Smith. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $250.00

283. Roger Maris Single-Signed Baseball

Presented is a Roger Maris (d.1985) single-signed baseball. The home run champ signed the north panel of this OAL (MacPhail) (“5”) sphere in blue ink with the autograph grading a (“7”). The script is nearly all too young. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $400.00


Graded Mint 9.5 by PSA/DNA. Presented is a single-signed Mickey Mantle baseball. Penned crisply on the sweet spot of a Franklin Official League sphere, the blue ink autograph meets all the requirements of the technical grade. This Mantle (d.1995) example comes with full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $150.00

286. 1961 Negro League Reunion Signed Ball - (26) Signatures Including Paige and Smith
carded at a 1961 reunion in Oakland, Kentucky, twenty-six Negro League legends placed their bold signatures on this “Wilson” sphere with cross-related pennings. The clean keepake grades (“8”) and boasts signatures that average that same numeric quality. Highlights include: Bell, Irvin, J. Johnson, Leonard, O’Neil, Paige and the scarce scripting of Hall of Famer Satchel Paige. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

282. 1962 Los Angeles Dodgers Team-Signed Ball - PSA/DNA 7

Graded NM (“7”) by PSA/DNA. Autographs grade: (“7”) ball grade (“7”). This OAL (Giles) ball is signed by (28) members of the second-place squad. The cream creamy medium is home to ballpoint pennings whose highlights include Alouin, Drysdale, Durocher, Snider and Smith. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $250.00

283. Roger Maris Single-Signed Baseball

Presented is a Roger Maris (d.1985) single-signed baseball. The home run champ signed the north panel of this OAL (MacPhail) (“5”) sphere in blue ink with the autograph grading a (“7”). The script is nearly all too young. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $400.00


Graded Mint 9.5 by PSA/DNA. Presented is a single-signed Mickey Mantle baseball. Penned crisply on the sweet spot of a Franklin Official League sphere, the blue ink autograph meets all the requirements of the technical grade. This Mantle (d.1995) example comes with full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $150.00

286. 1961 Negro League Reunion Signed Ball - (26) Signatures Including Paige and Smith

carded at a 1961 reunion in Oakland, Kentucky, twenty-six Negro League legends placed their bold signatures on this “Wilson” sphere with cross-related pennings. The clean keepake grades (“8”) and boasts signatures that average that same numeric quality. Highlights include: Bell, Irvin, J. Johnson, Leonard, O’Neil, Paige and the scarce scripting of Hall of Famer Satchel Paige. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

281. Multi-signed 1960s Yankees Ball - With Mantle and Maris

In the final days of an empire whose strength and longevity has gone unrivaled, five different New York Yankees players signed the offered OAL (Cronin) baseball – including the name who combined for the most single-season home runs in Major League history. This medium-toned and soiled sphere appears to have seen game use, but its legible stampings and
287. 1941 New York Yankees and 1964 American League All-Stars Team-Signed Baseballs
Offered is a tandem of team-signed baseballs that feature the 1941 New York Yankees (World Series Champions) and the 1964 American League All-Star squad. Highlights include 1941 Yankees World Series Champs: (24 signatures, average “5-6,” ball “6”), OAL (with Sweet Spot: Bunning, Keller (clubhouse)), East Panel: DiMaggio, North Panel: DiMaggio, Dickey, Gomez, South Panel: Chase, Rizzuto, Biagini, Gomez, Ruffing, 1944; McCovey, Murray, Pappas, (4) B. Robinson; West Panel: Howard (d. 1980) and south panel: B. Robinson and Ford. With exception to the noted clubhouses examples, the remaining autographs come with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures and applicable death dates, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

288. 500 Home Run Club and Triple Crown Multi-Signed Baseballs
Featured is a pair of multi-signed baseballs that contain the endorsements of members from the illustrious 500 Home Run Club and those who have achieved the Triple Crown. Included are 500 Home Run Club: (11 signatures, average “9-10,” ball “7”), OAL with Sweet Spot: B. Robinson, Mantle (clubhouse), D. Williams, North Panel: F. Robinson and South Panel: Yastrzemski. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a list of applicable death dates, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

289. (6) Aaron Bonds & McGwire Triple-Signed Steiner LE Balls
The offered lot contains five OML baseballs each penned by Bonds (sweet spot), Aaron (north panel) and McGwire (south panel). This assortment of OAL and OML baseballs fittingly serve as the canvases for the autographs and or accomplishments on all four panels. Includes: Banks (ball grade “7”), Bench, Carew, Jackson, grade mostly (“9-10,” with noted exceptions), while the sweet spot pennings resonate (“9-10”) quality throughout, these snow-white spheres of 1,000) keepsake is authenticated by reggiejackson.com and is stored in a velvet pouch in a cardboard container. Basic certs and holograms accompany. Complete listing of inscriptions available on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

290. (9) Signed Hitters Stat Balls - With Rose and Jackson
The assortment of OAL and OML baseballs simultaneously stand as the canvases for the signatures and lengthy lists of accomplishments for nine different Major League legends. The stone-white orbs grade mostly “9-10,” with noted exceptions, while the sweet spot pennings resonate (“9-10”) quality, as well. From a noted “Starbuck” series, these examples note impressive numerical lists or accomplishments on all four panels. Includes: Banks (ball grade “7”), Brady, Carew, Jackson, Kaline, Musial (ball grade “8”), B. Robinson, Rose and Smathers. Each limited edition (from a series of 1,000) is authenticated by reggiejackson.com and is stored in a velvet pouch in a cardboard container. Basic certs and holograms accompany. Complete list of inscriptions available on our website.
Opening Bid $500.00

291. (10) 500 Home Run Club Single-Signed Baseballs
Long ball launchers from the 500 Home Run Club are found on these ten single-signed OAL, ONL or OML baseballs. Unless noted, each ball and signature grades in the (“9-10”) range or better. Included are OAL: (2) balls with Kellhoffer (north panel), Mantle (south panel); (6) OML: (2) balls with Bonds (south panel), Bonds, OML: (6) balls with Griffey Jr., (UDA), McCovey, Mays, F. Robinson, B. Robinson, and Schmidt. The group as a whole comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a list of inscriptions and applicable death dates, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

292. (15) Signed Stat Baseballs - With Musial and Snider
Like the Hall of Fame plaques created to honor their subjects, these fifteen OAL, ONL or OML baseballs list the impressive feats of Cooperstown inductees. Decorated with sweet spot signatures that project (“9-10”) quality throughout, these stone-white spheres (average grade “9-10”) are further accented by inscriptions (in the players’ hand) of career accomplishments and milestones. Includes: (5) Bonds, (2) Doyer, (3) Feller, Ford, (2) Hersh, Palmer, Rose, (2) Snider. Nine of the balls are authenticated by reggiejackson.com and six by JSA. Basic certs and holograms accompany. Complete listing of inscriptions available on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

293. (18) Single-Signed Baseballs with Mantle and Martin
Assembled is a grouping of eighteen single-signed OAL or OML baseballs that feature several tough autographs, including Billy Martin. Unless noted, the signature grade in the (“9-10”) range or better while the moderately toned balls fire in the (“7-8”) lot. Included are OAL: Beet (ball “10”), Clemens, Dickey, DiMaggio, Doby (ball “7”), Gomez, Mantle, McGwire, Parker Jr., B. Robinson, Seaver, Snider, and Smith. OML: Aaron, Drysdale, Dunshee, Haddad (ball inscription notes “5”) (both), Kent, King, Mays and Ryan. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a list of applicable death dates and inscriptions, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

294. (30) Signed Baseballs - With Mays, Yaz and (2) Mantle
Presented are thirty handiwork decorates with the repotient scripings of Hall of Fame greats spanning World War II through the days of expansion and interleague play. The spheres are mostly OAL and ONL examples and vary in quality from clean white specimen grading (“9”) to medium-toned variety warming (“8”) appearance. The autographs, meanwhile, much higher appraised, averaging (“9”) quality. Includes: (2) Banks, Campanis, (5) Feller, Dobbs (ONL-Giles with additional faded signature), Irvin, Kirby, (2) Mantle (OAL, Brown grade “6,” signatures both “8”). Mays (OAL, Fonseca grade “7-8,” signature “8”), McCovey, Murray, Pappas, (4) B. Robinson, Rose, Slaughter, Uecker, (2) Wilhelm, Worldfield, (3) Yastrzemski and an OAL Connie ball signed by Doby, Feller, Hatten, Valentine and the erstwhile player. Accompanying is auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $450.00
296. (2) Interestsing Multi-Signed Theme Baseballs
The offered two multi-signed OML white Cypher balls feature separate themes familiar to the baseball purist and casual fan alike. Included: (1) is clear white with (ageable) red “(9)” ball grade with the multi-signed OML baseballs (all west panels) with (2) OML (sweet spots) with (1) autograph from unforgettable achievements (all “9”) with Mattingly, подписанная by (21) signatures including Callison, Hoak and Haddix. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. A more detailed description is available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

297. (2) Baltimore Orioles Team-Signed Baseballs - 1958 & 1970
Add to your “Blue rock” of Orioles autographs with these multi-signed baseballs. The creamy, unofficial white spheres include: (1) 1958 Team-Signed Ball (29 signatures, average “8”) with highlights including Papas, Richards (manager), 2) Robinson and Fransisco (ball grade “7”), 1970 Team-Signed Ball (27 signatures, average “9”) with highlights including Bolinger, Powell and H. Robinson (ball grade “9”). Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

300. (6) Single-Signed Baseballs - With Mayas, Martin and Koufax
Baseball heroes of the 1950s and 1960s have individually signed the offered OAL and OML spheres. The clean white sphere grade from “8” to “9”) with instrument tone affecting none. The sweet spot auto graphs, meanwhile show “8” to “9”) quality with included: Aaron, Banks, Martin, Musial and Koufax/DeShields. Each #/1951 copy numbered on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

301. (45) Mark McGwire Signed & Inscribed Steiner Baseball Lot
Combining nine of the twelve issued pieces from this extremely limited edition run, the present lot contains nine OML baseballs signed and inscribed by Mark McGwire. The owner, an apparent OML average (“9”) in blue ballpoint with each 42 BB. Rookie Record inscriptions. Each baseball has autographed (#/1951) and, including #1, 3, 5, 7 and 10-12, and is accompanied by the respective Steiner COA and auction. Opening Bid $400.00

302. (13) Signed Baseballs with (2) Williams
Presented is a grouping of (13) single-signed official league baseballs highlighted by a pair of Ted Williams (both “9”). The owner, an apparent (“9”) with the balance including (2) Gryne, C. Smith, G. Stonehouse and (6) Lue. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications, with additional Steiner COAs for (2) Gryne, Smith and G. Stonehouse. Opening Bid $200.00

303. (20) Jim Rice Single-Signed Baseballs
As one of the most recent members of the Baseball Hall of Fame, there is understandably an upsurge in demand for autographed Jim Rice memorabilia. Offered is an ensemble of (20) Rice single-signed OML baseballs. Each ball grade (“9-10”), with each blue ink endorsement perfectly placed on the sweet spot. Thirteen of the balls are accompanied by a JSA #/1951 inscription. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $200.00

304. Mickey Mantle UD Signed No. 7 Bat
Offered is a 5’2” tall model white ash example, featuring the signature of Mickey Mantle, the most appropriate, on this Hillerich & Bradsby “MI10” signature model bat. (The 5’2” tall model white ash example is turner to the specifications of the weapon, Mantle wielded during his playing career. The smooth and untouched finish is highlighted by the switch hitter’s (9) certified UD signature, which is accompanied by the inscription of “9”) to trumpet just the (“8”) strength and clarity in its location just below the barrel stampings. On the knob, a handwritten notation of “654/1951” denotes the item’s limited edition status. Accompanying is a USSA protective sleeve.
Opening Bid $750.00

305. Mickey Mantle Single-Signed Commemorative Bat
Offered is a single-signed Mickey Mantle commemorative bat. The boldly inked Louisville Slugger lumber is limited to just 556 copies. Measuring 32oz./35”, Mantle (d.1995) penned the barrel in black ink with the autograph grading a (“7”). The model number “F72” is burned into the knob while the barrel is adorned with Mantle’s career home run total. The signature comes with an auction LOA from PSA/DNA as this exact piece was previously sold in our February 2005 auction.
Opening Bid $400.00

306. Ted Williams Single-Signed Bat - With “9” Inscription
Turned to the specifications of the bats he used during the final season of his historic career, this Ted Williams (‘9’ signature model (35”) retail bat is accented to the barrel that notates each member of this elusive club. The signatories include: Aaron, Banks, Martin, Musial and Koufax/DeShields. Each #/1951 copy numbered on our website.
Opening Bid $235.00

307. Joe DiMaggio Single-Signed Commemorative Bat #1941
Presented is a Joe DiMaggio (d.1995) single-signed commemorative bat which is serially numbered to 1941 copies. The bold Louisville Slugger is penned clearly in blue Sharpie directly above the numbered etching. The following “41-2” script grades an eyepopping (“10”) Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $300.00

308. Stan Musial Single-Signed Silver Trophy Bat with (9) Inscriptions
Shaped like a trophy cup, this bat is a mighty big stick with this hefty 540 fans silver-plated trophy bat. This bat is signed by the Hall of Famer in black Sharpie and is authenticated by three signatures that detail statistics from Musial’s 1947 season. Only superficial wear exists throughout, while the signature and annotations grade “9).” Labeled to only 43 copies, this bat is certified with a signed UDA from “Start the Man!” Incorporating for a list of inscriptions, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $155.00

309. Roy Campanella Signed Bat
This Hillerich & Bradsby signature model bat is autographed in blue Sharpie by Hall of Fame backstop Roy Campanella. The smooth and untouched surface is the appropriate canvas for perhaps the strongest post-accident Campanella script ever beheld. With only instrument tone affecting the signature (“9”) strength beam. A decidedly close resemblance to the facsimile variant. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $200.00

310. 500 Home Run Club Multi-Signed Bat with (11) Signatures
Offered is a 500 Home Run Club multi-signed bat that exhibits co-signatures of 33 Hall of Famers. The 33 Rawlings commemorative issue bats from an unknown manufacturer and is serially numbered to 300 copies on the knob. A metallic “honor roll” plate is mounted to the barrel that notates each member of this elite club. The signatures include: Aaron, Banks, B. Jackson, Kaline, Mantle, (5), Mattingly, Mays, McGwire, F. Robinson, Schmidt and T. Williams with each blue Sharpie endorsement grading either a (“9”) or (“10”). This item comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $200.00
311. Multi-Signed Hall of Fame Baseball Bat with (64) Signatures
Presented in a multi-signed hall of fame baseball bat that contains a whopping (64) autographs. This commemorating 54 Cooperstown Bat Company autograph model is signed in blue Sharpie. The hand-made display pieces are respectfully signed by Sandy Koufax, Cooperstown Bat ‘Famous Pitchers’ series (35-1/2oz/34”) signed in blue Sharpie (“9-10”) with a Cooperstown Bat “Stadium Series” (Sportman’s Park, 34oz/34”) signed in black Sharpie just to the right of the trademark. A portion of it is inscribed “BOB HIGGIN” [Kirk] “G. Puckett” [Kirby Puckett]
Opening Bid $500.00

312. (4) Single-Signed Bats with Full JSA Letters - With Koufax
The offered lumber quartet is comprised of (4) professional model bats each decorated with a Hall of Fame autograph. Used and without blemish, these shall display pieces are respectively signed by Sandy Koufax, a Cooperstown Bat “Famous Pitchers” series (35-1/2oz/34”) signed in blue Sharpie (“9-10”), Mike Schmidt a Cooperstown Bat “Hall of Fame” (Sportsmen’s Park, 34oz/34”) signed in black Sharpie just to the right of the trademark, (“9-10”), inscribed “BOB HIGGIN” [Kirk] “G. Puckett” [Kirby Puckett], a Louisville Slugger “P72” signature model (32oz/33”) signed in blue Sharpie (“9, “ d.2006) between the center brand and barrel stampings, Cal Ripken Jr. a Louisville Slugger “P72” signature model (30oz/35”) signed in blue Sharpie (“9”) between the center brand and barrel stampings. Each bat is accompanied by a Bill photo LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $200.00

313. (4) Multi-Signed Hall of Fame/Star Baseball Bats-All Full JSA
These four multi-signed Hall of Fame/Star baseball bats include (112) blue or black ink signatures. Each bat comes with an individual full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications and exhibits autographs that grade in the (“9-10”) range or better. Highlights include 1999 All-Star Game (53 signatures), 34 Rawlings commemoratives with Reggie, Clemens, Griffey Jr., Ripken Jr.; 300 Game Winners (19 signatures, most have victory stats on inscription) with Clemens, Pete Rose, Baseball; MVP’s (15 signatures) with Clemens, Newhouse, Ripken Jr., Rizzuto, Rose, Sandberg, Schmidt; Hall of Fame & Stars (54 signatures) includes Gwynn, Banks, Mays and Yastrzemski. For a complete list of signatures and applicable death dates, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

314. (10) Autographed Hall of Fame Items - With (9) Bats and Jersey
This collection bears the renowned signatures of nine Cooperstown residents. Specifically, (9) replica weapons and a jersey have been decorated with autographs that average (“8-9”) strength and clarity and make for an ideal display certain to spark envy. Includes: (9) Signed Bats: Aaron, Bench, Jackson, Kaline, Killebrew, Mantle, McCovey, Puckett and Yastrzemski. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

315. (3) Sandy Koufax Signed Cooperstown Bat Company Bats
Selected is a trio of Sandy Koufax single-signed bats from the Cooperstown Bat Company. Fameous Pitchers series. The intimidating Koufax placed a blue sharpie autograph to the left of the bat’s barrel-stamped image. Each investment-grade penning falls in the (“9-10”) range and has excellent eye appeal. All bats are serially numbered to 1000 copies. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $400.00

316. (5) Multi-Signed Theme Bats - With Mays and Aaron
This further quartet features signature groupings that carry specific themes. The white ash display models boast smooth, furniture-like surfaces and autographs that average (“8-9”) strength. Includes: 500 HR – 3000 H (30 signatures with Aaron, Mays, Mathews, Banks, Mays and Yastrzemski); 500 HR – 3000 H with Aaron, Mays, Mathews, Banks, Mays and Yastrzemski. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $250.00

317. (11) Signed Player Model Bats - With Mays and Aaron
The lumber in this arsenal includes eleven ready-for-display models with the autographs of some of baseball’s most iconic players. The unused weapons serve as the appropriate canvas for black or blue ink signatures that average (“8-9”) strength and clarity. Includes: Aaron, Bench, F. Robinson, Gwynn (limited edition “3000 Hit” series #561 of 3000), Herman (inscribed “H.O.F. 1975), Kaline, Mays, McGwire (signature “7”), Musial (engraved listing of seven batting titles, Reggie Jackson cert), Morgan, Puckett, Yastrzemski. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

318. Carl Yastrzemski Autographed Bat Lot of (5)
Given new meaning to the term “fixtures,” Hall of Famer Carl Yastrzemski played in more games (3,308) with a single team than any other player. Offered are (5) display bats signed by the Carmines legend. These white ash keepsakes feature blue or black Sharpie penning that warrant (“8-9”) assessment throughout. Four of the weapons are “Cooperstown Bat” commemorative examples, and the fifth is an H&B signature model. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $200.00
319. (14) Single-Signed 500 Home Run Club Bats

Assembled is a premier group of fourteen single-signed bats from those second members of the 500 Home Run Club. Unless noted, each autograph is simply penned in black ink and without decoration or notations by the player. The players include: Aaron, Banks, Kal-hafner, Mathews, Mickey, Palmer, Sosa, Violin, Snider, etc. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Detailed listing available on our website.

Opening Bid $750.00

320. (14) Signed Cooperstown Bats - With (12) Hall of Famers

Some earned acclaim on the mound, so吼 on the plate and still others with the leather, but residence in Cooperstown is the common thread among the majority of icons who signed the fourteen bats in this lot. These ready-to-display limited edition models are decorated with black or blue Sharpey signatures that average (9-9) quality throughout. Included: Bench, (2) Colavito, (2) Fisk, Kell, L. MacPhail, Palmer, Rice, Schmidt, Schumaker, Slaughter, Smith and Yount. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Detailed listing available on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

321. (15) Signed Cooperstown Bats With (6) Inscriptions On Each - Including Ford and Yaz

These white ash “Cooperstown Bat” display weapons showcase the bold autographs and inscribed accomplishments of fifteen separate former Major League players. Specifically, the signatures average (“8”) strength, include inked tributes and are accompanied by notations (in the appropriate player’s hand) of their significant statistics or highlights. Ideal for display, the bats include: J. Clark, Jimmie Foxx, D. DeMaggio, W. Ford, G. Greenwell, A. G. Greenberg, D. Banks, C. R. Byrd, S. Schmidt, G. Scott, Knute, Yost, Verlander, Yount, etc. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Detailed listing available on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

322. Recent Hall of Famer Single-Signed Bat Lot of (6)

These display bats are individually autographed by the last six hitters to be enshrined in the hallowed halls of Cooperstown. The commemorative weapons contain black or blue Sharpey scriptings that average (“8”) strength and include Gwynn, Henderson, Ruth, Rose, Schmidt, Schoendienst, Slaughter, Smith and Yount. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Detailed listing available on our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

323. Babe Ruth Signed Index Card from “Babe Ruth Baseball Club” Contest Winner

Babe Ruth’s popularity extended far beyond the baseball diamond. The offered autographed keepsake attracts to that fact issued to a young fan during Ruth’s playing days. This “WEAF Babe Ruth Baseball Club” certificate afforded a contest winner the enormous opportunity to meet Ruth in person at a live on-air broadcast. (WEAF, incidentally, was the forerunner to the current-day WFAN.) In compliance with the rules, the child did as the contest prepared a question for the Yankee slugger and wrote it on an index card adhered to the back of the certificate. The boy’s reward was a bold and crisp Ruth autograph, which transmutes (“10”) strong and clarity (on the index card). Showcasing Ruth’s image and an “NBC” logo, the certificate shows (VG-EX) quality with vertical compacting folds. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $500.00

324. 1926-1928 New York Yankees Pat Collins Cut Signature - PSA Authentic

Encapsulated and awarded “Authentic” by PSA/DNA, this decidedly bold cut signature (“8-9” strength) was executed by Pat Collins, a key principal on pennant-winning Yankees rosters of 1926, 1927 and 1928. Striking clarity shows on this penciled scripting from a catcher who comboed to hit .500 and post a .636 on-base percentage in those three World Series games. Opening Bid $400.00

325. Clark Griffith Signed Black & White Hall of Fame Postcard

The Washington area collector will undoubtedly be envious of the offered Clark Griffith signed black-and-white Hall of Fame postcard. The circa 1946-1952 authentication is rendered by PSA/DNA. Albertype is adhered to the upper portion of the card with the signature displayed and the attributes of a (“9”) sample. The reverse is clean, and this Hall of Fame item otherwise graded (EX) with moderate centering. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $400.00

326. Jackie Robinson Signed Index Card—PSA/DNA 9

Graded Mint 9 by PSA/DNA. For those who bled “Dodger Blue” it is hard to beat the offered Jackie Robinson signed index card. Framed directly on the utilized portion of a clean 3x5 index card, this perfectly centered endorsement is presented by a subtle blue ink signature. A seldom signature is absent of any significant flaws and exhibits an imposing visual appeal. Four decades have passed since Robinson (d.1972) succumbed to diabetes, proving this signed ephemera to be a premier investment piece for the savvy Hall of Fame autograph investor.

Opening Bid $250.00
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327. Lou Gehrig
Signed 1938 Postcard

Encapsulated by BVG with autograph graded (“8”) by JSA. From the original collection to yours, this postcard is considered one of the finest Gehrig examples ever to cross the block. Geographically located on the front are the following elements: “APR 5 1938 – FORT WORTH TEXAS,” the postcard likely originated in St. Petersburg, Florida, whose scenic Suwannee Hotel and Mirror Lake Park is pictured on the front. Gehrig’s message reads: “Dear John – I’m sorry, but I can’t recall having received the picture you sent – Maybe it was lost, or is in my office. Best wishes Lou” (left-edge). This impressive collection will be a welcome addition to any Hall of Fame autograph collection.
Opening Bid $250.00

328. (39) 1930s-1960s Baseball & Movie Star Signed Index Cards & Cuts

The offered lot contains three tougher baseball signatures, which have been graded and encapsulated in BVG/JSA holders. Included are: George Zaharias (1908-89) photo-postcard (d.1986 “6”, personalized with long inscription), Hurdle GPC (d.1971, “6”, personalized), Hammy GPC (d.1960, “6”), and Williams GPC (d.2002, “7”). The final piece is a 1938 Goudey #21 P. Martin (d.1965) in PR condition, signed with note. Also included are: (2) Hartnett, Rolfe, VanderMeer; Cronin (“3-4”, pencil), Frick, Groves (“6”, pencil), (20) Harriss, Rolfe, VanderMeer; (2) Johnson, Dickey (“6”, trimmed), 1936 Wheaties (“6”, trimmed), Gehringer (“8”, FR), 1936 Wheaties Series 1 J. Wilson (d.1947, “6”), 1939 (“3-4”, trimmed), Godfather (“8”), 1936 Wheaties Series 5 P. Williams (d.1947, “6”), 1939 (“3-4”, trimmed), 1936 R314 Pastels Dickey (“8”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. Presented is a Honus Wagner (d.1955) signed government postcard. The correspondence item is postmarked to 1939. The obverse is personalized with a salutation and includes the note “I wish you much success in your collection. Best Wishes-Tris Speaker.”
Opening Bid $300.00

329. (5) Tougher Baseball Signed

Encapsulated by BVG with autograph graded (“7”) by JSA. These five tougher baseball signatures, which have been graded and encapsulated in BVG/JSA holders. Included are: Gabby Hartnett, Leo Durocher, Tris Speaker, M. Manmiller, and Walter Johnson. The following elements are noted: (1) Hartnett, Leo Durocher (as evidenced by the postmark), (2) Speaker, Manmiller, with the return correspondence.
Opening Bid $250.00

330. Lou Gehrig
1937 Signed Hotel Postcard - PSA 7

Encapsulated by BVG with autograph graded (“7”) by JSA. Unseen of the fatal ailment that was about to abbreviate both his career and life, Lou Gehrig pressed on during the summer of 1937. Decorated with Gehrig’s penciled autograph, the offered postcard is evidence of the Hall of Famer’s selfless tendencies. He found a colorful likeness of the Hotel Chase in St. Louis, Missouri. On the message portion of the reverse, Gehrig’s inscription reads: “Best Wishes—from Lou Gehrig.” It is addressed to the recipient in Gehrig’s hand, as well. Dated “Aug 27 1937,” the item was postmarked on the day he performed in consecutive game number 1,924 in St. Louis.
Opening Bid $400.00

331. Walter Johnson
1939 Signed GPC - JSA 9

Encapsulated by BVG with autograph graded (“9”) by JSA. Included in this lot is a piece of Walter Johnson’s fitted hat, which has been autographed “Best Wishes Always – Walter Johnson.” The flowing signature has experienced minimal wear and still maintains a clear and legible quality. The item is postmarked “MAR 11 1939” Post Office, NC and assessed as authentic by JSA.鸡
Opening Bid $300.00

332. Hartnett/ Durocher/ Lajoie
1939 Signed GPC - PSA 8

Encapsulated by BVG with autograph graded (“8”) by JSA. Featuring three Hall of Fame signatures in one full sweep, the original recipient of the offered postcard was no doubt pleased with the return correspondence.
Opening Bid $300.00

333. Honus Wagner Signed GPC—BVG/USA 8

Encapsulated by BVG with an autograph grade of (“8”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. Presented is a Honus Wagner (d.1955) signed government postcard. The signature is postmarked to 1939 and exhibits a full name variation of the Hall of Famer on the obverse. A Piccolo 1939 inscription adorns the endowment. A top-notch signed example of the beloved Pittsburgh slugger.
Opening Bid $300.00

334. 1937 Wheaties
Signed Mel Ott Panel—
BVG/USA 8

Encapsulated by BVG with an autograph grade of (“8”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. Offered in a Mel Ott (d.1956) signed 1937 Wheaties panel. Although the panel cardboard relic displays a combination of wear, the black fountain pen signature is precisely placed and still maintains enough strength to shoulder. Ideal for the New York Giants historian or fans of this often overlooked slugger.
Opening Bid $300.00

335. Tris Speaker Signed GPC—BVG/USA 8

Encapsulated by BVG with an autograph grade of (“8”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. Included in this lot is a piece of Tris Speaker’s fitted hat, which has been autographed “Best Wishes—from Tris Speaker.” From the original collection to yours, this signed GPC is definitely “one to get” for Speaker fans.
Opening Bid $300.00
336. Jimmie Foxx Signed GPC—BVG/JSA 6
Encapsulated by BVG with an autograph grade of (“6”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. The card-containing Jimmie Foxx (d.1957) is re tussen on this signed government postcard. The signature quality is moderately affected by a surface crease and postmark transfer. Despite those flaws, the lengthy script still exhibits an impressive eye appeal.
Opening Bid $200.00

337. (3) Tough Yankees Signed Cuts - With Allen, Gordon and Ruffing - USA
Each item has been encapsulated by BVG with autograph grades and assessed as authentic by JSA. An appeal from the self-effacing slugger’s black ink penning is some-what faded but warrants a (“6”) assessment.
Opening Bid $250.00

338. Cy Young Signed GPC—BVG/JSA 6
Encapsulated by BVG with an autograph grade of (“6”) and assessed as authentic by JSA. The career leader for wins and losses in a career, Cy Young (d.1955) comes to us on this postmarked 1939 signed government postcard. The endorsement is pre- sented as a dated salutation and is followed by a “N.D. Columbus” postmark.
Opening Bid $300.00

340. (3) Philadelphia Athletics Signed GPC Cuts: Cochrane, Collins & Mack - USA
Cuts encapsulated by BVG and assessed as authentic by JSA. A virtual trio of Philadelphia Athletics is found with these signed government postcards and cut signatures. Included are Charlie Cochrane (d.1962, “7”, script affixed to bottom of 1915 Goudey), Jimmie Foxx (d.1967, “7”, “1939, 1940 post- marked”) and Max St. John (d.1955, “7”, “1939, 1940 post-marked”) with the “Windy City” club, as he underlined his team name twice. This lovely script is ideal for the ardent Cub supporter or Hall of Fame investor.
Opening Bid $200.00

341. Walter Johnson Signed Index Card-BVG/JSA 7
Presented in a Grover Cleveland Alexander (d.1950) signed index card. Judged “Authentic” by BVG/JSA and given a numerical grade of (“7”), the blue script for Old Pete spans nearly 4” in length. Preceding his autograph is a salutation and the name of the person he was submitting his signature to. A fine example of a legendary Nats’ hurler who nearly won 400 games over three decades.
Opening Bid $300.00

342. Rogers Hornsby Signed Index Card-BVG/JSA 8
Offered in a Tris Speaker (d.1958) signed index card. Judged “Authentic” by BVG/JSA and given a nume- rical grade of (“8”), the blue script for “Gray Eagle” is placed directly in the center of the piece and appears much rarer than the given technical grade.
Opening Bid $250.00

343. Kid Nichols Signed Index Card- BVG/JSA 8
Posthumously selected for enshrinement in Cooperstown, former New York Yankee second baseman Joe Gordon will be the twentieth Bronx Bomber so honored. Back in 1940, Gordon autographed this 5- 1/2 x 3-1/4 postcard. Encapsulated with the signature assessed “Authentic” by BVG, the blank side contains a blue ink script that warrants a grade of (“7”).
Opening Bid $200.00

344. Grover Alexander Signed Index Card-BVG/JSA 7
Presented in a Mordecai “Three Finger” Brown (d.1948) signed index card. Judged “Authentic” by BVG/JSA and given a numerical grade of (“5”), the “Grey Eagle” is placed directly in the center of the piece and appears much rarer than the given technical grade.
Opening Bid $200.00

345. Tris Speaker Signed Index Card BVG/JSA 7
Offered in a Joe Gordon (JSA 7, GPC dated “Sep 2, 1938”) and Red Ruffing (JSA 7, GPC dated “Sep 9, 1938”) themed gathering.
Opening Bid $300.00

346. Joe Gordon Signed Postcard- BVG Authentic
Posthumously selected for enshrinement in Cooperstown, former New York Yankee second baseman Joe Gordon will be the twentieth Bronx Bomber so honored. Back in 1940, Gordon autographed this 5- 1/2 x 3-1/4 postcard. Encapsulated with the signature assessed “Authentic” by BVG, the blank side contains a blue ink script that warrants a grade of (“7”).
Opening Bid $200.00

347. Roger Maris Cut Signature - BVG Authentic
Former single-season home run leader Roger Maris signed the blank side of this uncreased trimmed sheet in 1982. Encapsulated and deemed “Authentic” by BVG, the self-effacing slugger’s black ink penning is some-what faded but warrants a (“7”) assessment.
Opening Bid $250.00

348. Mickey Mantle Signed 3x5 Card - BVG 9
Encapsulated and graded (“9”) by BVG/JSA this Mickey Mantle black ink autograph is as potent as the former switch-hitter’s bat. It is inscribed on the blank side of a 3x5 sheet.
Opening Bid $200.00

349. Mordecai Brown Signed Index Card BVG/JSA 9
Mordecai “Three Finger” Brown (d.1944) is the endor- se of this signed index card. Judged “Authentic” by BVG/JSA and given a numerical grade of (“9”), the beloved Brown added a Cab as an inscription. It appears beyond warrant to emphasize his connection with the “Windy City” club, as he underlined his team name twice. This lovely script is ideal for the ardent Cub supporer or Hall of Fame investor.
Opening Bid $200.00
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350. (4) Hall of Famer Signed GPC/ Index Cards-All BVG/JSA

Opening Bid $250.00

351. Dated 1947 Chief Bender Signed GPC

Opening Bid $300.00

352. Jimmie Foxx Signed Index Card-BVG/JSA 10

Opening Bid $220.00

353. Baseball Cut Signatures Lot - With Hornsby, Clarke and Wallace

Opening Bid $220.00

354. 1989 Perez-Steele Celebration Set with (39) Autographs

Opening Bid $220.00

355. 1930s Goudey & Diamond Stars Autographed Card Lot of (14)

Opening Bid $450.00

356. 1963 Topps #99 Jim Umbricht Signed BVG/JSA

Opening Bid $200.00

357. 1973 Kellogg’s Signed Near Set (53-54)

Opening Bid $200.00

358. (251) 1982-1997 Signed Donruss Diamond Kings with (65) Hall of Famers

Opening Bid $250.00

359. (2) 1980-1997 Signed Donruss Diamond Kings with (65) Hall of Famers

Opening Bid $250.00

360. Other Donruss

Opening Bid $250.00
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359. Ripken Family Collection - With (49) Signed Items
As much a Baltimore institution as Franks Hot Dogs and Natty Boh beer, the Ripken family defined the Orioles tradition for nearly five decades. This fine offering (49) items signed by the likes of Cal Sr., Cal Jr. and Billy. The black or blue Sharpie autographs average (“9”) strength and clarity and have been examined on (NMAF) baseball cards and Orioles team-issued postcards. Included: Cal Ripken Jr., (2) 1980 (26) with (2) 1986 Topps #592, (1988 Topps #444 and (1987 Leaf #622). Cal Ripken, Jr., (1962-1998) RC, (1982 Topps #487 RC, 1983 Fleer #176, 1984 Topps #817), (1991 Donruss #223) and (14) Orioles team-issued postcards. Additional signed items include: (2) March 9, 1987 Autographed Photographs (both (EX)), one signed by Cal Sr. and Cal Jr. and the other signed by Cal Sr. and Billy. Unographed Cal Ripken Jr. cards include: 1982 Donruss #487 RC, 1983 Fleer #176, 1983 Topps #653 and 1984 Topps #691. Included is, as well, an “Immortal Cal” newspaper printing plate from the September 7, 1995 front page of the Baltimore Sun. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $400.00

360. Hall of Fame Ball (20 Signatures) and (64) Signed Cards
Hall of Fame and superstar autographs emerge prominently in this offering. Included: Hall of Fame Signed Ball: a gorgeous snow-white OAL sphere (grade “9”) with (20) signatures (with ballpoint penning showing “9” strength and their felt tip counterparts averaging “8” because of ink migration). Highlights include: Ford, Gehrig, Mantle and M. Williams. (64) Signed Cards: collector’s items signed by their subjects (average “8-9”), with highlights including: (2) Bern, Conlon, (Dickie), (2) Mantle, (3) Leonard, Mike and Rizzuto. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

361. (164) 1950s-1990s Autographed Baseball Cards with (81) Hall of Famers-Loaded
Presented is an impressive assortment of (164) 1950s-1990s autographed baseball cards, nearly half of which features a Cooperstown enshrinee. The majority of cards come from the 1960s, manuscripts or collector’s issues with moderate player duplication found throughout. Penciled primarily in blue or black ink, the autographs average in the (“8-9”) range or better. Additionally, the majority of cards average NM, with pre-1960 examples found lesser. Highlights include: Hall of Famers (81 cards) with Berra, Bench, Bern, Carlin, Greenberg, (2) Herman, (2) Hubbell, (4) Kline, Mays (1964 Topps (Guerrier), Muriel, Rizzuto, (2) Dickey, (2) Anson, (2) Durocher, (2) Warmoth, with Adcock, (3) Quisenberry and (2) Torre. Accompanying an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of key cards and applicable death dates, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00

Presented is a remarkable accumulation of (1100+) 1970s-1990s autographed baseball cards. These signatures are found on cards from every major manufacturer and a smattering of regional issues. The majority of these autographs grade in the (“7-8”) range, while the cards themselves average an average grade of (NM). Highlights include: Hall of Famers: (15 cards) with Carlton, Carter, Gwynn, Hair, Hunter, Irvin, Jenkins, Killebrew, Mays, Mathews, Perez, Peter, D. Robinson, O. Smith, Snider, Stargell (1981), Staub (78 cards) with Blye, Canseco, Dawson, Gwynn, Garvey, Murphy, Mussina, Ranes and I. Rodriguez. Stars mentioned in the catalog and listed on the website come with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. While the remaining (1050+) card signatures do not cover the LOA, they are presented assumed authentic. Opening Bid $400.00

363. 1939 National League All-Star Team-Signed Photo - With Ott
The offered vintage photograph is signed by twenty-eight of its Mid-Summer Classic subjects. Specifically, this sepia-toned likeness depicts the 1939 National League All-Star team. While this roster prowess no match for a Joe McCarthy-led squad comprised of no fewer than six stars from the Yankee roster, they participated in earnest and signed in like fashion, executing black ink fountain pen signatures that average (“7-8”) quality to the day. Included: Ainsworth, Cottrell, Correa (card), Danning, Davis, Derringer, Fata (“7”), Frye, Goodman, Hack, Hartnett (manager), Herman, Jayson, Les, Lombardi, Looker (trainer), McCormick, Marichal, Minnie, Moore, O’Malley, Yancer, Most, Vaughan, Walters, Warrick (“8”) and Wilson (trainer). Defined in a 2 x 3-1/2” frame, the photo has minor creases and shows apparent (VG-EX) quality, with peripheral creases that do not affect the image. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

364. Dizzy Dean Signed Photograph
Anarchitecturally attired Dizzy Dean (d.1974) is front-and-center on this signed black-and-white photograph. “Ole Diz” penned his right shoulder on the 8x10 picture in blue ink, with the script grading an appealing (“7”). The glossy surface reveals a minor surface crease noticeable only on close scrutiny. A fine portrait accompanied by an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

365. Roger Maris Signed Wingfield Type One Photograph
Fresh from the ball fields of North Dakota, a youthful Roger Maris is all business on this signed black-and-white photograph. “Ole Diz” penned his right shoulder on the 8x10 picture in blue ink, with the script grading an appealing (“7”). The glossy surface reveals a minor surface crease noticeable only on close scrutiny. A fine portrait accompanied by an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $200.00
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367. Roger Maris & Mickey Mantle Signed 8x10 Plate
Plaque
This Roger Maris and Mickey Mantle dual signed 8x10 photograph is an ideal souvenir for the “Bronx Bomber” devotee. Pinned in blue Sharpie, Mantle (d.1995) grants an eye-catching (“9”) while Maris (d.1985) comes in at an attractive (“9”). The picture is lightly adhered to a handsome 10 1/2 x 13 plaque, although the signatures do not suffer as a consequence. This ready-to-display item comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. Opening Bid $200.00

368. (9) Mickey Mantle Collectibles - With (3) Autographs
The Commerce Comet takes center stage in this list of nine pieces, three of which are signed (“6-10” strength) by the Hall of Famer. Ready-to-display autographed items include: L.J. 24x24 1825 Robert Stephen Hinnin print, a 16x20 color print of Mantle gripping a trio of bats, and a 8x10 1951 TMYA card. Accompanying is a auction LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. Additional items described in auction. Opening Bid $250.00

369. Balance of Collection of Autographed Flats - With Harnett, Sisler andYawkey
Postcards, index cards and index 8x10s in this lot are decorated with the bold signatures of some of baseball’s most famous legends. Included are Yellow HOF Player Postcards (1, with Carey, Croset, Haines, Boston, 1997 National League All Star, 1997 World Series, 4.5x6.5), Baseball Legends (5, with B. Williams, Boston, 1986 NL East, 1986 World Series, 4.5x6.5), Baseball Legends of the Century (14, with Boone, Chipper Jones, Griffey, Halladay, Howard, 4.5x6.5) and Baseball Legends (10, with Bonds, Biggio, Lee, 4.5x6.5). Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. For a comprehensive listing of items in this lot, please visit our website. Opening Bid $300.00

370. (212) Hall of Fame Induction 8x10 Cards with (50) Signed Assemblage
A gathering of (212) Hall of Fame Induction 8x10 photographs/cards. This group consists of (4) single-signed pieces and (2) multi-signature examples. The majority of these commemorative pieces are pinned in blue or black Sharpie with each endorser gracing the (“6-10”) range. Highlights include: Aparicio/Drysdale, R. Fellers/Kellie/Reese, Banks, Bard/Wade/T. Williams, B. Williams, Drysdale/Hammett/Reynolds, J. Brown/Indians, Larry, Mantle, Newhouse/Reynolds, Rizutto, Stargell, T. Williams and Turetzky. Auction LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. For a complete list of signatures and applicable death dates, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

371. (113) Different Signed 8x10 Photos of Baseball Stars
Here is a collection of autographed photos that includes baseball Hall of Famers, All-Stars and fan favorites. The majority groupings include: (13) Hofers hand signed by (2) Appling, Chandler, Ford, Jackson, McCovey, R. Robinson, Spahn, (2) Sisler and Wyine. The (71) non-Hall of Famers include: Banks, B. Carter, Chakauskas, G. Harris, Haddix, Hohneck, (4) Laron, Sisler, Stoneberry and Yankee Mast. The signatures are in blue or black Sharpie and grade in the (“6-10”) range with most grading (“9”) or better. The lot comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. For a listing of the remaining signature photos in this lot, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

Often compared to their 1927 predecessors as possibly the best team in baseball, the 1961 New York Yankees wreaked havoc on American League pitching, smashing an aggregate 261 home runs on their way to a franchise club round 109 regular-season wins. Offered is a magnificent framed display that showcases the vivid signatures of (45) of those ’61 Bronx Bombers. Housed in a 24 x 42-1/8 frame with pristine-themed matting, the central images are a black-and-white scan photo and a 1961 World Series program. Surrounding these attractions are the crystal autographs, mostly on trading cards or index cards. With potency to match their at bats that year, the signatures average (“6-10”) strength throughout. Included: Amos, Barber (Broadcaster), Benge (Barber), Bonds, Blanchett, Boyer, Cury (inscribed “Marl and Mantle reminiscent”), Colonnetti, Cuerva, Crosetti (coach), D. Marti, Dickey (former coach), Dizdarevich, Dow R. Ford, Gardner, Guide, Halle (General Manager, signed check), Hogan, H. Jones (manager, signed check), Horace, James, Kubel, Mantle (Ponce-Stokes card), Mayo, Moss (coach), Murray (batting practice pitcher), Palmieri (Indians'), Rain, Todd, Tuckwell, Richardson (broadcasting), Sain (coach), Sheldon, Skowron, Stafford, Terry, Thomas, Tigue, Tracht and Turkey. Also appearing is Tal Duzenik, the Brooklyn native who caught Maris’ 61st home run. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA. Opening Bid $900.00

373. 1969 New York Mets Signed Framed Display - With (31) Signatures
“Fifth Avenue” after many a year the 1969 New York Mets’ improbable World Series win over Baltimore was celebrated in 1994 by a limited-edition postcard set illustrating Cooperstown. The offered display features a scoresheet of those collectibles with (31) powerful signatures of the subjects. Housed in a 25 1/4 x 22 1/2 frame with cream-colored matting, (28) of the images are decorated with blue Sharpie signatures that share (“7-10”) strength throughout. In addition, there are 2 cut signatures and (1) signed black-and-white print. Highlights include: Aparicio, Banks, Bench, Clemens, Durocher, Jones, McCovey, Perez, Ryan and Sparky. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from James Spence Authenticauctions. Closing Bid $200.00

374. Mantle/ Ford/ Martin Signed Framed Display
Featuring on five World Series plaques during the 1950s, this tranquil (then) collection now has autoigraphed 8x10s from the Bronx Bomber, the “Twin Towers” and the Mad Bum. The offered display is accented by Ron Lewis. The offered display features an uncut sheet of those collectibles that show (“9-10”) strength throughout. The 13AUTOGRAPHS
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376. 500 Home Run Club Signed Lithograph Print
Ron Lewis’ 1988 rendition of baseball’s (then) living members of the 500 Home Run Club is signed by each of the sluggers. The blue Sharpie signatures show (“9-10”) quality throughout and includes: Williams, Robinson, Kellchow, Jackson, Mort, May, Aaron, Schmidt, Banks, Mathews and McCovey. The colorful print rendered in a 40 x 1/4 x 25-7/16” frame whose Plexiglas has a small crack. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $300.00

377. (4) Ted Williams Signed Framed Pieces
Having realized his goal to be called “the greatest hitter that ever lived,” Ted Williams also warded pictorial tributes like this offering of four framed autographed displays. These artists’ depictions capture the last 400 letter and each have been decorated with his powerful scripting (average “9-10 strength). Includes: (1) signed limited edition lithographs and a Perez-Steele postcard display signed by subjects Dent, Farrell, Williams and Yastrzemski. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Detailed listing available on our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

378. 500 HR Club and Triple Crown Signed Lithographs
Presented are (2) colorful Ron Lewis lithographs signed by their Hall of Fame subjects. Includes: “900 Home Run Club” housed in a 27x27 frame under blue matting, this 1990 print features cameo likenesses of the (then) living 11 members of the prestigious longball fraternity. The blue markers signatures show (“9-10”) strength throughout and includes: Aaron, Banks, Jackson, Mantle, Mathews, May, McCovey, Schmidt and Williams. Triple Crown Winners: situated in a 28x28 frame with red matting, this 1990 composition shows the last (4) men to realize the near-impossible feat, with each having signed below his image (all “9-10”). Includes: (from left to right): Robinson, Williams, Mantle and Yastrzemski. The latter item, incidentally, shows apparent (“9-10”) quality, with a crease at the upper left that does not detract from the autographs. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $300.00

379. 3000 Hit Club & Kings of Baseball Signed Ron Lewis Pieces
Adorn your den or office with this tandem of multi-signed Ron Lewis display pieces. Each framed and matted artwork is printed in Max Sharpie with the endorsements averaging in the (“9-10”) range. Includes: (1) multi-signed “The 3000 Hit Club” lithograph by Lewis. This 23-1/2 x 42-1/2” item is endorsed by twelve legends and the artist including Aaron, Brett, Brock, Carew, Kaline, May, Murray, Musial, Rose, Winfield, Yastrzemski and Yount. A portion of the Plexiglas reveals a 7” surface scratch, this 23-1/2 x 42-1/2” lithograph is autographed by statistical leaders in a variety of categories including Aaron, Henderson, Rose and Ryan. Each legend added their record-breaking achievement as an inscription. Auction by James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $300.00

380. Babe Ruth Autographed Song Lyrics
The elements on the offered keepake represent the essence of baseball perhaps more than any possible coupling. Given to a young contest winner at New York’s WNEW NBC affiliate, this 4-1/2 x 6-1/4” sheet has typoscript lyrics to Take Me Out to the Ball Game and, trumping that detail, the highly sought signature of Babe Ruth. Penned in black ink at the conclusion of Jack Norworth’s famous lyrics. Ruth’s autograph process (“9”) strength and clarity. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $300.00

381. 1925 Miller Huggins St. Paul Saints Signed Stock Certificate
On the book of his own club’s dynasty, Hall of Fame skipper Miller Huggins made what turned out to be a wise (and sizable) investment in 1925. Offered is the actual signed stock certificates validating Huggins’ well-thought investment. Specifically, the Yankees field had purchased 70 shares in the St. Paul Saints American Association baseball team. Familiarity, intent and purpose were definitive factors in the investment, as Huggins had enjoyed for the Saints the same kind of “analytical” of the turn of the century and had a working relationship with the club’s new president, Robert Connery, who had served as a Yankee scout from 1918 through 1924. Printed on black stock that measures 10-1/4 x 3-1/4, this two-sided document features a visual design that resembles U.S. currency, with additional features including the state seal of Minnesota and a St. Paul Base Ball Club stamping. Dated February 4, 1925, the front of the document features legal language printed in normal caps font and is accented by the seal of the city of Saint Paul (“9-10”). On the reverse, Huggins has inscribed a black ink fountain pen signature that shows every bit of (“9-10”) quality. Sourced from the Uttar Shocet collection, Huggins is easily the toughest and highly sought from the 1920s Yankee dynasty. While there are remnants of (2) strips of double-sided tape on the reverse (not Huggins’ inscriptions), the item presents well with (2) normal creasing folds but no creases or tears. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $300.00

382. (4) 1927 Yankees Signatures on Pages from 1933 “Who’s Who In Baseball” Including Lazzeri and Fletcher
Four “Who’s Who” entries from the 1927 New York Yankees have signed their images in the offered lot. Neatly extracted from the 1933 edition of Who’s Who in Baseball, these (4) pages feature exceptional images, statistics and biographical text for specific players. The signatures on the appropriate likenesses project (“9-10”) and include Earle Combs, Art Fletcher (coach), Tony Lazzeri and Wilcy Moore. Sourced for (2) insufficient features atop the Combs page, strength throughout and ready for display. While each is valuable in its own right, the autographs of Lazzeri and Fletcher are coveted because those men passed in 1935 and 1946, respectively. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $400.00

383. Moses Thomas 1936 Signed Letter
The original correspondence piece is compressed and signed by 1920-1929 New York Yankee pitcher Myles Thomas. Typewritten on 8-1/2 x 11 “Tiffins Mad Rum” letterhead, this typewritten letter was authored and signed by Thomas when he served as a managerial capacity in May 1936. In reply to a manage or execute a transaction from another club, the letter details the reasons that Thomas can or cannot use certain players at specific positions. In regard to a second baseman named “Babe,” Thomas explains that his club already has a leadoff man in that position and that “to replace him would be like nailing up the entrance of the park.” Further along, Thomas tells how one of the catchers left the name “either through an offer of a better job or fear of someone stealing his best girl.” At the conclusion, Thomas’ black ink signature projects (“9-10”) strength and clarity. The page has some minor red marks (likely cigarette pencil) and a pencil notation at the upper left. Fine of creases or tears, the item presents quite nicely, with (2) normal horizontal mailing folds. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $400.00
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Detailing America’s National Pastime from its beginnings through the ors of division play, this definitive first edition printing of The Baseball Encyclopedia (Macmillan, 1,257 pages, Toronto, Ontario, 1969) is signed by no fewer than 450 different players. The front-matter plate of Famers to lesser-known players, all performed in “The Show” and made appearances in both print and autograph form. Executed in various writing instruments, the signatures average (“9”) strength and clarity with highlights including: Aaron, Banks, Berra, Drysdale, DiMaggio, Snow, Mays, Perry, Snider, Hadd, Jeter, Williams.

Complete with its original dust jacket (VG-EX with corner and edge wear, the volume is VG with covers and pages intact, but spine and cover wear account for the technical grade. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. A more comprehensive autograph listing is available on our website. Opening Bid $300.00

390. 1969 MLB/Sheraton Signed Lot with (2) J. Robinson

From young Congregational George W. Bush to Roberto Clemente, the 1969 MLB 100th Anniversary dinner was a spectacular gathering of hundreds of people from the athletic, military and political realms to celebrate the great American Pastime. Presented in an amazing collection featuring four signed flats from this memorable event held at the Sherman-Park Hotel (Washington, DC). Included are: A) Hearing Arrangement guide signed by (6) with Kuhn, J. Owens (d.1986) and Robinson (d.1972), signatures rate (“average “6-7” strength) with the Owens slightly overlapping the Kuhn and Robinson; B) Sherman 4x6 note-pad signed by (12) with Berra, Cosell, DiMaggio (d.1999), J. Owens, Traynor (d.1972) and Vander Meer, signatures average (“9”) with occasional slight name-overlapping; C) Sherman 7x10 loose-leaf signed by (9) with DiMaggio, Grove (d.1975), Robert McClory (d.1988), average (“9”); D) 11x14 autographed signed by J. Robinson, Snobell (d.1970) and Campanella (scheratura) with signatures averaging (“9”). Pinned in bluebird baseball and black-label type, these impressive signatures are accompanied by an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Please visit our website for additional information regarding this significant collection.

Opening Bid $400.00

391. (4) Mickey Mantle Autographed Pieces with Glove

Fans of the “Commerce Comet” will undoubtedly be interested in these four Mickey Mantle autographed pieces. These items are pinned in blue or black ink with signatures that grade in the (“6-9”) range or better. Included are: A) multi-signed 1957 Maryland Professional Baseball Players Association banquet program. This early ballpoint signature is joined on the cover by Richards (d.1986) and M. Piecey (d.2007, postmark); B) full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications; C) single-signed 1964 Mantle Rawlings youth glove; D) single-signed 5x3 photograph of Mantle with single Mantle’s Restaurant and Sports Bar postcard. The group as a whole comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $250.00

TO BID: 1.868.462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com

384. 1961 New York Yankees Framed Autograph Display

Among the five remaining sticks for single-season dominance, the 1961 New York Yankees drew especial attention in the framed display that features forty different autographs. This mammoth 54x36 framed display has been professionally matted featuring index cards or cut signatures for most of the talent-laden Yankees, unless otherwise noted. Key signatures include: Maris (8x10 photo, PSA/DNA, signed in blue Sharpie (“8-9”); Musial (“9”), Howard (PSA Authentic 3x5 card), Berra (“7”), Ford (“9”), Cestari (coach, “8”), Johnson (1960 Topps card, “9”), Kubek (“8”), Skowronek (“8”), Torre (5”) and Richardson (“9”). The do-it-mating and exquisite presentation makes this dynamic piece an aesthetically pleasing display. For a complete listing of all the signatures, please visit our website. The item comes with a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA for the entire piece as well as a full photo LOA for the Mantle photograph. Due to the size of this framed item, shipping surcharges apply.

Opening Bid $1500.00

386. George Pipgras Signed Letter to Miller Huggins Sister

Winning three World Championships with the Yankees including a (3-0) record and 2.77 ERA in the World Series, George Pipgras (d.1946) was a valuable staple in the Yanks rotation for eight campaigns. Presented is an impressive handwritten and signed letter penned by Pipgras (“7”) in black fountain addressed to Myrtle Huggins, sister of Yankees icon Miller Huggins. The signed letter measures 11x17 displaying smooth edges with the omission of the clipped return address on the upper right.

Within the text, Pipgras, member of the 1927 Yankees, thanks Huggins for a team picture sent to Pipgras from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $350.00

387. Collection of (14) Signed Items - With 1949 Indians Book Signed by Paige

A total of four (3) diamond era items are present in this lot of (14) autographed items. Highlighting the assortment is a 1949 hardcover copy of The Cleveland Indians book signed by the flyball page by Tribe Hall of Famers Boudreau, Coleman, Lapereau, and Voss, with all drawing (“9”) strength, augmenting the age-induced bronzing on the page. Included, as well, is a Paige car signature (“8”) and signature postcards (postmarked “1947”) respectively signed by: Carew, Dickson, Greenberg and Ruffing (all “9-10”). Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

Photographs, Flat, Cards, Etc...
394. Balance of Collection
Autograph Lot - With Mantle, Williams and (3) Bats
The 150+ signatures in this multi-player baseball collectible is a memorable offering with (25) Hall of Famers, (4) Tris Speaker (98), (3) Williams (97), (2) Jackson (97), (2) Mantle (96) and (1) D. Robinson (96) all signed on multiple items. Also highlighted is (2) T. Williams and (2) Schwarber (95). Opening Bid $400.00

395. Interesting Baseball Display - With DiMaggio and Berra
More than a half-century of diamond legends are represented in this ultra-rare offering of three Hall of Famers: (1) DiMaggio, (2) Berra and the remarkable (23) signed 1951 World Series Program featuring the (12) inked signatures of DiMaggio, Berra, Casey, Maris, Ryan, Boyd, Adams, Sontag, Maranville and Yount. Opening Bid $300.00

396. (3) Multi-Signed Baseballs: 500 Home Run Club
Comprising three (3) of the most significant autographs in the history of baseball: (1) Aaron, (2) Mantle and (3) Williams. Opening Bid $300.00

397. (25) Themed Multi-Single-Signed Baseball Items with Mantle
A variety of themes are evident with these (25) multi-single-signed baseball items. Each piece is penned in black or blue ink with the autographs grading in the (“8”) range. Although the famed inkedinformation inscribed the signatures of both Mantle and Ford, those presentation items will find a rightful home in any fan or office. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $200.00

398. (10) Boston Area Sportswriters Autograph Lot with (3) Williams
Offered is a Boston Area Sportswriters autograph lot with (3) Williams (97). Opening Bid $200.00

399. Baseball Signed Treasure Chest - With Bats, Cards and Photos
This huge assortment of signed baseballs/chests/sets includes 40 baseballs, bats, cards and photos (many to name a few: (1) DiMaggio PSA 10, (2) Mantle, (2) Schofield, (2) Shefter, (2) Banks, (2) Williams, (2) Yastrzemski, (2) Lloyd, (2) Eisenreich, (2) McGwire, (2) Musial, (2) McFarland, (2) Berra, (2) Traylor, (2) Ford, (2) Rodriguez, (2) Bando, (2) Morgan, (2) Young, (2) McFarland, (2) Yount, (2) Jeter, (2) Singleton, (2) Ford, (2) Hover, (2) McFarland and (2) McFarland. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

401. Baltimore Orioles Signed Lot: Photos, Balls and Publications
The Brex take flight in this massive assortment of signed items! Ride with Orioles heroes from both the 1970’s and 1980’s with (2) Schmidt, (2) Davis, (2) Benzinger, (2) Traylor, (2) Bando, (2) McFarland, (2) Young, (2) F. Robinson, (2) Conlan, (2) B. Robinson, (2) B. Williams, (2) Jeter, (2) Singleton and more! Opening Bid $200.00

402. New York Yankees Replica Jersey With (24) Signatures
The New York Yankees flagship of the 1990’s! This pro-model jersey features (24) blue Sharpie signatures autographed by (24) members of the 1995-96 World Series winning team. Signed by (24) members including (1) Jeter, (1) Posada, (1) Widger, (1) Hennigan, (1) Lemke, (1) White, (1) Boshers and (1) Cano. Opening Bid $100.00

403. (6) Signed Willie Mays Items - With Bat and (4) Balls
Say-Hey! Giants fans throughout the San Francisco area sure to like this lot of six signed Willie Mays items! Autographed by center field legend Willie Mays. Executed with different writing instruments, these unique memorabilia offerings include (6) bats with signatures autographing “(97)”, (2) signed HOF text plaques, (2) signed Willie Mays “(8)” balls, (1) signed Autograph Hologram Card (10), (1) signed Willie Mays “(8)” ball and (1) Willie Mays “(8)” ball. Opening Bid $400.00

404. 2003 New York Yankees Replica Jersey With (24) Signatures
This one-of-a-kind New York Yankees replica jersey features (24) blue Sharpie signatures of the entire 2003 World Champion New York Yankees. This incredible achievement was led by center field legend Willie Mays, as well as (22) teammates including (2) Jeter, (2) Posada, (2) Easley, (2) Wells, (2) Berra, (2) Tresh, (2) Johnson, (2) Lemon, (2) Swanger, (2) Nettles, (2) Stone, (2) Pettitte, (2) Torre, (2) Gorman, (2) Young, (2) F. Sanchez, (2) Piazza, (2) A. Sanchez, (2) B. Campbell, (2) Alomar, (2) Espada, (2) Niese, (2) Stanton, (2) David, (2) White, (2) Livan, (2) Hennigan, (2) B. Foulke, (2) White, (2) H. Johnson, (2) B. McCullar, (2) A. Sanchez, (2) M. Ramirez, (2) A. Sanchez, (2) A. Sanchez, (2) B. Robinson and (2) C. Wilson. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications. Complete listing available on our website. Opening Bid $700.00
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405. 1936 Yankees Program Signed by Tony Lazzeri
Issued as Yankee Stadium for a 1936 contest between the Bronx Bombers and Cleveland Indians, the official program is signed by Hall of Famer Tony Lazzeri in pristine condition. The program comes complete with a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA and the third has pieces and signed by Mantle (d.1995) in blue or black. Opening Bid $150.00

406. Jim Thome Autographed Collection - With (18) Baseballs Including 6 with Schmidt
The all-time home run leader among players born in Illinois, Jim Thome has long in the offered lot of twenty-two autographed items. The blue Sharpie or black Sharpie style writing flows throughout with items such as (2) signed photographs of Thome’s (both black) and the 1991 world series pitching. Opening Bid $150.00

407. (3) Mickey Mantle Signed Books with Full Photo PSA/DNA Letters
(3) Mickey Mantle autographed and inscribed books with a full photo LOA from PSA/DNA.

408. Connie Mack Signed 1944 Player’s Contract
His roster depleted first by the threat of the Federal League and razed by the Great Depression, Connie Mack was forced to field a ravaged lineup in 1944. This 4-page document is signed by the stop Bobby Wilkins for a yearly stipend of $2,750. Opening Bid $200.00

409. (12) Ted Williams items with Signed Ball & Photo
The “Splendid Splinter” signed items for the focuses on these twelve Ted Williams items which includes a signed ball and photograph. Highlights include 3 autographed items signed by Ted (7) OAL / JSA (4) 1960, 1962 (2), 1964 and 1970 with red sweet spot signature and (6) limited edition (series of “10”) Kepwags signed by both Schmidt (front sport) and Thome (both panels). Signed Photographs with (6) 20 in color prints and (6) 10 in prints (identical images). All are NM-MT. Each item is accompanied by a Steiner Sports basic cert card and hologram. Opening Bid $250.00

410. Hall of Fame Yearbook: Program Autographed Lot of (40)
Presented is a sharp collection of forty signed Hall of Fame induction programs and yearbooks. Included are Yearbooks: (2) 1950 (Morgan, Palmer), (2) 1951 (Arris, Inman, Potry), (4) 1952 (Bader, Neuhouser, Finger), 1964 (Jackson), (1) 1965 (Abraham, Stargell), 1966 (Bunning, Weaver) and 2000 (Anderson, Fish, Porter). Programs: (3) 1958 (Hepburn), (2) 1959 (1), (1) 1962, (1) 1994 and (4) 1995 (Davy, MoPath, Sultan, Lacy). All signatures are in blue Sharpie and grade in the (“9”) range. The lot comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For more details visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

411. (3) Signed Mickey Mantle Airbrush Sweaters
Offered are three signed Mickey Mantle airbrushed sweaters. These colorful renditions were inked by C. Griffiths and include OML Selig spheres (grade “10”), with (12) airbrushing showing (“9”) quality. The (EX-MT) item has no tears or stains to field a competitive issues in 1944. This 4-page document was drawn up to secure the services of shortstop Barney Williams for a yearly stipend of $2,750. Stamped “FEB 26 1944,” the document is signed by the player’s agent and Mack, with black ink script (“9”) signature. Opening Bid $250.00

412. (3) Autographed Ryan Howard Jerseys
Offered is a trio of signed jerseys from beloved Phillies first baseman Ryan Howard. The (3) autographed jerseys include a Majestic replica Howard home jersey in silver “Phillies” (“9”), Majestic replica Howard road jersey in silver “Phillies” (“9”) and Majestic replica Howard warm-up jersey in silver Sharpie (“9”) and a Majestic replica Phillies pinch hitter in black Sharpie (“9”) with “87” notation. This lot is accompanied by an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

413. (5) DiMaggio Signed Lot
Preserved is a grouping of five single-signed DiMaggio items including DiMaggio and Ted Williams ink nameplates on each (“9”) and “SGC 84:” #23 (1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1949) SGC 60; #24 (1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1949) SGC 70; #25 (1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1949) SGC 80; #26 (1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1949) SGC 92; #27 (1941, 1942, 1945, 1947, 1949) SGC 100. Each item is accompanied by a Steiner Sports basic cert card and hologram. Opening Bid $250.00

414. 1888 Goodwin Champions N162 Beecher - SGC 50
Graded by SGC and carded this 1988 Goodwin Champions N162 Beecher card was the lone graded example in the set of fifty athletes, as well as the lone baseball football card printed in the set. Graded 50 by SGC, this example is one of six in the set with only 9 graded higher. With a printing limit of all of the set’s 450 cards to the clean reverse, this collaborative print provides a unique opportunity to the serious collector. Opening Bid $200.00

415. 1935 National Chicle Football Set of (1-24) with (16) Graded
Graded to extremely rare Gem Mint 9.5 condition, this 1935 National Chicle Football set of (1-24) cards, highlighted by (16) SGC graded cards, this monumental edition features many Cantonian greats included are #64 (1944 Sarbo SC, SGC 95), #65 (1947 Purcell RC, SGC 85), #111 Edwards RC, SGC 95. Incredibly, (15) of these cards are SGC graded 95 or better, including (12) at this level with only two better. Opening Bid $400.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Grade</th>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>Opening Bid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>418. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 R. Acton - SGC 70</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 70 by SGC. The lone specimen at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 70</td>
<td>Opening Bid $400.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>419. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Fred Murphy - SGC 70</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 70 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 70</td>
<td>Opening Bid $400.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>420. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Poe - SGC 70</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 70 by SGC. The lone specimen at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 70</td>
<td>Opening Bid $400.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>421. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Arthur Wheeler - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of five at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>422. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 William Hickok - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. The lone specimen at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>423. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 G.A. Grey - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>424. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 M.G. Gouterman - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. The lone specimen at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>425. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Eddie Crowdis - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>426. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Bret Waters - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>427. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Brinch Thorne - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>428. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Frank Butterworth - SGC 60</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 60 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier, with only one graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 60</td>
<td>Opening Bid $250.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>429. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 H.W. Barnett - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of five at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>430. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 W.C. Mackie - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with only one graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>431. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Robert Emmons - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with three graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>432. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Thomas Trenchard - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. This 19th Century collectible features a detailed likeness of the Princeton player and resides in the upper half of 14 graded examples in the SGC population report.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>433. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Richard Armstrong - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of five at its SGC tier with only one graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $150.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>434. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Langdon Lea - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of four at its SGC tier with none graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>435. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Augustus Holly - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with only three better.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>436. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Jim McCrea - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with only three graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>437. 1894 Mayo's Cut Plug N302 Butterworth - SGC 50</strong></td>
<td>Encapsulated and graded 50 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier, with only one graded higher.</td>
<td>SGC 50</td>
<td>Opening Bid $100.00</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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438. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 George Ade - SGC 50
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with two graded higher. Opening Bid $150.00

439. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Dudley Riggs - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with only four better. Opening Bid $100.00

440. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Knox Taylor - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. With a strip of the Princeton star, the centering and edge wear are consistent with the technical grade. Opening Bid $100.00

441. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 William Ward - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of four at its SGC tier with four graded higher. Opening Bid $100.00

442. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 A.M. Beale - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with three graded higher. Opening Bid $100.00

443. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Charles Brewer - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. This 18th Century collection features a detailed likeness of the Harvard player and some of the 13 graded examples in the SGC population report. Opening Bid $100.00

444. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 T.J. Manahan - SGC 40
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of three at its SGC tier with three graded higher. Opening Bid $100.00

445. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Anson Beard - SGC 30
Enveloped and graded 40 by SGC. One of four at its SGC tier with two graded higher. Opening Bid $100.00

446. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Frank Morse - SGC 30
Enveloped and graded 30 by SGC. One of two at its SGC tier with three graded higher. Opening Bid $100.00

447. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Albert RC (SGC 96, the only one at its tier with none graded better in the SGC population report) - SGC 96
Due to the cards being run-of-the-mill in appearance, these black-and-white cut cards display por- tray a whopping (63) black-backed examples, including: Greenway (SGC 96), one of four so-graded SGC examples with only one better than 90 (all with perfect centering and edge wear are consistent with the technical grade), and #139 Tereshinski (SGC 84, one of three so-graded SGC examples with only one better). Among the non-graded cards are #1 Walker (VG), #27 Luckman (EX), #87 Layne (VG-EX), #45 Graham (VG-EX) and #132 Bednarski (EX). Complete listing of graded cards available on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

448. 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Football Cards - All SGC Graded
Prior to the NFL and the dominating body known as the NCAA, collegiate gridiron stars were pictured (without dan- ger of2010). NCAA, collegiate gridiron stars were pictured (without dan-

449. (3) 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Football Cards - All SGC Graded
Prior to the NFL and the governing body known as the NCAA, collegiate gridiron stars were pictured (without dan-

gger of spontaneous on-card action such as the offered 1894 Mayo’s Cut Plug N302 Football Cards - All SGC Graded. These (3) Stick-backed examples include: Greymore (SGC 20), Huber (SGC 20) and Stillman (SGC Authentic). Opening Bid $100.00

450. (63) 1939-1942 Washington Redskins Matchbooks with Sivinski SP

“The Redskin!! Band Victory! Brave on the Way!!! Fight for old D.C.!!” Sponsored by Ross Jewelry Company or Home Laundry, a whopping (63) Washington Redskins are depicted on these mid-grade 1939-1942 matchbooks (all with strikes). These black-and-white cut cards display portray (63) black-backed examples in a variety of 13 graded examples in the SGC population report.
Opening Bid $400.00

451. 1956 Bowman Football Complete Set of (200) Cards

The offered 1956 Bowman complete set contains (200) cards in a selection suggesting a proposition for the collector. Considering some brands sold better than others, certain common players were more scarce than some superstars. The approximate condition breakdown of this set is 15% (NM or better), 25% (EX-MT), 25% (EX-EX) and 35% (VG-EX or lower). Among the cards in this set are: #1 Walker (VG), #27 Luckman (EX), #87 Layne (VG-EX), #45 Graham (VG-EX) and #132 Bednarski (EX). Complete listing of graded cards available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

452. (4) 1956-1960 Topps & Football Football Complete Sets

Featured is a quartet of (4) 1956-1960 Topps and Football complete sets. Highlights include: Topps Football (4 sets) with 1956 (121 cards includes checklist, composite NM or better), 1957, 1958 and 1959. Among the non-graded cards are: #1 Walker (VG), #27 Luckman (EX), #37 Layne (VG), #139 Tereshinski (SGC 84, one of three so-graded SGC examples with only one better); #100 Baugh (VG), #52 Hirsch RC (SGC 84); #62 Perina (SGC 85), and #117 Tudor (VG-EX). Complete listing of graded cards available on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

453. 1962 Post Cereal Football Complete Set of (200) Cards

The offered 1962 Post Cereal Football complete set of (200) cards is a selection suggesting a proposition for the collector. Considering some brands sold better than others, certain common players were more scarce than some superstars. The approximate condition breakdown of this set is 15% (NM or better), 25% (EX-MT), 25% (EX-EX) and 35% (VG-EX or lower). Among the cards in this set are: #1 Walker (VG), #27 Luckman (EX), #87 Layne (VG-EX), #45 Graham (VG-EX) and #132 Bednarski (EX). Complete listing of graded cards available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00
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455. 1968-1979 Football Tougher Set & Singles Collection
Presented is an interesting 1968-1979 football set and singles collection. This assortment comes from a variety of national and regional manufacturers. Featured are Complete Sets: 1968 American Caramel (29 cards with (2) cards with (2) cards with (2) cards with), 1971 Topps Football (EX), 1979 Topps Football (EX - NM). For more details, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

456. 1950-1986 Topps & Bowman Football Singles with Complete Sets
The vintage gridiron enthusiast will surely be interested in the offered 1950-1986 Topps & Bowman Football set and singles collection. Highlights include: 1950 Bowman: (50 cards, mostly EX to NM), with #1 Walker (EX), 88 Speddon (EX-MT), 65 Hartman (EX-MT), 114 Phalen (EX-MT). 1979 Topps Complete Set: (291 cards, median EX-MT to NM). 1966 Topps with #1 Walker (EX), 417 Starr (EX), 200 Staubach RC (EX-MT); (10) 1967 Philadelphia with #1 Unitas (EX), 311 Simpson (EX-MT), 204 Butkus (EX). 1970 Topps Complete Set: (150 cards, median EX-MT to NM), with #1 Dawson (EX-MT), 75 Starr (EX-MT), 200 Stallworth RC (EX-MT), 311 Simpson (EX-MT). 1971 Topps Football Near Complete Set: (110 cards, median EX-MT). 1972 Topps Football Series 1: (167 cards, median EX-MT) with Mark McGwire RC (NM), Ken Griffey Jr. RC (NM), (10) 1973 Topps Football Wax Box: (36) cards per box, median EX-MT. 1973 Topps Football Series 2: (167 cards, median EX-MT) with #230 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). A selection of (3) 1986 Topps Football complete sets (NM to NM-MT) round out this collection.
Opening Bid $200.00

457. 1950-1983 Topps, Bowman & Philadelphia Baltimore Colts Team Set Run
The inhabitants of “the world’s largest outdoor insane asylum” are found in this near complete 1950-1983 Topps, Bowman and Philadelphia Gum Baltimore Colts team set run. The 1950s issues grade average (EX), while the 1960s issues generally present (EX-MT) with some better and others lesser. Highlights include: Bowman: (140) 1950 with #48 Bubba Smith (SGC 84), #50 Vito Piazza (SGC 84), #55 Cawood Ledford (SGC 84), (75) 1951 with #1 Unitas (SGC 84), #90 Simpson RC (SGC 84), #217 Berry RC (SGC 84). 1965 Topps with #1 Unitas (SGC 84), #330 Simpson (SGC 84), #575 Greene (EX-MT), #797 Riggins (EX-MT), #806 Pat Swilling (EX-MT), (2) 1966 Topps with #1 Unitas (EX-MT), #230 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). 1967 football stickers: (20 stickers, average NM-MT) with #300 Lattner with #1 Walker (EX-MT), #330 Simpson (EX-MT), #575 Greene (EX-MT), #806 Pat Swilling (EX-MT), with #230 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). 1968 Topps Mr. & Mrs. American Oil Mr. & Mrs. American Oil (15/32, average VG) with Mr. and Mrs. American Oil (15/32, average VG). 1969 Topps with #1 Walker (EX-MT), #8 Speedie RC (EX-MT), #26 Lujack (EX-MT), #38 Berry RC (EX-MT). 1970 Topps with #1 Walker (EX-MT), #8 Speedie RC (EX-MT), #26 Lujack (EX-MT), #38 Berry RC (EX-MT). 1971 Topps with #1 Walker (EX-MT), #8 Speedie RC (EX-MT), #26 Lujack (EX-MT), #38 Berry RC (EX-MT). 1972 Topps with #1 Walker (EX-MT), #8 Speedie RC (EX-MT), #26 Lujack (EX-MT), #38 Berry RC (EX-MT), with #140 Bubba Smith (SGC 84) with #130 Bart Starr (NM). A selection of (3) 1986 Topps Football complete sets (NM to NM-MT) round out this collection.
Opening Bid $200.00

458. 1976 Buckmans Football Discs Complete Graded Set—All PSA 10
Each card graded per Gum Mint by PSA. Presented is a tough-to-find 1976 Buckmans Football discs complete set (20 cards). For the PSA Registry, these circular cards exhibit incredible eye appeal. Keys include Braddock, F. Harris and Staubach. An appealing proposition for the high grade-football specialist.
Opening Bid $400.00

459. 20,000+ 1960s-1990s Football Cards with Poynter RC
Opening Bid $200.00

460. 1971 Topps Football Series 1 Vending Box - GAI 8.5
Offered is a fantastic opportunity to grab a scarce 1971 Topps Football vending box grading GAI 8.5. The box has (360) presumably NM-MT or better cards that could include Halas Alums like Unitas and Baer. The 1971 Topps are extremely tough to find in high-grade, so do not miss this great item.
Opening Bid $400.00

461. 1972 Topps Football Second Series Wax Box
 Presented is a solid-mass 1972 Topps Football wax box with (24) tightly packed cards. This factory sealed box appears to have been unopened over the decades, as the inner cards and display box present extremely well. Possibilities in this one series issue include #150 Brodie, #184 Bradshaw, #236 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). For more details, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

462. 1972 Topps Football Series 1 Vending Box
Presented is a gorgeous 1972 Topps Football Series 1 vending box in (NM-MT) or better condition. The clean box contains (360) high-grade singles including literally dozens of Hall of Famers with Armytage, Riggins, Burgmeier, Harlow, Hadenfield, Namath and the “in action” cards of Staubach, Riggsie, Gruse and Bradshaw. Vintage vending boxes are both a great investment and fine way to obtain gradable singles.
Opening Bid $250.00

463. 1973 Topps Football Vending Box
Presented is a 1973 Topps Football vending box with (500) tightly packed cards. This factory sealed box appears to have been unopened over the decade, as the inner cards and display box present extremely well. Possibilities in this one series issue include #150 Brodie, #184 Bradshaw, #236 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). For more details, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $300.00

464. 1974 Topps Football Wax Box with (24) packs
Presented is a 1974 Topps Football wax box with (24) 10-card packs. The packs within this unopened box average (NM to NM-MT) with some better and only a handful lesser. Key possibilities found within this box include #1 Simpson, #150 Brodie, #236 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). For more details, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

465. 1975 Topps Football Wax Box with (36) packs
Found in a remarkable state of preservation is this 1975 Topps Football wax box with (36) unopened packs. The crisp packages are guaranteed unsearched and average (NM to NM-MT) with only a handful lesser. Key possibilities found within this box include #150 Brodie, #236 Greene and #244 Joiner (both NM-MT). For more details, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $400.00
467. 1939 Bert Bell & George Halas Signed Check BVG/JSA

From one NFL legend to another, offered is an impressive 1939 Philadelphia Eagles check signed by both Bert Bell (d.1949, 8”) and George Halas (d.1983). Dated in 1939, none of the processing marks intersect either of the signatures assuring the recipient (EMI) check authenticated and encapsulated by BVG/JSA. Opening Bid $250.00

473. (6) Bert Bell Signed Checks - All BVG/JSA 10

Offered is a six-pack of Bert Bell checks that have each been authenticated and graded a perfect “10” by Beckett BVG/JSA. Each check features the full name of the Hall of Fame football pioneer, de Benneville “Bert” Bell, on a Philadelphia Eagles Pro Football Club, Inc. check. These (6) flawless autographs were all penned in black ink and are of investment quality. Opening Bid $150.00

474. (27) 1939 Philadelphia Eagles Payroll Checks Signed by Bert Bell

These twenty- seven payroll checks were signed by owner/coach Bert Bell and issued to the members of the 1937 Philadelphia Eagles. Drawn from the team account, these single-game stipend checks are signed “de Benneville Bell” (all “9-10”) and endorsed on the reverse by the appropriate player. From a last- place team whose two triumphs included a 14-14 draw of that year’s world-champion Washington Redskins, all rostered players - with the exceptions of Bill Hewitt and Charlie Knox (who played in just one game) - are represented. Normal cancellation stamping and hole punching is present. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $350.00

469. (3) Davey O’Brien and Bert Bell Signed Checks - BVG/JSA

Offered are three incredible checks signed by HOFer Davey O’Brien and the impresario Bert Bell (d.1977). This is the Davey O’Brien that the collegian once had on his side in 1935. Dated in 1935, these (3) checks are made out to cover team-related expenses and are payable to the likes of “Globe Theatre” and “Milton and Nance” in extended local outfits that provided the Eagles with team support in 1935. On the appropriate line, the executors have signed “de Benneville Bell” (his legal birth name) and back-endorsed the checks are made out to cover team-related expenses and are payable to the likes of “Globe Theatre” and “Milton and Nance” in extended local outfits that provided the Eagles with team support in 1935. On the appropriate line, the executors have signed “de Benneville Bell” (his legal birth name) and back-endorsed the signatures affixed to this (NM) check which was drawn from the Philadelphia Eagles corporate account. Dated November 15, 1940, this (3) check is made payable to the one-time Philadelphia Eagles legend Bert Bell and issued to George Halas (d.1983, “7”). Dated to 1939, each of these single-game stipend checks is signed “de Benneville Bell” and endorsed on the reverse by the appropriate player. From a last-place team whose two triumphs included a 14-14 draw of that year’s world-champion Washington Redskins, all rostered players - with the exceptions of Bill Hewitt and Charlie Knox (who played in just one game) - are represented. Normal cancellation stamping and hole punching is present. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $400.00

470. (3) Bert Bell & Art Rooney Signed Checks - BVG/JSA

Offered is a fantastic trio of BVG/JSA authenticated checks signed by the Hall of Fame owners of the Philadelphia Eagles, de Benneville “Bert” Bell and Art Rooney. Bell and Rooney were close friends and combined their names to create the 1945 Sangles. The checks are 1.17. Bell on the front, Rooney on the reverse and made payable to the Pittsburgh Pirates Football Club, and 2.17. (2) both are 1938, Bruce signed by Bell and Rooney on the reverse. The signatures are all clean and grade in the (“8”) range. Opening Bid $300.00

471. (3) Bert Bell and Bill Hewitt Signed Checks - BVG/JSA

Each one has been encapsulated by BVG with autographs assessed “Authentic” by JSA. In control of his Philadelphia Eagles team payroll account throughout his 1956 ownership, team ear coach Bert Bell financially compensated offensive and defensive players that were in the “special” grouping of high-grade Bell checks for the intelligent collector. Opening Bid $150.00

472. (5) Bert Bell & Carl Stocker Dual Signed BVG/JSA Checks

Presented is a grouping of five Philadelphia Eagles checks made payable to the National Football League. Dated in either 1937 or 1938, each of these impressive relics has been signed by De Benneville Bell and Carl Stocker. Each check is made payable to the National Football League and is signed by De Benneville Bell and Carl Stocker and a dummy signature from a last-place team whose two triumphs included a 14-14 draw of that year’s world-champion Washington Redskins, all rostered players - with the exceptions of Bill Hewitt and Charlie Knox (who played in just one game) — are represented. Normal cancellation stamping and hole punching is present. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $200.00

476. (24) Bert Bell Signed Checks - All BVG/JSA 8

Offered are twenty-four de Benneville “Bert” Bell checks authenticated and graded (“7”) by BVG/JSA in Beckett Grading Services. The checks include (19) Philadelphia Eagles checks signed “de Benneville Bell” and (5) checks from various accounts signed “Bert Bell, Special.” The term “special” was used by Bell (d.1949) to denote that this was from a personal account and not the Philadelphia Eagles funds. A fantastic grouping of highly grade Bell checks for the intelligent collector. Opening Bid $750.00

468. 1934 Bert Bell & Joe Carr Signed Check BVG/JSA

Signed by two charter members of the Professional Football Hall of Fame, presented is an impressive 1934 Philadelphia Eagles check front-signed by Bert Bell (d.1949, “9”) and back-signed by the extremely scarce Joe Carr (d.1939). Made payable to the National Professional Football League on the front and back, the Carr signature grades an (“8-9”), though a bank-stamp is present above the Joe F. of his permanency. Signed by Carr, but ten months before he would pass away, this BVG/JSA authenticated relic will delight any early football devotee. Opening Bid $400.00

466. Bert Bell Signed Check Hoard (600)

The bold and regal signature of Philadelphia Eagles legend Bert Bell is prevalent in this lot of six hundred signed payroll checks. As team owner and head coach, Hall of Fame Bert Bell was up to the task, as evidenced here by his hand-on approach to mandates dating that any today pushed upon lower-tier personnel. Dating mostly from the late-1930s to early 1940s at the helm of the Eagles, these checks are made out to cover team-related expenses and are payable to the likes of “Globe Theatre” and “Milton and Nance” in extended local outfits that provided the Eagles with team support in 1935. On the appropriate line, the executors have signed “de Benneville Bell” (his legal birth name) and back-endorsed the signatures affixed to this (NM) check which was drawn from the Philadelphia Eagles corporate account. Dated November 15, 1940.
478. (25) Thrice-Signed Bert Bell Checks
From the embryonic stages of the Philadelphia Eagles franchise (and an era of similar status for the NFL), this incredibly well-preserved vintage document is signed by gridiron frontsmen Bert Bell. Measuring 2-1/4 x 3-5/8, this thick stock parchment details Bell’s sizable stock purchases in the team to which he had co-founded just one year earlier. Detailed “1934” strength and clarity, the certificate itself shows (EX-MT) quality, with normal vertical compacting folds. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $250.00

479. Bert Bell Philadelphia Eagles Original Signed Stock Certificate with JSA Letter
From the embryonic stages of the Philadelphia Eagles franchise (and an era of similar status for the NFL), this incredibly well-preserved vintage document is signed by gridiron frontsmen Bert Bell. Measuring 2-1/4 x 3-5/8, this thick stock parchment details Bell’s sizable stock purchases in the team to which he had co-founded just one year earlier. Detailed “1934” strength and clarity, the certificate itself shows (EX-MT) quality, with normal vertical compacting folds. Accompanying is a full photo LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $250.00

480. Dan Reeves Signed 1942 Cleveland Rams Contract
A pioneer on several fronts, Pro Football Hall of Fame Dan Reeves brought the Rams to Los Angeles, was the first post-war owner to sign a black player and established the “Free Football for Kids” program whose goal was to introduce the sport to a young fan base that, up until that point, was exposed almost exclusively to baseball. The offered signed contract represents a gridiron treasure as scarce as Reeves’ visage. This 1942 “Unlimited Player’s Contract” contains the near-impossible signature of Reeves. Drawn up on an 8-1/2 x 11 sheet, this official document is comprised of (16) stipulations under which one “G.P. Harrison” was to introduce the sport to a young fan base that, up until that point, was exposed almost exclusively to baseball. The offered signed contract represents a gridiron treasure as scarce as Reeves’ visage.
Opening Bid $500.00

481. (4) Vintage Notre Dame Football Programs with Signed 1935 Edition
The devoted athletic enthusiast will relish the opportunity to secure these four vintage Notre Dame Football programs, one of which is multi-signed by members of the 1935 squad. The multi-signed program (EX) comes from the 11/15/35 contest vs. Army at St tkinter Stadium. Photo portraits of pages 19, 27 and 31 are signed by (22) members of the 1935 squad in vintage pen. Highlighted include Halfback, Layden (member of The Four Horsemen), Millikin, Pilely (played for 1938 Boston Braves) and Shakespeare. The endorsements primarily grade “5-6” and are personalized to a supporter. Also present are programs for 11/26 vs. Indiana (VG), 11/15/34 vs. Northwestern (EX) and 11/15/34 vs. North Carolina (EX-NM). A ticket stub (FD) for the 11/17/28 game vs. Carnegie Tech (27-7) round out this collection. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures and known death dates, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

482. (2) Baltimore Colts Multi-Signed Posters - With Unitas and Ewbank
From the vaunted franchise’s days in Baltimore, these two posters are signed by Colts heroes who played their home games evolve, whose footballs meant to be played. Distributed locally near the end of the team’s tenure in the Charm City, these display items are home to black or blue marker autographs that average (“6”) strength throughout the balance in any form, the set’s release.
Opening Bid $500.00

483. Autographed 1992 Goal Line Art #120 Alex Wojciechowicz - BGS 8.5
Engraced with autograph grade (“8.5”) by BGS, this 1992 Goal Line Art card #20 is signed by its Hall of Fame subject, Alex Wojciechowicz. From artist Gary Thomas’ fourth series of 460 collectibles, autographed examples of this particular card are decidedly rare, as Wojciechowicz passed away just days after the set’s release.
Opening Bid $400.00

484. (27) Football Signed Flats with Bert Bell Check, Christiansen
Highlighted by an army of Hall of Fame inductees, the offered lot features (27) signed football flats. The lot contains nineteen signed #10 Photographs with the balance including rare and small flats. Notable flats include a 1948 Dan Reeves (#10) Eagles regular season with a signature that rates a (“9”) in strength (both Bell’s own hand overlapping the beginning of his signature). The check is made payable to and endorsed on the back by player William O’Neill. Other keys include PSA/DNA slabbed index cards from Christiansen (1986, SM-MT 8 personalized), Csonka, Shula and Carter from Layden (1980, “9”), 2-2-2-4) and Wojciechowicz (1982, “9, 2-2-2-4”) Auto cards from James Spence Authentications. Please visit our website for a complete list of the remaining items.
Opening Bid $250.00
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487. (10) Football Signed Jerseys with Barry Sanders

M&N

Presented is a superb grouping of ten signed football jerseys featuring greats from various eras. This lot contains: (2) Bradshaw, D. Jones (QB-Killer patch, LH#26), (4) McNabb (1 Signature), Rice (Radnor), L. Sharpe, Mitchell & fase HRC with 780 assgn. patches and Stills (170 patch), LE#72. Signatures average (“9”) strength and come with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $300.00

487. (10) Football Signed Jerseys with Barry Sanders

M&N

Presented is a superb grouping of ten signed football jerseys featuring greats from various eras. This lot contains: (2) Bradshaw, D. Jones (QB-Killer patch, LH#26), (4) McNabb (1 Signature), Rice (Radnor), L. Sharpe, Mitchell & fase HRC with 780 assgn. patches and Stills (170 patch), LE#72. Signatures average (“9”) strength and come with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $300.00
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050. 1939 NFL Championship Program Bears 27-0 Packers

Giants

Headed by hometown hero Curly Lambeau, the Green Bay Packers would roll to yet another NFL Championship by defeating the Giants, 27-0 in the 1939 Grak. The offered program from this State Fair Park thriller is in (EX-MT) condition.  Exhibiting no clipped or missing pages. Beyond the common center fold, this issue displays no significant imperfections.

Opening Bid $400.00

051. 1940 NFL Championship Program Bears 73-0 Redskins

Led by Sid Luckman and Bullet Baker, the Bears would dismantle Bumpie and the rest of the Redskins in the NFL Championship game by an embarrassing score of 73-0. Presented in a scarce program from this Outland Stadium massacre with an articulated grading (EX-MT). Despite a light center fold, the interior preserves in clean condition with no clipped or missing pages. A truly significant program whose cover art depicts the only shut the ‘skins would see on “Da Bears.”

Opening Bid $400.00

052. (9) 1935-39 New York Giants Programs & Guides

Presented is a grouping of nine scarce New York Giants programs and guides from a decade that would see them win five NFL Championships. The four programs in the lot, each unscored, include 1935 vs Eagles (VG, center fold), 1936 at Lions (VG-EX), 1938 at Eagles (EX-S) and 1936 at Packers (EX-MT, early Steelers). Rounding out this lot are press guides from 1936, 1938 and 1940 Giants (PR) and 1940 Packers (VG-EX). The highlights of the lot include Rose Bowl Programs from 1946, 1947 and 1948, each complete and unscored grading (EX-MT). The lot also contains programs ranging from 1935 to 1947. Each issue is complete with only one example showing penciled lineup changes on the scorecard. Exhibiting an array of attractive covers and impressive interior photographs, this lot contains: 1935 at Giants (VG, Stu Clancy penciled lineup), 1936 vs. Giants (EX, Fenway, last season in Boston), 1938 at Giants (VG, EX, penciled roster page), 1939 vs. Giants (EX) and 1947 at Rams (Charity Game, EX-MT).

Opening Bid $250.00

053. (6) 1935-47 Boston & Washington Redskins Programs

Presented is a collection of six early scarcest Washington Redskins programs ranging from 1935 to 1947. Each issue is complete with only one example showing penciled lineup changes on the scorecard. Exhibiting an array of attractive covers and impressive interior photographs, this lot contains: 1935 at Giants (VG), 1936 vs. Giants (VG, EX, penciled cover “9”), 1936 vs. Giants (EX, Fenway, last season in Boston), 1938 at Giants (VG), 1938 vs. Giants (VG-EX, penciled roster page), 1939 vs. Giants (EX) and 1947 at Rams (Charity Game, EX-MT).

Opening Bid $250.00

054. (11) 1936-41 NCAA All-Stars Program & Ticket Lot

Placing NCAA All-stars against NFL teams, this lot offers contains (9) programs and (2) ticket stubs from various charity games from 1936 to 1941. Excluding two issues, the programs average (EX) to (EX-MT) and include 1936 Lions, 1936 Giants, 1937 Giants (VG-EX), 1937 Packers (EX-MT), 1938 Packers (VG-EX), 1938 Giants, 1939 Giants, 1940 Giants (PR) and 1940 Packers. Rounding out this lot are (2) 1941 East vs. West ticket stubs in VG and EX-MT. The lot also contains (17) passes from various charity games throughout the 1930s and 1940s.

Opening Bid $200.00

055. 1939 Detroit Lions Bowl Program Set with (4) Tickets

Offered for the upper and lower fun, the offered lot contains a seldom seen 1939 Detroit Lions home-game complete bound set of six. The hardback cover remains intact and artfully keeps each of the interior issues in superb (NM-MT) condition. All of the issues are complete and feature, in order, Cardinals, Cardinals, Bears, Bears and Bears and Packers games. Add to this, the Detroit, Bears, Rams and Packers games are included in真正 (VG) in condition.

Opening Bid $150.00

056. (6) Sharp 1947 Los Angeles Dons AAFC Football Programs

Offered is a group of six scarce Los Angeles Dons home-program from the 1947 All-American Football Conference campaign. This would be the second of four years the Dons were in existence and each program is complete and unscored. These programs are seldom seen in this condition, with these examples averaging (NM-MT) and exhibiting minimal edge wear. This lot includes Browns, (2) Colts and (3) 49ers.

Opening Bid $150.00

057. Baltimore Colts 1957-1973 Program Run (103)

The very first NFL franchise to showcase cheerleaders and a marching band, the Baltimore Colts enjoyed a cult-like following in their home neighborhood, with icons such as John Unitas, Art Donovan and “Big Dalby” Grantham as championship-caliber teams throughout the 1950s, 1960s and 1970s.

The offered collection is comprised of (103) programs issued on those Lucas Oil fall and winter Sundays at Memorial Stadium. Spanning the aforementioned decades, this assortment includes guides from the 1958 and 1959 championship seasons, as well as from the 1970 Super Bowl III title campaign. With player images, competitors’ rosters and advertisements for Charm City establishments, the programs show “game day” quality throughout, averaging (EX-MT to NM) condition throughout with all covers and pages intact. Complete listing of dates available on our website.

Opening Bid $500.00

058. (10) 1938-53 NCAA Football Items with (3) Rose Bowl Programs

Offered is a lot of ten vintage NCAA football relics including six programs and four ticket stubs. The highlights of this lot include Rose Bowl Programs from 1946, 1947 and 1948, each complete and unscored grading (EX-MT). The lot also contains programs from 1941 Michigan at Northwestern (VG-EX, scored), 1948 Sugar Bowl (PR, water damage), 1947 Notre Dame (Championship year) at USC (EX-MT) and ticket stubs from (2) 1938 Army Navy (EX-MT) and (2) 1953 Georgia Tech at Notre Dame (VG).

Opening Bid $150.00

059. Football Publication Lot with Super Bowl I Program

The offered lot contains (16) publications and press passes from the estate of sports editor Bob Gill. The lot contains programs from Super Bowl I and III (both VG-EX), Army vs. Navy football programs from 1942 and 1954 (both GD) and press passes from (8) events including Army-Navy passes from 1945, 1949, 1950, 1953 and 1946 Army vs. Notre Dame. Completing this collection is a 1952 “Professional Football” (EX-MT) and 1962 “NFL and You” (VG-EX) publication by Bert Bell and Bud Sand, respectively.

Opening Bid $200.00

WWW.HUGGINSANDSCOTT.COM
510. 1989 Army vs. Navy Football Game Invitation & Ticket
The fifth installment of the epic Army vs. Navy rivalry witnessed the Cadets besting the Midshipmen by a 17-5 margin. For the first time, the game was played at legendary Franklin Field on the campus of the University of Pennsylvania. A quartet of turn-of-the-century items relating to the contest is offered. Included are: (1) Handwritten 12/2/1899 pass (ticket) which grants (VG to EX) with moderate water staining on the surface and verso; (2) Handwritten 11/21/1899 University of Pennsylvania invitation card (EX); (3) Response request card for the contest (EX) and (4) Postmarked 11/21/1899 envelope (VG), in which the invitation and reply card were mailed.
Opening Bid $200.00

511. 1937 Washington Redskins Accounting Ledger
The offered leather-bound ledger details day-to-day transactions and operations of the 1937 Washington Redskins. From the club’s inaugural season in the nation’s capital, this 152-page 15x13 volume features meticulously kept receipts, paying players and organizations to which the team’s monies were being directed. Handwritten notations left players and their stipends, opposing teams and their gate receipt shares, and miscellaneous expenses like $7.05 for Sam Bailey’s transportation from his Texas home to training camp. With covers and all pages intact, the item presents nicely, though there is wear about the spine and a 3” piece missing from the lower portion of the spine’s covering.
Opening Bid $300.00

512. 1961-1963 Washington Redskins Face Bobbin’ Head
Nearly two decades after the NFL first became a popular players-to-suit-up, the Bobbin’ Head industry was integrated, too. Offered is a similar example of the most coveted of these unique variations: a 1961-1963 Washington Redskins “black box” doll. Standing approximately 6-1/2” tall, this figure is secured in a square base on which “NFL” appears in raised character. Fully functional with a Native American-themed feather down the center of the helmet, the doll shows (NM) quality with absolutely no hairline cracks along the neckline and three “blick line” specs along the sturdy ceramic base. “Black Face” modifiers are considered very difficult, as few were made and even fewer sur- vived considering that they were made of paper-mache. This is like- ly to trump all examples in any collection.
Opening Bid $900.00

513. Super Bowl XVII Replica Trophy
Subject to grueling conditions, extreme weather conditions at both ends of the thermometer and punishing blows from opponents, the NFL participant endures a career that averages just over three years. Thus, it stands to reason that the Vince Lombardi Trophy is far and away the most coveted prize for anyone who ever suits up for trench warfare. Offered is one such example: a Super Bowl XVII Vince Lombardi replica trophy. Baring striking resemblance to the actual hardware, this plast- ic helmet is crafted from polished nickel and is secured to a triangular wooden base. All told, the 9-1/2” piece measures 17” tall with a silver-hand football accentuating a lengthy egg-shaped trophy whose swagging whiteout precludes the Sunday supremacy of the 1982 Washington Redskins. Flanking an NFL logo badge, the engravings read: “VINCE LOMBARDI TROPHY” and “SUPER BOWL XVII AFC vs. NFC.” (Bear Bowl, Published in California January 30, 1985.) Washington Redskins 27 Miami Dolphins 17 “In arranging a Super Bowl loss” in the same opponent 10 season earlier, the Redskins turned that day to John Riggins, whose 181 yards from scrimmage were more than Miami’s entire team output. Certain to be the center attraction in virtually any setting, this represents arguably the world’s most readily recognized trophy. There is no way to identify the manufacturer because of antigraph copyright laws in reproducing the trophy. Individual player trophies were discontinued in 1977 and the only legally made example today is the one crafted by Tiffany’s for display in the winning team’s trophy case. This will be as close as any of us mere mortals will ever get to obtaining the real thing. Don’t let this one slip away!
Opening Bid $900.00

514. Dan Marino 1986 Signed Game-Used Helmet
Save for securing that elusive Super Bowl Ring, Hall of Fame signal caller Dan Marino accomplished everything else in his amazing NFL career, redeeming the word “offline” as he laid high-powered stats in Miami. Presented is an autographed bottle coke from Marino’s playing days: a Dolphins helmet worn during the 1986 season. The white plastic shell features team logos decals affixed to the sides, an aqua and orange striped pattern down the center and “1” and “3” decals flanking the stripes at the base. A four-bar facemask secures a snuber on which “DOLPHINS” appears in team base, just above the right-side logo. Marino’s black marker signature and inscription of “13 shows (4)” strength. Within the cromes, foam rubber padding cells are affixed to the front, back, crown and jaws (though the crown pad has become disengaged). Manufacturer’s “WARNING” decals reside within the crown and at the back right while (2) Rawlings trademarks appear at the back. Getty image 94397998 shows Marino sporting what appears to be this very equipment. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications for the autograph. Additional details available on our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

515. Johnny Peacock Houston Oilers Retirement Watch
Offered is the wristwatch awarded to former Houston Oilers defensive back Johnny Peacock upon his 1979 retirement. Secured in a special “Polaro- o-Flex” band, this stainless steel time piece is accented by an Oilers logo and “Johnny Peacock” at the center, as well as fluorescence strips on both the hour and minute hands. Fully functional, the watch has a second hand and a date indicator. Texas-born Peacock, incidentally, played his college ball at the University of Houston and played for the Oilers in both their final season in the AFL (1960) and first season in the NFL (1979).
Opening Bid $200.00
518. Mark Gastineau Signed New York Jets Helmet and Jersey

The famed leader of the vaunted "New York Back Exchange" of the early-1980s, former defensive end Mark Gastineau was a terror to opposing offenses. The Jets hired him from USC, where he ran his way into the hearts of football fans nationwide. Gastineau was a complete athlete, excelling on the gridiron and the grid. If you have a "must-have" football or basketball card collection, this lot is a must.

Opening Bid $400.00

519. Randall Cunningham 1987 Signed Game-Worn Philadelphia Eagles Helmet

A mainstay quarterback and punter at UNLV, Randall Cunningham earned a place in the Philadelphia Eagles' stories to place him in the second round of the 1985 NFL Draft and subsequently passed and won his way into the hearts of that team's rabid fan base. The offered Eagles helmet was worn and signed by the four-time Pro Bowler during the 1987 season, his first as the club's #1 starter. This game-worn helmet features a pair of decals adhered to both sides and an "EAGLES" label attached to the "Welsh" snubber near the key top. Cunningham's silver sharpie signature ("8") strength is accompanied by his inscription of ",612, near the base, a size "L" stamping is enscribed by a Dynex Label denoting "CUNNINGHAM". Padded face mask has the inner crown and sides. Present, as well, is a large forehead pad and (2) jaw pads. Additionally, a manufacturer's "WARNING" sticker is adhered within the crown. The item shows medium use with scuff marks throughout. The five-bar facemask remains intact and the chinstrap is a replacement. Getty Image #73612432 matches this item to the offered Eagles helmet was worn and signed by the four-time Pro Bowler during the 1987 season, his first as the club's #1 starter. This game-worn helmet features a pair of decals adhered to both sides and an "EAGLES" label attached to the "Welsh" snubber near the key top. Cunningham's silver sharpie signature ("8") strength is accompanied by his inscription of ",612, near the base, a size "L" stamping is enscribed by a Dynex Label denoting "CUNNINGHAM". Padded face mask has the inner crown and sides. Present, as well, is a large forehead pad and (2) jaw pads. Additionally, a manufacturer's "WARNING" sticker is adhered within the crown. The item shows medium use with scuff marks throughout. The five-bar facemask remains intact and the chinstrap is a replacement. Getty Image #73612432 matches this item to

Opening Bid $700.00

520. (2) Eric Ogobu Signed Game Used Jerseys - 2003 Cowboys & UMD

The presented lot consists of two college and a NFL game-used jersey from defensive end Eric Ogobu. The highlight of the lot is the impressive Rush Doctor Cowboys game-worn jersey, which features a (45-48) at (6) "L" cut / "M" cut. The second is from his days as a Maryland Terrapin, a size 44."U" with the official "AFC" patch. Both jerseys show extensive wear and have each been signed on the back numbering with number and IDY inscriptions.

Opening Bid $200.00

521. 2005 Edgerrin James Colts Game Worn Jersey - Pro Bowl Season

Presented is an impressive Edgerrin James game-used 2005 Indianapolis Colts jersey. At Pro Bowl campaign for "Edgerrin", James would rush for 160 yards a game with 1800- total yards from scrimmage including 14 touchdowns. This jersey features elastic waist and high shoulders, a 40" inseam with a set tag and NFL insignia on the collar-front. Displaying minimal wear, this Colts game is accompanied by an Indianapolis Colts Certificate Of Authenticity.

Opening Bid $400.00

522. Maryland Football Game Used Lot of (5) Helmets, (11) Jerseys

Ideal for the Temple collector, the offered lot contains an array of Maryland game-used materials. The lot features five fully signed, game-used jerseys and a practice jersey. Highlights of this lot include: (1) Nike UMD jersey from former NFL player Harrison, Hickie and Joe Displaying moderate to extensive wear; and (2) Terps jersey with (UMD 100th Ann.) "College Football 125th Ann." patch. The five helmets are a complete set of Maryland football helmet game used from the late 1980s through today each with moderate to extensive wear. Please visit our website for a complete list and more information regarding each piece of this impressive lot.

Opening Bid $400.00

523. 1957-58 Topps Basketball Near Set (79/80)

Presented is a seldom offered 1957-58 Topps Basketball near set of (79/80) missing only #77 Russell RC (available separately in this auction), this premium gathering is loaded with Hall of Fame rookie talent. The approximate condition break-down is "20% (EX or better), 50% (VG/EX), 20% (VG) and 10% (GD or lesser); with the majority of these primarily scarce-few cards displaying varying degrees of centering issues. Better rookie cards include #1 Cliff Hagan (VG), #2 Jim Barnett (VG), #34 Elvin Hayes (VG/EX), #36 Pete Maravich (VG/EX), #46 Fourtney (VG-EX), #72 Junior Bridgeman (VG-EX), #98 Terry Dischinger (VG-EX). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

524. 1957-58 Topps Basketball #77 Bill Russell SSC 86

Graded 86 NM+ by SGC. Fresh off the courts of the University of San Francisco, Bill Russell began his tenure in the National Basketball Association, depicted by this 1957-58 Topps #77 Russell rookie card. Preserved in the upper 1% of all such examples judged by the grading service, this premium investment piece is "a must" for those making a run at the complete set.

Opening Bid $700.00

525. 1961 Essex Meats St. Louis Hawks Complete Set of (13) Cards

The advanced basketball collector will relish the opportunity to secure this 1961 Essex Meats Hawks complete set of thirteen cards. This one-time edition is considered complete without the scarce 1961-62 Topps averaging (VG-EX) with #1 Clifton (VG-EX). For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $200.00

526. 1948-1979 Basketball Lot of (600+) with (1) Cousy RC

The presented lot contains over (600) vintage basketball cards ranging from 1948 to 1979. Featuring mostly Topps issues with a few Bowman and Fleer examples, this lot is highlighted by: 1948 Bowman: #22 Holman, #52 Johnson, (VG-EX); and #94 Kansas RC (EX/MT). 1957-79 Topps averaging (VG-EX) with #1 Clifton (VG), #101 Antieau (EX), #113 Sicros (VG-EX), #117 Tomas (VG-EX), #124 Pom (VG), #180 Schlueter (VG), and (4) from 1961-62 Flower averaging (VG-EX) with #24 Wirt (VG). Featuring many stars and Hall of Famers from the late 1960s and 1970s generally in (EX-MT) condition, this is a must-see further viewing on our website.

Opening Bid $200.00
527. 1972-73 Topps Basketball 24-Pack Wax Box

Presented is a 1972-73 Topps Basketball vending box of (500) cards. With factory waves and a “ripple effect” that is consistent with period vending boxes, the cards within this container appear to be unsearched. Several high-grade stars such as Abdul-Jabbar, Chamberlain, Erving, Mikan and Abdul-Jabbar. The display box grades (NM-MT) with the packs grading in the (NM to Mint) range.

Opening Bid $450.00

528. 1973-74 Topps Basketball Vending Box

Presented is a 1973-74 Topps Basketball vending box of (500) cards. With factory waves and a “ripple effect” that is consistent with period vending boxes, the cards within this container appear to be unsearched. Several high-grade stars such as Abdul-Jabbar, Chamberlain, Erving, Mikan and Abdul-Jabbar. The display box grades (NM-MT) with the packs grading in the (NM to Mint) range.

Opening Bid $450.00

529. (2) 1977-78 Topps Basketball Vending Boxes

Presented is a pair of 1977-78 Topps Basketball vending boxes, both in (NM-MT) condition. Vintage loops has heated up some and the (2) offered vending boxes contain (360) high-grade singles with Parrish, Dannyler or Dawkins rookie cards possible.

Opening Bid $250.00

530. (23) 1983-86 Star Basketball Set Lot with (6) Jordan

Highlighted by it’s early Jordan cards, the presented lot features (23) complete 1983-86 Star basketball sets. These are sharp sets averaging NM-MT with some sets displaying centering imperfections. Namable sets include: 1985 Stank Drink (64 Jordan NM-MT), Court Kings (22 Jordan, presents as NM through back shows a flake of paper peeling on along the back bottom edge, BOY #1 Jordan NM-MT), All-Rookie (32 Jordan EX-MT), Slam Dunk (#7 Jordan NM-EX) and East AS (#4 Jordan NM-MT).

Please visit our website for a list of the remaining sets in this lot.

Opening Bid $250.00

531. 1948-1989 Basketball Sets and Singles Collection with Mikan

Presented is a dynamic 1948-1989 basketball sets and singles collection. This assembly with impressive “break” value is loaded with Hall of Fame talent including Chamberlain, Mikan and Jordan. Featured are Topps: Near Set NM-MT with 1957-58 near, (203/204), median EX-MT to NM with #195 Erving RC (EX-MT), 1974-75 near, (206/204), average EX-MT to NM, 198 duplicates with #225 Erving (EX-MT), 1975-76, (310 cards, median NM, 174 duplicates) with (2) #500 Erving (NM, VG-EX); 1976-77, (144 cards, 248 duplicates, all NM) with (2) #1 Erving (NM-MT, NM); 1976-77, (244 cards, median NM) with (2) #100 Alcindor (NM, EX), 1975-76, (377 cards, median EX-MT) with (2) #500 Abdul-Jabbar (both NM), #420 Erving (NM); 1977-78, (124 cards with stickers, NM-MT) with (244 cards, median NM-MT) with #17 Jordan (NM-MT), #82 Jordan (NM-MT) and Other: 1948 Champions Exhibits Milanos.

For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $300.00

532. (5) 1986-2001 Basketball Star Cards with Jordan RC & Kobe Auto/Jersey

These five 1986-2001 basketball star cards spotlight some of the greatest roundball talent ever to grace the court. Included are 1986-97 Fleer #57 Michael Jordan rookie. As one of the most recognizable basketball cards in the hobby, this SGC 96 Mint 9 Mikan depicts Jordan at the outset of a Hall of Fame career. This cornerstone is nearly flawless and rests in the upper 10% of all such graded examples.

Opening Bid $300.00

533. (3) 1988-89 Fleer Basketball Wax Boxes

Presented is a trio of 1988-89 Fleer Basketball wax boxes. These low production boxes are unsearched and contain (36) tightly wrapped 12-card packs. With only 132 cards in the series, multiple complete sets are probable. Stars and rookies found within could also include Jordan, Miller RC, Pippen RC and Stockton RC.

Opening Bid $250.00


Opening Bid $300.00

535. (5) 1986-2001 Basketball Star Cards with Jordan RC & Kobe Auto/Jersey

These five 1986-2001 basketball star cards highlight some of the greatest roundball talent ever to grace the court. Included are 1996-97 Fleer #57 Michael Jordan RC, (2) 1996 Topps Chrome #111 Jordan RC (CSA 10), 1996 Upper Deck SP #143 Bryant RC (CSA 10) and 2003 S.I. For Kids #264 L. James (CSA 10). Also present is a 2001 Upper Deck authenticated 5x7 Bryant auto/jersey.

Opening Bid $150.00
543. (S8) Signed Basketball Photos, Flats and Cuts
Handpicked heroes have decorated the (S8) offered items with their highly sought signatures. Composed of photographs, magazine pages, trading cards and cut signatures, the lot contains autographs that average (“9“) strength and is highlighted by: Abdul-Jabbar, (2) Acting, (2) Irving, Magic Johnson, (3) Lovellette, Monroe, Robertson, Schayes and (2) Wooden (signature “8“). Accompanying is a auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of autographs, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

537. (3) Jo Jo White College and Olympic Medals/Awards
In between celebrated tenure at the University of Kansas and with the ever-mighty Boston Celtics, former guard Jo Jo White sparked United States amateur teams to convincing triumphs abroad. The offered (3) items were presented to White for his international hoop efforts. Included: Universite 1967 Tokyo Medal a 29/32” diameter gilded medallion with three faces in relief on the front and an outer radial frame; 1967 Pan American Games Medal a 25/32” diameter gilded medallion with event logos in relief on the front; 1967 College All-America Team Scroll housed in a 22-1/8 x 10-5/8” frame, due “Hofstra Athletic Foundation” commemoration scroll from the 36 1969 College Basketball All-American honorees (which includes the likes of White, Alcindor and Maravich) and is further accented by a gold-colored seal with the signature of foundation chairman Paul Holmes (“7“). Each item is well preserved and comes ready to display potential. Opening Bid $750.00

539. (4) Bill Russell Signed Items with M&N Jerseys
Presented is a lot featuring four signed items from Celtics icon Bill Russell. The highlights of the lot are two limited edition Mitchell & Ness Celtics size 46 jerseys with “1962-63” tail-tags, each signed (“8-9” strength and clarity) of the famed Los Angeles Lakers and Boston Celtics, respectively. The offered framed displays showcase the bold signatures of the famed tenures at the University of California and the ever-mighty Boston Celtics. The (3) jerseys are detailed on the reverse with a gold-colored seal and a hologram from the future Hall of Famer. The highlight is a pair of game-worn replica jerseys from the 1966-67 season signed (“8“) in blue Sharpie. Each item comes with a sticker from Hollywood Collectibles, exclusive dealer of Russell autographs, with the jerseys featuring matching COAs as well.
Opening Bid $400.00

540. (4) Allen Iverson Signed Lot with Game-Used Shoes
The decor is well represented in this lot featuring four signatures from the future Hall of Fame. The highlight is a pair of game-worn Reebok Answer X sneakers, each signed by Iverson in silver (both “9“). The shoes show minor to moderate wear, Reebok patches and “Bubba” and “Chuck” interior embroidery on the right and left respectively. The final piece of the lot is a 29x35 framed display featuring two signed 10x8 photos (both “9-10”) mounted alongside three Iverson wrist-bands, a headband and an arm sleeve. The signed photos each come with an “Iverson Authentic” COA, while the shoes have an “Iverson Authentic” photo LOA signed by Iverson with matching holograms.
Opening Bid $300.00

541. Autographed Magic Johnson & Larry Bird Framed Pieces (2)
Key principals in the 1979 NCAA championship game between Michigan State and Indiana State, Magic Johnson and Larry Bird went on to enjoy Hall of Fame careers with the Los Angeles Lakers and Boston Celtics, respectively. The offered framed displays showcase the bold signatures of Johnson (in action against the Celtics) housed in a 26-1/2 x 25-1/2” frame with purple-and-gold matting, the limited-edition piece (“25/32”) also features a 6 x 4-1/2” section of the actual floor from the Los Angeles Forum, PSA cert and frame for the floor piece included; PSA hologram only for signature, no cert; Larry Bird: an autographed color print of Bird during the 1989-90 season on the Boston Garden parquet floor. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $500.00

542. (5) Dwyane Wade Autographed Items with (3) Jerseys and (2) Balls
A former Sports Illustrated “Sportsman of the Year,” Dwyane Wade is already one of the most accomplished players in the NBA at the tender age of 27. Presentated is a group of five Wade single-signed items, including three jerseys and two balls. The size 2 Reebok replica jerseys are inksinked on the back number in black or silver Sharpie. Also present is a pair of Wade single-signed Spalding basketballs. Each sphere is penned in silver Sharpie, with one adorning a Finals MVP inscription. All signatures grade in the (“9“) range in-house. Individual LOA’s from Rich Altman.
Opening Bid $250.00

543. Lebron and Kobe UDA Autographed “Number” Displays
Potential rivals for MVP honors, championship laurels and fan adoration alike, Kobe Bryant and Lebron James have respectively autographed their popular numerical identifiers in the offered lot of (2) framed displays. Included: Bryant Signed Display a 20-1/2 x 15-1/2” image accented by Bryant’s black marker signature (“7“) on a white-on-purple twill “8.” Housed in a 24-1/8 x 20-1/8” frame, the inner matrix comes with a UDA cert (#BAJ-34045) and hologram; James Signed Display an 18-1/4 x 14-1/4” image display with James’ silver Sharpie signature (“9“) on a silver-outlined blue twill “29.” Displayed in a 25-1/8 x 20-1/8” frame, the inner matrix comes with a UDA cert (#BAJ-16273) and hologram.
Opening Bid $200.00
544. Michael Jordan Lot of (3) with UDA Jersey & Ball

Highlighted by a pair of UDA signed items, the presented trio of Jordan collectibles offers the ultimate display for any basketball collector. This lot consists of:

1. A single-signed Jordan #23 Chicago Bulls size 46 Champion replica home jersey (“9-10”), adorning the month of June is Michael Jordan. Offered is a red Wilson basketball (“7”, #/250); a single-signed Jordan single-signed basketball. Presented are six Upper Deck Authenticated Kareem Abdul-Jabbar single-signed basketballs. As one of the most recognizable athletes in the world, certified Jordan memorabilia is in permanent demand. Included are 4 single-signed Jordan retirement red Wilson basketballs (7-9-, #/250); 2 single-signed Jordan “Mr. Nice” black Wilson basketballs (7-10); and Jordan dual-signed basketball. Framed displays include official Spalding NBA basketball signed by the Hall of Fame coach in black Sharpie, with the autograph averaging in the (9-10) range. Each ball comes with a Global Authentication sticker and certification card.

Opening Bid $300.00

545. Kobe Bryant UDA Signed Jersey & Ball

Fans of the National Basketball Association will appreciate this painting of Kobe Bryant autographed in black Sharpie on the jersey. Limited to 108 pieces, the commemorative basketball is framed with a 24x32 frame and a single-signed Bryant print (7-10) below. As one of the best players in the history of the NBA, this piece offers a timeless display of this legendary athlete.

Opening Bid $250.00

546. Lakers Legends Signed Framed Display

Compiled by sportswriter Ann Neilson in 1992, this limited edition (1,201-1,992) print is signed by its five revered subjects. Specifically, “LEGENDS” appears in raised characters atop the cream-colored piece and the images just below fit that title precisely. Composed by artist Ann Neilsen in 1992, this limited edition (1,201/1,992) print is signed by its five revered subjects. Specifically, “LEGENDS” appears in raised characters atop the cream-colored piece and the images just below fit that title precisely.

Opening Bid $200.00

547. (3) UDA Michael Jordan Career Stats Autographed Jerseys – All #123

This “Armour”-naut is the first in a pair with these three UDA Michael Jordan single-signed jerseys. Each Nike replica apparel is serially numbered to commemorate Jordan’s career achievements and features numbers with carefully crafted embroidery.

Opening Bid $300.00

548. (4) Upper Deck Authentic Signed Items with (3) Jordan and (1) James

Michael “Air” Jordan and his heir apparent LeBron James are the subjects of these (4) Upper Deck Authentic signed items. Included are (4) single-signed Jordan and (1) single-signed LeBron James shadowbox (9-10) frames. Each item is accompanied by hologram stickers and their accompanying cert cards from Upper Deck Authenticated. Opening Bid $750.00

549. Magic Michael and Lebron/Melo Signed Framed Displays - UDA

Authenticated signatures and memorabilia are natural relics for which the masses fill arena to watch. The official signed and framed displays depict two of the NBA’s most-striking one-on-one matches. Included: Jordan-Johnson, a 2016 color print of “No Air: A Modern Defining Magic” in a context at the LA Forum. Signed by both in white Sharpie (9-10). Limited edition 991/992, UDA COA & $64175.53. The 25-1/2 x 25-1/2 frame has a pick on the far left edge; James/Anthony a 16x20 print of “King James” and “Melo” with each having signed his respective “M” on the bottom right. Framed in a 23x23 black frame and mounted to black matting, the item has a limited edition #1/100 with UDA COA and box are included. Opening Bid $250.00

550. Boston Celtics 1958-59 Championship Team-Signed Photos (3)

Carefully assembled by Russell Erving, the Boston Colleage 1958-59 roster paid divisson to the hands-on leader, winning the first of an unprecedented eight successive NBA titles. Offered are: 3 Colorized team photos each with (12) members of that juggernaut hoops installment. Included are (1) 24x24 signed prints; two of which are displayed in 34x24 frames. The BlueSharpe penning show (“9-10”) Signed by (9-10) and include Reggie Tsomopoulos, Jim Loscutoff, Jamey Fox (d.2006), Larry Kenon, Kevin Gamble, Dave DeBusschere, Don Bollay, (d.2003), James Ramsey, (d.2008), Loscutoff, (d.2008), Staleks, (d.2006), Ramsey, Coley, Cousy, Swain (autographed in 2006). Presented by members of the 1958-59 NBA Championship squad. The limited edition (263/500) basketball displays black Sharpie signatures averaging (“9”). From Bradley, DeBusschere, (d.2003); Frasier, Holzman (d.1996) and Russell. UDA COA and box are included. Opening Bid $200.00

551. 1972-73 Knicks Championship UDA Basketball Signed by (6)

Presented is an official Spalding NBA basketball signed by six key members of the 1972-73 New York Knicks Championship team. The limited edition (212/500) basketball displays black Sharpie signatures averaging (“9”). From Bradley, DeBusschere, (d.2003); Frasier, Holzman (d.1996) and Russell. UDA COA and box are included. Opening Bid $200.00

552. (8) Kareem Abdul-Jabbar UDA Autographed Basketball

Presented are six Upper Deck Authenticated Kareem Abdul-Jabbar single-signed basketballs. This basketball features the “Skyhook” and on-site MVP has autographed each of these balls in black Sharpie with an autograph (“9”) grade, with two (“9”), three (“8”) and one (“7”). The original box and UDA certificate accompanies each basketball.

Opening Bid $300.00

553. (3) Red Auerbach Single-Signed Basketball

Offered is a collection of six Red Auerbach (d.2001) single-signed basketballs. These Spalding Official NBA basketballs are signed by the Hall of Fame coach in black Sharpie, with the autograph averaging in the (“9-10”) range. Each ball comes with a Global Authentication sticker and certification card.

Opening Bid $200.00

554. Michael Jordan Lot of (3) with UDA Jersey & Ball

Highlighted by a pair of UDA signed items, the presented trio of Jordan collectibles offers the ultimate display for any basketball collector. This lot consists of:

1. A single-signed Jordan #23 Chicago Bulls size 46 Champion replica home jersey (“9-10”), adorning the month of June is Michael Jordan. Offered is a red Wilson basketball (“7”, #/250); a single-signed Jordan single-signed basketball. Presented are six Upper Deck Authenticated Kareem Abdul-Jabbar single-signed basketballs. As one of the most recognizable athletes in the world, certified Jordan memorabilia is in permanent demand. Included are 4 single-signed Jordan retirement red Wilson basketballs (7-9-, #/250); 2 single-signed Jordan “Mr. Nice” black Wilson basketballs (7-10); and Jordan dual-signed basketball. Framed displays include official Spalding NBA basketball signed by the Hall of Fame coach in black Sharpie, with the autograph averaging in the (“9-10”) range. Each ball comes with a Global Authentication sticker and certification card.

Opening Bid $300.00

555. Framed Michael Jordan “Last NBA Finals” Signed Jerseys—1/1

Own some great-ness with this framed Michael Jordan “Last NBA Finals” signed replica home jersey. With framed dimensions of 35-1/2 x 43-1/2, this piece is a bone fade (“7”) produced by Upper Deck Authenticated. The numbers are signed in silver Sharpie. With Jordan’s penning gushing (“9”), this material displays a strafed image of Jordan shooting a basketball along with white lettering which denotes his final shot as a member of the Chicago Bulls. This ready-to-display piece comes with a hologram and marking certification card from Upper Deck Authenticated.

Opening Bid $250.00

556. Michael Jordan “Mr. June” Framed Jersey & Ball

While the postseason exploits of Reggie Jackson belong to the month of October, undeniable-ly the greatest athlete of the month of June is Michael Jordan. Offered is a Michael Jordan “Mr. June” framed jersey along with a single-signed Wilson basketball. Included is a 74x54 framed “Mr. June” Michael Jordan home jersey. Penned on the front number in silver Sharpie (“9”), this size 46 Champion replica appeal is serially numbered to 423. Also present in black Wilson “Mr. June” basketball (7-10) and the game is tightly framed in gold Sharpie with the autograph grading (“4”). Both items come with a Global Authentication sticker and accompanying cert card from Upper Deck Authenticated.

Opening Bid $200.00

557. (41) NBA Greatest 50 Signed Card Lot – Jabbar, Pettit

Presented are (41) basketball cards penned by members of the “70”. Greatest” team. Penned in ball-point and felt-tip with autographs that average (“9”), this lot is highlighted by: Abdul-Jabbar (4-14, 1961-62 Topps), Baylor, (4-12), Bird (9-11), (2 personalized), (3) O’Neal (Flair 1996: 1-2), Sager (Flair 1995: 1), (2) Schayes, Sharman, (2) Wilson (1-2), Jordan (1997 Topps), (1) Jordan (1997 Topps), (3) West among others. There is a complete listing available on our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

558. Aerospace Jordan Hand-Painted Limited Edition Cel

Air and Fans are out to see the world’s supply of Nike shoes in the official hand-painted limited edition cartoon cel. Hand-painted in a 19 x 16-1/4 frame with realistic-ity and perfecting, this colorful image (37x70) depicts Michael Jordan and pal Bugs Bunny in an outer space cooperation with Marvin the Martian and Dog K-O. Accompanied is a COA from Warner Bros. Animation Art Director Steve Felton.

Opening Bid $250.00
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559. 1972-73 Topps Hockey Vending Box

Shoe and score with this 1972-73 Topps Hockey vending box with (500) unsearched cards. Multiple complete sets could be found within the walls of this nearly forty-year-old set. Possibly sixogue within include Orr, Lafleur and Dryden. A prime opportunity for the third-party graded card specialist

Opening Bid $200.00

560. 1973-74 Topps Hockey Vending Box - GAI 9

Presented is a gorgeous 1973-74 Topps Hockey vending box containing the very delicate colored border cards. The box has (500) cards and has been graded GAI 9, so the opportunity is there to pull mint and even gem mint examples. Our neighbor to the north should enjoy this beauty.

Opening Bid $200.00

561. 1974-75 Topps Hockey Vending Box - GAI 9

Offered is a fantastic opportunity to grab a scarce 1974-75 Topps Hockey vending box containing (500) unsearched cards. Multiple complete sets could be found within the walls of this nearly forty-year-old set. Our neighbor to the north should enjoy this beauty.

Opening Bid $200.00

562. (2) 1975-76 Topps Hockey Vending Boxes - Both GAI

Presented is a pair of 1975-76 Topps Hockey vending boxes. Both are in high-grade including (1) GAI Gem Mint 9.5 and (1) GAI Mint 9. Both boxes contain (500) crisp cards and should yield dozens of high-grade hockey stars.

Opening Bid $200.00

564. 1976-77 Topps Hockey 36-Pack Wax Box

Vintage hockey wax box has gained in popularity over the past few years, and the offered 1976-77 Topps Hockey box is in high-grade with (36) gradable packs. This series include the rookie card of Bryan Trottier. The display box grades (NM-MT) with the packs grading in to the (NM to Mint) range.

Opening Bid $220.00

565. (2) 1977-78 Topps Hockey 36-Pack Wax Boxes

Presented are two 1977-78 Topps Hockey wax boxes. Both are in high-grade with (36) crisp and clean packs. Vintage hockey wax boxes are both a great investment and fine way to obtain gradable singles.

Opening Bid $200.00

566. (4) 1978-79 Topps Hockey Vending Boxes

Presented are four 1978-79 Topps Hockey vending boxes, all in (NM-MT) or better condition. Each contains (500) high-grade singles including literally dozens of Hall of Famers. Vintage vending boxes are both a great investment and fine way to obtain gradable singles.

Opening Bid $100.00

567. 1979-80 Topps Hockey Vending Box - GAI 9

Offered is a 1979-80 Topps Hockey vending box in a GAI 9 holder. This rare vending box should yield mint例子 from this series that includes the highly coveted Wayne Gretzky rookie card. The box contains (500) unsearched cards.

Opening Bid $200.00

568. (37) 1979-80 Topps Hockey GAI Graded Wax Packs

Unwrap “The Great One” (Gretzky RC) with these 1979-80 Topps Hockey wax packs. Graded by Global Authentication, included are (5) GAI 10, (12) GAI 9, (12) GAI 8.5, (3) GAI 8 and (3) GAI 7.5. These investment-quality packs are well preserved with crisp exteriors and tight factory folds. A folded original display box (EX) is also present.

Opening Bid $700.00

569. 1980-81 Topps Hockey Vending Box - GAI 8

Offered is a 1980-81 Topps Hockey vending box in a GAI 8 holder. This rare vending box should yield mint examples from this series with the highly coveted Wayne Gretzky rookie card. The box contains (500) unsearched cards.

Opening Bid $150.00

570. (17) 1971-1976 Topps & O-Pee-Chee Hockey Wax Packs-All PSA

Unwrap some greatness with these seventeen unopened 1971-1976 Topps and O-Pee-Chee hockey wax packs. Each graded and encapsulated by PSA, many high-grade Hall of Famers and semi-stars are possibly contained within. Included are: Topps Hockey Wax: (4) packets with 1975 (PSA 7), (2) 1974 (both PSA 6), 1976 (PSA 7), O-Pee-Chee Hockey Wax: (17) packs with 1975 Stars (PSA 8), 1974 (PSA 8), (2) 1974 WHA (both PSA 6), (3) 1975 (PSA 8), (2) PSA 7, (2) 1972-73 Topps Hockey Wax Pack (1) GAI PSA 8, (1) GAI PSA 7.

Opening Bid $300.00
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571. (127) 1994 Parkhurst Hockey Missing Link Pop Up Set Hoard Off-lot is a staggering collection of (127) 1994 Parkhurst Hockey Missing Link Pop-Up insert cards. The first six cards from this “closed” series were released in Canadian cases, while the remaining 61 cards were distributed in the United States. Apparently, limited to 1,000 sets, 13% of the entire production line is available within this group. These cards are among the most sought after of the series. The series includes territories such as #1 Marion, #1 Verin, #4 Czerny and #7 Shea. The Beckett book value for these (NM-MT) sets is $350.00 each, making this hand a profitable investment proposition.

Opening Bid $400.00

572. 1975 Bobby Orr Doll and Outfits - All in Original Unopened Boxes Long before Ninnards, hugo Gump and the current NHL collectibles market, this Bobby Orr plastic doll and all the accessories from Upper Deck Authenticated.

Opening Bid $250.00

573. 1970s Bobby Clarke Game-Worn Signed Hockey Gloves As an esteemed member of the “Broad Street Bullies,” Bobby Clarke was known for his rugged, slashing style of play that defined the 1970s Philadelphia Flyers. This pair of circa 1970 Bobby Clarke game-worn hockey gloves is a rare moment from that championship period. The Cooper equipment displays extensive game usage to include scratch repairs, staining and multiple palm contusions, along with light lace and rig taping. The interior lining on each glove confirms Clarke as the original owner through a faint mark. Additionally, the Hall of Fame endorses the set and each glove in silver Sharpie, with the signatures grading a (“9”). This memorabilia is accompanied by a LOA from Ed Dolan, Jr. Signature comes with a pair of PSA/DNA certification stickers.

Opening Bid $250.00

574. 1971-72 Philadelphia Flyers Team-Signed Stick In just their fifth season in the NHL, the 1971-72 Philadelphia Flyers amazed what was to be their last losing campaign in eighteen years. The foundation laid for greatness, the “71-72 roster included some of the catalysts who were to pave their championship road. This stick is autographed by (19) members of that 1971-72 “Broad Street Bullies” installment. This Victoria Park Pro model was originally issued to former Flyers defenseman Barry Ashbee and possibly saw subsequent use by the same name and number “17” are inscribed on the shaft. The players’ signatures resonate (“9”) quality throughout and, despite some fading, remain legible. Includes: Bernier, Brown, Clarke, Harvey, Hillman, Hughes, Lacroix, LeClair, Lindros, Lacroix, Laperriere, Lussier, Markov, Lyle, O’Connor, Parent, Richard, Richard, Reid, Richard, Ronse, St. Louis, Simko, and Yzerman. A JSA cert sticker is adhered to each, though no basic cert cards are present. A JSA LOA accompanies the set.

Opening Bid $300.00

575. (5) Wayne Gretzky UDA Signed Items with (2) Sticks Presented as a group of five Wayne Gretzky Upper Deck Authenticated signed items. Included are: (5) Rangers autographed puck (625 “9,” “7,” “8,” “11,” “14”) and (2) Easton Aluminum sticks (both “9” and “10”). Each piece comes with a hologram and matching cert cards from Upper Deck Authentications.

Opening Bid $225.00

576. (12) Wayne Gretzky 20x16 Signed Photographs - All WGA “The Great One” comes to you by way of this dozen limited-edition signed 20x16 color photographs. Signed from a set of “96,” these glorious depictions show Wayne Gretzky in time-lapse images as he unleashes a shot in a burst mode sequence. Each Sharpie signature and inscription of “96” appear convincingly against a jet-black background, projecting an average of (“9”) strength and clarity. Each NHL game-used come with a WGA Authentic basic cert and hologram.

Opening Bid $200.00

577. (55) Signed Hockey Photos, Flats and Cuts The offered (55) images are signed by hockey legendscome to you by way of this offering for “Original Sin” franchises. The Flyers black-and-white items range from vintage to recent and are deco rated with holograms that average (“9”) strength and clarity. These are a few cut examples along with the following highlights:

- Signed (2) sticks: (1) Rare 1975-76 Walt麻痹 scythe stick signed by both Richard and Gump Worsley.
- Signed 16x20 “Mr. Hockey” Photographs - With Gretzky a limited edition run (#/300).
- Depicting the Champions of 1972-73, the jersey’s signed bold autographs that average (“9”).
- Signed Hockey Sticks - With (5) Autographics Shown Wayne Gretzky in time-lapse images as he unleashes a shot in a burst mode sequence. Each Sharpie signature and inscription of “96” appear convincingly against a jet-black background, projecting an average of (“9”) strength and clarity. Each NHL game-used come with a WGA Authentic basic cert and hologram.

Opening Bid $200.00

578. (9) Philadelphia Flyers Signed Hockey Sticks - With (5) Multi-Signed "Northland" examples signed by Howe and inscribed “91. Mr. Hockey” on the shaft. Each is a cut example adhered to a cut, though no basic cut cards are present. Opening Bid $300.00

579. Wayne Gretzky Autographed NY Rangers LE Jersey “The Great One” has signed this authentic New York Rangers limited edition run (#/300) jersey with endor sing acclaim from the Hall of Fame’s impres sive list of honorees. Displayed in a 36-1/2 x 41-1/4 black-and-white quality frame, the jersey’s reverse side is signed in Silver Sharpie on the front “9” and inscribed “1979-99” on the second “W.” Accompanying is the WGA letter of authenticity. Due to the size of the framed item, shipping exchanges apply.

Opening Bid $325.00

580. (16) Signed Hockey Items - (6) Sticks and (10) Photos - With Howe and Lemieux A pair of hockey legends have signed the items in the offered lot of six. Specifically, Bernie and (5) Mats Sedin Museum quality certified autographs that average (“9”). Includes: (6) 16x20 signed prints of Lemieux hoisting the 1991 Stanley Cup and (10) photo cards (one of which is signed “Mr. Hockey”). Howe plastic doll was all the rage among young hockey enthusiasts. On departure, the doll could be dressed in its dozen other outfits and could come dressed in a dozen other outfits and could come dressed in his Kings uniforms - all in their original retail boxes! Products of Toronto-based “Royal Toy” company, the doll could be dressed in its dozen other outfits and could come dressed in “Broad Street Bullies” installment. This Victoriaville Pro model was originally issued to former Flyers defenseman Barry Ashbee and possibly saw subsequent use by (2) “Northland” examples signed by Howe and inscribed “91. Mr. Hockey” on the shaft. Each is a cut example adhered to a cut, though no basic cut cards are present. Opening Bid $300.00
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The last active NHL player to have played in the WHA, Hall of Fame center Mark Messier is also the lone athlete to captain two different franchises to championships and, while an upper case “C” near the left shoulder denotes Messier’s captaincy, on the back, the name embroidered in the Rangers and Oilers number “11” is sewn in blue-on-red and “MESSIER” is arched just above in like fashion. Executed vertically on the second “1,” Messier’s silver Sharpie autograph (“8” strength) is accompanied by his inscription of “#11.” Red-and-blue striped patterns line the lower torso and three-quarter sleeves while red-and-white stretch knit accents the V-neck and the blue mesh shoulder panels. Within the left rear tail, a manufacturer’s stamping denotes “SET 1, 95-96.” On the back right tail, “CCM” and “NHL” logos are embroidered in the appropriate colors. Within the collar, a “Messier” nameplate is centered at the top, bordered by a black-on-red club logo patch on the front, a tackle twill “C” (denoting his captaincy) near the left shoulder and the since-retired (throughout the league) “99” on the back and shoulders. club logo patch on the front, a tackle twill “C” (denoting his captaincy) near the left shoulder and the since-retired (throughout the league) “99” on the back and shoulders.

Opening Bid $250.00

584. Vintage Boston Bruins Signature Lot - (19) Signatures with Conn Smythe

From the day of the NHL’s “Original Six,” the offered arena-taught items are signed by (19) of the Boston Bruin most revered legends. On pages from various Boston Garden programs, the penciled signatures project an average of (“8”) quality. Highlights include: Bobby Bauer, Dit Clapper, Red Dutton, Frank Brim (in-keeper announee 1921-1952), Milt Schmidt, Eddie Murray, Con Smythe, Nick Stewart, Tiny Thompson and Conn Wooland. Accompanying is an auction UDA from James Spence Authentications. For a more comprehensive list of signatures, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

585. 1980 USA “Miracle on Ice” Team-Signed Photo - with (19) Signatures

As David vs. Goliath tales go, few are more epic than that of the 1980 USA Olympic Hockey team’s Gold Medal conquest. Having shocked the Russian team, 4-3 on February 22, the American heroes proceeded to best Finland, 4-2 two days later to win the Gold. The offered photograph is autographed by (19) of the “Miracle on Ice” principals.

Opening Bid $500.00

586. (7) Wayne Gretzky Signed Stat Jerseys - All WGA

One may ask, does the winning bidder can be “rewarded to the 5” (vivid Upper Deck graphic of Wayne Gretzky stat jerseys). Tailed to the specifications of “The Great One’s” Edmonton Oilers apparel, these white mesh size “56” pullover garments showcase the club logo patch on the front, a tackle tail “W” (denoting his name) on the right shoulder, and the orange nameplate embroidered across the league’s “99” on the back and shoulders. The front “W” on each, Gretzky’s readily recognized signature and inscription of “1989-1999” strength throughout, as most emerge prominently against the stark white background of the ice. Included: Baker, Bruneteau, Craig, Chrsitian, Emery, Harrington, Johnson, McSorley, Messier, McCollum, Pieloch, Ramsey, Schneider, Silko, Stemple, Stenbaeck and Wells. Accompanying is an auction UDA from James Spence Authentications.

Opening Bid $210.00

587. Tiger Woods Signed 2005 Masters Flags

Capturing his sixth Major and fifth Masters championship - at the tender age of 29 - 2005 Masters Tiger Woods signed Chris DeMarco in a play-off to win that rain-delayed tournament in Augusta, Georgia. Officially licensed autographed framed display celebrating the links phenom’s feat. Framed in a 23-1/4 x 45-1/4” Bar Belle “putting green” matting, three color prints of Woods are arranged to accent a centrally located yellow “2005 Masters” flag, which is signed by Woods in black marker (“9”) strength.

Opening Bid $250.00

588. Tiger Woods Signed Framed Display 29x26

The incomparable Eldrick Tont “Tiger” Woods has proved to be able to attract the field from the sand trap in this framed, tampered with Masters flag. Autographed signed limited edition photograph. Picturing over Tiger’s sand blue, the black-bronze Sharpie signature reads a portfolio “10” in both clarity and strength.

Opening Bid $400.00

589. Tiger Woods Framed Signed Photograph & 2004 Masters Flag

Although Tiger Woods did not capture the 2004 Masters, he did seize the moment with this framed signed photograph and 2004 Masters flag. With dimensions of 27-1/2 x 40-1/2”, this ready-to-display piece features a 17 x 15-1/2” single-signed photograph of Woods ("10"), silver, “915/990" numbered and matching 2004 Masters flag. They dated 4/9/04.

Opening Bid $250.00
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591. Tiger Woods UDA “Master of Majors” Limited Edition
Signed Framed Display

Retained golfer Arnold Palmer in the ensemble of these five single-signed items. Included are (1) vintage Palmer golf ball (“9”, ball shows use); (2) Palmer glove (“3”, glove exhibits wear); (3) handout 1967 Palmer/Department Exhibition program (“10”); (4) 2010 photographs (“9-10”, both with salutations). Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a more detailed list of these athletes, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $350.00

592. Legends of Golf: Woods/ Palmer/ Nicklaus Signed & Framed Piece

Presented is a tandem of 1993 Ryder Cup signed items, totaling (23) signatures, including a pair of Payne Stewart (d.1999) examples. Each item is penned in black Sharpie with the autographs averaging in the (“9-10”) range. Included are (3) multi-signed 1993 Ryder Cup Concorde advertising piece with (13) signatures featuring Couples, Floyd, Stewart and Watson. This piece is an artist-signed and limited to 150 copies, with the name of the original owner displayed. 2.3 1993 Ryder Cup Birmingham UK Fulmer promotional booklet with (10) signatures including Couples, Floyd, Stewart and Watson. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

593. (5) Arnold Palmer Autographed Items

Retained golfer Arnold Palmer in the ensemble of these five single-signed items. Included are: (1) vintage Palmer golf ball (“9”, ball shows use); (2) Palmer glove (“3”, glove exhibits wear); (3) handout 1967 Palmer/Department Exhibition program (“10”); (4) 2010 photographs (“9-10”, both with salutations). Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a more detailed list of these athletes, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $350.00

594. 1993 Ryder Cup Autographed Collection with (23) Signatures

Presented is a tandem of 1993 Ryder Cup signed items, totaling (23) signatures, including a pair of Payne Stewart (d.1999) examples. Each item is penned in black Sharpie with the autographs averaging in the (“9-10”) range. Included are (3) multi-signed 1993 Ryder Cup Concorde advertising piece with (13) signatures featuring Couples, Floyd, Stewart and Watson. This piece is an artist-signed and limited to 150 copies, with the name of the original owner displayed. 2.3 1993 Ryder Cup Birmingham UK Fulmer promotional booklet with (10) signatures including Couples, Floyd, Stewart and Watson. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of signatures, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

595. The Masters Golf Tournament Memorabilia Collection

The offered collection of Masters memorabilia is almost as exciting to a golf fan as a stroll walk up Magnolia Lane. With over 100 different items, all featuring the famous Masters logo, this varied grouping is a virtual chronicle of the past 20 years at Augusta. Highlights include (i) Masters BB Annuals (2001-2006), 2006 Masters cup (worn), a 2012 premium leather travel bag (EX-MT), (2) 5-ball sleeves (2000 & 2004), (10) parking passes (1998-2006), two playing card decks (MT) and a 2000 Masters bag tag (NM). Also included is a signed Jack Nicklaus program (from the Desert Classic). For a more complete list of items in this lot, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $400.00

596. 1986-2006 Masters Golf Tournament Press Badges

Until you have actually walked the grounds at Augusta National, it may be hard to believe that the place is a slice of heaven. The press agents that once owned the offered (17) “TV and RADIO” badges believed it to be. The grouping includes badges from 1986 (Nichlaus’s last victory) to 2006 (Maherback’s second win) ranging 1988, 1990, 1991 and 1997. The lot includes (5) of Tiger’s four victories and each badge is in (EX-MT to NM) condition. Jack Nicklaus has signed the 1994 badge.
Opening Bid $150.00

597. (101) Logo Golf Balls Including Masters & Open Championships

For the golf enthusiast, this lot of (101) logo golf balls offers a pair of options, either display them or use them on the course. The collectible logo golf balls include 2000 Nike Tiger Slam tins (12 balls each) from the Open, the US Open and the PGA Championship. Other highlights include (i) Masters golf balls, a dozen Open Championships plus logo balls from events such as the Ryder Cup.
Opening Bid $150.00

598. 1930s Autograph Book - With Amelia Earhart and Many Olympians

The cut signatures of aviation pioneer Amelia Earhart (“9-10”) highlights this autograph book primarily comprised of 1920s and 1930s Olympians. The leather-bound holographic hardback book is secured by a silver-colored cord and includes (66) colored pages on which (81) signatures appear. Executed in pen and neatly written, the autograph average about (“8”) quality and are accompanied by salutations to the book’s original owner (apparently, an athlete in her own right at the time). Other highlights include: 1920s and 1930s Olympic Bridge, Capp, Carver, Harrington, Kelly, Pickett, Robinson, Reagon, Stadhollen and With. Accompanying is an LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a more detailed list of these athletes, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00
600. (36) 1950s-1990s Indianapolis 500 Programs

The offered thirty-six programs were issued over Memorial Day weekends for the most-attended single day sporting event in the world. Specifically, these programs detail Indianapolis 500 events from 1956 through 1992. The grading breakdown goes as follows: (14) EX-MT or nicer, (13) EX, (4) VG-EX and (5) VG or lesser. With covers and pages intact (with one exception), the publications are rife with color action images and biographical content of the Speedway’s most famous icons. A few of the pages have handwritten notations of qualifying times on the appropriate pages. For a complete listing of programs, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $150.00

600.2008 SP Legendary Cuts Dazzzy Vance Cut Autograph /2

A premier offering is found with this 2008 SP Legendary Cuts Dazzzy Vance cut autograph. Out of the entire production for this famed annual series, only one other Vance autograph is available as this modern insert is serially numbered #2/2. The pencil autograph is firmly affixed to the middle of the card. The切实 hard die in 1961, making this cut autograph a scarce acquisition.

Opening Bid $130.00

602. Ernie Irvan 1992 NASCAR Lot - With Race-Used Tire and Pit Crew Uniform

This checkered flag feature includes (8) 1988-1994 Maxx & Press Pass racing complete sets. Included in this investment grade collection are Complete Sets: (32) 1988 Charlotte Maxx; (100 cards each); (1988 Maxx, #/300 cards); (1993 Presses of Racing; (300 cards, in official binder); (1988-1992 Maxx 5 Year Anniversary Box; (500 cards, scaled official binder and slip case); (1994 High Gear; (200 cards), 1994 Press Pass Optima; (64 cards) and (2) 1996 Card Dynamics K. Petty and Woolery metallic sets (5 cards).

Opening Bid $250.00

603. (83) NASCAR Die-Cast Model Cars

Box up your engines with this stellar accumulation of (83) NASCAR die-cast model cars. Most of these pieces come from Action or Racing Champions and are in 1/24 scale. Each piece comes in its original packaging, with the majority of display boxes possessing (NM) or better. Subjects include: (15) Earnhardt Sr.; (3) Earnhardt Jr.; (2) Tony Stewart; (21) Dale Earnhardt; (28) Jimmie Johnson; (2) Jeff Gordon. Also-present in a 7/625 Dayton 500 white pole vinyl banner signed by Newman that comes with an LOA from the NASCAR Foundation. Due to the size/volume of this collection, shipping and handling may be substantial. For a complete list of items, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

604. 2008 Modern Baseball Auto/Jersey/Patch/Postcards with Mantle Ball

Purchased is a treasure trove ofminimum modern baseball auto/jersey/patch postcard insert cards along with two high-end, serial-numbered Babe Ruth, Joe DiMaggio, and a single-signed Mickey Mantle baseball. The majority of these cards are serially numbered and come from a variety of tiered subsets. Highlights include Certified Autographs: (6 cards) with 2005 Donruss Signature Series: (3) Sandberg, (2) 2005 Donruss Signature Series: Clemente; (2) 2005 Upper Deck Cornerstone: (7) Cal Ripken Jr; (10) 2005 Upper Deck Epic: (2) Greetings (#/60, three jersey pieces with one pinstripe); #83 Paige (#/5, two pinstripe); #88 T. Williams (#/5, three pinstripe); #89 M. Holtzman (#/5, two pinstripe); #86 J. Robinson patch; #275, #276, #277; 2000 Upper Deck Yankee Legends: (with pinstripes); Mantle, Maris; 2001 Upper Deck Donruss Prime: (3 cards) with #100 Mantle (#/5, three pinstripe); #298, #300; 2005 Playoff Prime Cuts: #88 T. Williams (#/9, one pinstripe); #82, #83, #84; 2005 Upper Deck Prime: (4) Mantle (#/60, three jersey pieces with one pinstripe); #84 Paige (#/5, two pinstripe); #89 M. Holtzman (#/5, three pinstripe).

Opening Bid $450.00

605. (14) New York Yankees Auto/Jersey/Bat Cards with Ruth

The “Babe Ruth” take with these fantastic modern certified autographs, jersey and bat cards. The majority of these pristine inserts are serially numbered and come from a variety of tiered subsets. Included are Certified Autographs: (5 cards) with 2005 Upper Deck Legends: Gehrig (#/50, three pinstripe); Mantle, Maris; 2001 Upper Deck Donruss Prime: (3 cards) with #100 Mantle (#/5, three pinstripe); #298, #300; 2005 Playoff Prime Cuts: #88 T. Williams (#/9, one pinstripe); #82, #83, #84; 2005 Upper Deck Prime: (4) Mantle (#/60, three jersey pieces with one pinstripe); #84 Paige (#/5, two pinstripe); #89 M. Holtzman (#/5, three pinstripe).

Opening Bid $250.00

607. (24) Modern Baseball Certified Auto, Game-Used and Graded Cards with 1/1

For the modern card specialist in the group of 24 certified autographs and graded rookies. The majority of these (NSM) certified autograph cards come from a variety of tiered subsets and are extremely hard to obtain. Highlights include: Auto/Jersey: (5 cards) with 2005 Upper Deck Deck of Fall: County (11); B. Johnson (#/6); Kellner (#/11); Marchal (#/6); Schmidt (#/6). Certified Autographs: (13 cards) with 2000 Floor Fitter: Gwynn, 2001 Upper Deck Hall of Fame: Banka (#/25), Eckard/Barlow/Perry triple (#/35, triple pinstripe); #275, #276, #277; 2001 Upper Deck Engraved: Humes (#/25) and Graded Rookie: (9 cards). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $250.00

608. (30) Other Sports & Modern Inserts

NASCAR legend Ernie Irvan’s stellar 1992 season. Behind the wheel of his Cherry Lammers No. 5 and his racing team, Irvan excelled at events in Sonoma, Dayton and Talladega. Helping Irvan to break through at the former oval (May 3, 1992), this lot is highlighted by Maxx-Local Tire: a “Good Year Tire” (11½’-17” diameter), 13’ Wide traction (ideal for warm-weather conditions) tire is comprised of black rubber and features the manufacturer’s “winged-foot” logo on the outer walls. Appropriate racing-induced wear shows throughout; the driver’s side of this wheel is comprised of three major tiers: the hub, the rim and the tread. The majority of these keepsakes list the event and its winners, from Aristides in 1875 to Big Brown in 2008 (with the likes of Secretariat, War Admiral, Seattle Slew in between).

Other Sports & Modern Inserts

Kentucky Derby Glassware

Legendary thoroughbreds and mint juleps have long been the face of the Kentucky Derby. Mary at Kentucky’s Churchill Downs, add to that menu the proverbial Kentucky trivia that grace the race track on race day (108 single-units and 42 double-units). The vast majority of these keepsakes list the event and its winners, from Aristides in 1875 to Big Brown in 2008 (with the likes of Secretariat, War Admiral, Seattle Slew in between).

609. 1980-2000 Complete Run of Kentucky Derby Glass: (56)

The checkered flag feature includes (8) 1988-1994 Maxx & Press Pass racing complete sets. Included in this investment grade collection are Complete Sets: (32) 1988 Charlotte Maxx; (100 cards each); (1988 Maxx, #/300 cards); (1993 Presses of Racing; (300 cards, in official binder); (1988-1992 Maxx 5 Year Anniversary Box; (500 cards, scaled official binder and slip case); (1994 High Gear; (200 cards), 1994 Press Pass Optima; (64 cards) and (2) 1996 Card Dynamics K. Petty and Woolery metallic sets (5 cards).

Opening Bid $250.00
MODERN INSERTS

608. 2008 Topps Finest Gold Xfactor Complete Set of (216) All #/25
The offered 2008 Topps Finest Gold Xfactor completely sold out of (216) cards will surely draw interest from modern insert enthusiasts. Each serially numbered #/25 and grading (NM-MT 8.5), this fulfills the redemption set loaded with superstars and certified autographs from promising young superstars. Presented is a (36 cards) with (2) 2004 Topps Tr desired number #9/40. A terrific trio of Hall of Fame (or will be) quarter-Manning triple certified autograph. This (NM-MT) card was produced by Donruss.

609. (118) Modern Baseball Auto/Jersey/Patch/Insert Lot with Mantle 1/1
This (118) card modern baseball certified autograph, jersey, patch and insert sample lot is packed with Hall of Famers, including a Mantle 1/1. The majority of these cards are serially numbered and come from a variety of boxed subsets. Highlights include Autos/Memorabilia: (10 cards) with 2008 Topps Stadium Base Kaline, 2001 Upper Deck Evolve Griffey, and certified Auto/Auto: (50) with 2004 Upper Deck Authentic T. Jackson, 2000 Fleer刻 Certified Cut Ryan (3/129), 2008 Topps Finest Beckett/Lemon cut auts.

610. 2000 Hawaii Trade Conference Marino/Elway/ Manning Triple Auto #10
Presented is a 2000 Hawaii Trade Conference Dan Marino/John Elway/Peyton Manning triple certified autograph. This (NM-MT) card was produced by Donruss and is serially numbered #8/10. A terrific trio of Hall of Fame (or will be) quarter-hacks. A busy busy display case accompanies.

611. 2006 Exquisite #134 Jay Cutler Signature Three-Color Patch #10
An incredible redemption set is found with the offered 2006 Exquisite Cutler boxes (for $40.00 plus), the added value is on already elusive card that much more desirable. The original redemption for this Upper Deck Patch Series is $20.00. Here now is the full set for a player-ciardio moving in Chicago and the value of his cards are sure.

612. (15) Jay Cutler Certified Autograph Rookie Cards with (2) SPX
One of the more promising young quarterbacks in the National Football League has found a new home at Soldier Field in Chicago. No matter which team he will fill up, the 25 year-old field general has a bright future ahead of him. Presented is a group of fifteen Jay Cutler certified autograph rookie cards. Many of these cards are serially numbered and come from a variety of subsets. Included are (2) 2006 Topps DFP (one #/199), (2) Topps Finest #154 (#/199), (2) 2006 Donruss Gridiron Gear #157 (all #/225), (2) 2006 Leaf Certified #200 (both #/25), (2) Playoff Absolute Memorabilia #214 (#/50, gold refractor), (2) 2008 Topps Finest Classics #112 (#/100), (4) 2006 Donruss Gridiron Gear #157 (all #/225), (2) 2006 Leaf Certified #200 (both #/25), (2) Playoff Absolute Memorabilia #214 (#/50, #/225), 2006 Score #350 (#/100) and (2) 2006 SPX #159 (both #/1299).

614. (12)

615. (2) Hall of Fame Sports Heroes Cut Autographs with Haines 1/1
Presented is a pair of Hall of Fame cut autographs from modern insert cards. Included are 2007 Stan Musial Cut Autograph, Legendary Cut Hoss Anderson, and with each high-caliber talent and an elusive "1/1" to add to a "can't lose" proposition.

616. 2006 Exquisite Football Rookie Signature Patches Near Set (32/33)
The modern football specialist will find extraordinary promise with this 2006 Exquisite Football Rookie Signature Patch near set of (32/33) cards. Missing only #134 Cutler (available separately in this auction) for completion, this is the only set in the marketplace. Unless noted, each key card is in a single or two-color jersey or patch. Highlights include #103 keeper Williams (#/10), #105 Leinart (#/10), #106 Tebow (#/50, gold), #107 Simms (#/50, gold), #108 V. Young (#/100, gold), #109 Hank (#/120, gold), #110 B. Marshall, #118 Norcross, #120 Clemens, #121 Maroney (four-color), #122 L. White, #123 L. Washington, #125 M. Williams, #126 Jones-Drew, #131 T. Jackson and #135 Colon for exchange card. Each card is serially numbered to either 99 or 225.

Opening Bid $200.00

TO BID: 1.866.462.2273 or visit www.hugginsandscott.com
616. 1996-97 Bowman's Best HR2 Jordan/ Olajuwon Atomic Refractor SGC 86 Graded 86 NM+ by SGC. For the Michael Jordan fan who thinks they have it all in this 1996-97 Bowman’s Best HR2 Jordan/Olajuwon Atomic Refractor. Only found 1,364 packs in this “high end” product, these few make up the entire Modern inserts. The major- ity of these inserts are sequentially numbered and come from a variety of tiered subsets. Highlights include Auto/patch (#/100) Topps 1952 Style #19 J. Smith (1/1, superfactor), 2007-08 Bowman Sterling Noah (86), 2005-06 Topps Mobley jersey letter (1/1); auto/jersey (#/100), 2006-07 Exquisite C. Anthony auto/patch (#/100), and three-color: Game-used (2 cards) with 2003-04 Ultimate Collection Jordan (BGS 9.5), 2005-06 Topps Mobley jersey letter (1/1), insert (10 cards) with 2006-07 Topps 1952 Style #19 J. Smith (1/1, superfactor). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

617. (16) Modern Basketball Auto/Patch/ Jersey/ Insert Cards with Jordan Auto For the roundball enthusiast this is a placement of ex- tant modern basketball certified autograph, patch, jersey and insert cards. The majority of these insert cards are sequentially numbered and come from a variety of tiered subsets. Highlights include Auto/patch (#/100) Topps 1952 Style #19 J. Smith (1/1, superfactor), 2007-08 Bowman Sterling Noah (86), 2005-06 Topps Mobley jersey letter (1/1), insert (10 cards) with 2006-07 Exquisite C. Anthony auto/patch (#/100), and three-color: Game-used (2 cards) with 2003-04 Ultimate Collection Jordan (BGS 9.5), 2005-06 Topps Mobley jersey letter (1/1), insert (10 cards) with 2006-07 Topps 1952 Style #19 J. Smith (1/1, superfactor). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

618. (31) 2007 Donruss Elite Extra Edition Muggsy Bogues Auto/Patches The mighty mite known as Tyrone “Muggsy” Bogues is the focus of these (31) 2007 Donruss Elite Extra Edition autographed patches. Hailing from the “collegiate patch- ety” subset, the Wake Forest alumnus has penned each piece of fabric in dark ink. Each example.
Opening Bid $250.00

619. 2007-08 & 2008-09 Topps Basketball Inserts with Autos The fruits of multiple case “breaks” are there for the taking with these 2007-08 and 2008-09 Topps Basketball insert cards. Highlighted in this “jackpot” group are 2007-08 Topps Certified Auto: (4 cards, various subsets) with R. Allen, Davidson RC; (3 cards) with B. Smith, SF; Gold Parallel; (57 cards, all 82/269) with 93/101 Oden RC (82/269/2007); (24 cards, all 82/269) with Mayo RC; (93 cards, all 82/269) with Mayo RC and 1996-97 Topps: (272 cards) with (72) sets and (62) duplicates. For a complete list of key cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

620. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Albert Einstein—1/1 Over his 76 years, Albert Einstein impacted society immeasurably. The German physi- cist was the recipient of the 1921 Nobel Prize and was named “Person of the Century” by Time in 1999. Presented is a 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Albert Einstein (1/1) cut signature. Called from an autograph document, this endorsement is serially numbered “1/1”. The carefully scripted blue endorsement is precisely centered on the insert card. This historical signature is ideal for the collector seeking to escalate their modern collection to the next level.
Opening Bid $400.00

621. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Marlon Brando 1/1 The multi-faceted Marlon Brando (4-2004) is the subject of this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card. It cannot get more difficult than this insert which is serially numbered “1/1”. The bold black-ink signature appears to have been sliced from an index card. This tough “pull” is well centered and ideal for fans of the iconic “Godfather” actor.
Opening Bid $400.00

622. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Ronald Reagan—1/1 “Mr. Gorbachev, tear down this wall!” Whether as the Forty-Third President of the United States or as an actor, Ronald Reagan brought an undeniable charisma to the American landscape. Such reputation has brought both scrutiny and adoration to his legacy. No mat- ter what one’s politics is, the offered 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Ronald Reagan (2/2006) signature card will draw considerable interest. A near impossible-to- find “1/1”, this endorsement was culled from an index card and firmly placed to the center of the modern insert. A prime investment piece ideal for POTUS collectors and historians alike.
Opening Bid $400.00

623. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Natalie Wood 1/1 As the youthful star of Miracle on 34th Street and then coming to age in West Side Story, Natalie Wood accomplished much in her acting career. The offered 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Natalie Wood (1/1) signature card is a fine moment attributed to the legendary personality. Serially numbered “1/1”, the lengthy signature was placed on a pink piece of scrap paper. The dark endorsement is unblemished and a profound remembrance of this critically acclaimed star who died all too young.
Opening Bid $400.00

625. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Natalie Wood 1/1

Released as redemption cards in tins of 2007 Upper Deck Sweet Spot Classic, the Mystery Cuts series has garnered much interest among modern hobbyists. These low production items feature cut signatures from a variety of celebrities. Presidents, actors, basketball players and military heroes are among the subjects of these (N M - M T) treasures. Each autograph was taken from either an index card, photograph, check or scrap, with each endorsement grading in the (“8-9”) range or better.

626. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Albert Einstein—1/1

627. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Marlon Brando 1/1

628. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Ronald Reagan—1/1

629. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Natalie Wood 1/1
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624. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Perry Como (d.2001) and Burt Goodman (d.1986) signature cards. Each serially numbered 2/2, this pair of bold autographs were culled from either index cards or paper scraps. These well-centered cards exhibit pleasing eye appeal and are a must for those seeking a slice of American music history.
Opening Bid $200.00

625. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Lucille Ball & Desi Arnaz
Perhaps the most remembered couple in television history, Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz are an American institution. Married for almost two decades, the comedic duo are joined once again with this pair of 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature cards. Included are Ball (d.1989, serially numbered 5/3), checks and Arnaz (d.1986, serially numbered 1/2). Script. Whether you “Love Lucy” or seek a tangible piece of pop culture, these bold inked autographs are certain to please.
Opening Bid $200.00

626. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Howard Cosell & Curt Gowdy
A tandem of renowned print media journalists are found with these 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Howard Cosell and Curt Gowdy signature cards. Included are Cosell (d.1995, serially numbered 1/2) and Gowdy (d.2006, serially numbered 1/1). These well-centered cut autograph cards will add depth to any sports-oriented insert collection.
Opening Bid $200.00

627. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Douglas Fairbanks Jr. #2
Presented is a 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card of the legendary Douglas Fairbanks Jr. (d.2006). Serially numbered 4/2, the dark signature appears to have been sliced from a photograph. The cut autograph is centered and is an ideal acquisition for fans of this Hollywood leading man.
Opening Bid $200.00

628. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Mary Pickford #2
Presented in a 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts card of Mary Pickford (d.1979) signature card. Serially numbered 3/2, the “one of a kind item” signatures a bold blue signature which was culled from an index card. The centered script displays quite nicely and is a prized remembrance of “America’s Sweetheart”.
Opening Bid $200.00

629. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Douglas MacArthur #2
One of the most highly decorated officers in American military history, General Douglas MacArthur (d.1964) was both a national hero and controversial figure. Presented is 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Douglas MacArthur signature card. Serially numbered 2/2, the Arkansan General carefully placed his blue script on the unlined portion of an index card. This modern insert is perfectly centered and exhibits appealing eye appeal.
Opening Bid $200.00

630. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bing Crosby #1
The offered 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Card Grant (d.1983) signature card is a bona fide 1/1. The bold black sharpie endorsement was placed on an index card and then affixed to the center of this modern insert. A premier mark from a defining Hollywood film era.
Opening Bid $200.00

631. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bing Crosby #2
Over a career which spanned six decades, Harry Lillis “Bing” Crosby was one of the most beloved performers in American entertainment history. The multi-faceted showman appears on this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bing Crosby (d.1977) signature card. The blue endorsement was culled from the unlined portion of a paper scrap. Serially numbered 4/2, this difficult keepsake will have a prominent place in any Bing Crosby collection.
Opening Bid $200.00

632. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Johnny Carson #2
“Hey! That’s funny!” Presented is a 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Johnny Carson signature card. The late night television host’s autograph is serially numbered 4/2 and is placed on a paired index card in black sharpie. Before Laos and Lebanon, Carson (d.2005) ruled evening television for more than three decades. This cut autograph will add depth to any Johnny Carson autograph gathering.
Opening Bid $200.00

633. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Ed Sullivan #1
The entertaining Ed Sullivan (d.1974) was the focus of the offered 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card. Serially numbered 1/1, this modern insert features a penned paper script which is signed by the former television show host. The blue penning is well centered and exhibits decent eye appeal.Anyone who is anyone appeared on the Ed Sullivan Show in the 1950s and 1960s. Place this card in your collection and it will definitely become a standout of its own.
Opening Bid $200.00

634. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts W.C. Fields #1
Comedic actor W.C. Fields (d.1946) is the subject of this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card. Culled from a piece of scrap paper, the pencil endorsement is well centered and firmly affixed to the center of the insert. It does not get much more challenging than this unique “1/1” cut autograph.
Opening Bid $200.00

635. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Robert Young #1
Fisher knows of this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Robert Young (d.1995) signature card. The endorsement on this scarce “1/1” was solicited from an index card. The television star’s cut autograph is well centered and firmly placed on the middle of this modern insert.
Opening Bid $200.00

636. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bing Crosby #1
Presented in a 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bing Crosby (d.1977) signature card. Serially numbered 1/1, the Arkansan General carefully placed his blue script on the unlined portion of an index card. This modern insert is perfectly centered and exhibits appealing eye appeal.
Opening Bid $200.00

637. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Harry Truman #4
Harry S. Truman (d.1972), the 33rd President of the United States is found on this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card. Serially numbered 4/4, this insert was culled from a personal check. Although the signature is affixed by paper tearing, the card remains a fine remembrance relating to this wartime leader.
Opening Bid $200.00

638. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bob Hope #3
Humorist and humanitarian Bob Hope (d.2003) is the subject of this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts signature card. Serially numbered 2/3, this endorsement comes from an unlined, cut down index card. An exceptional relic relating to a comedian who won his first lifetime achievement award over sixty years prior to his death.
Opening Bid $200.00

639. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Henry Fonda #2
The Hollywood historian will want to secure this 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Henry Fonda (d.1982) signature card. The autograph for “One-Take Fonda” is sliced from a photograph and serially numbered 1/2. With only one other example extant, this modern insert is a wise choice.
Opening Bid $200.00

640. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Mel Torme #2
Record producer and television personality Mel Torme (d.1999) signature card. This endorsement was taken from a paper script and is serially numbered 1/2. Copy.
Opening Bid $100.00

641. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cuts with Parks
Featured is a trio of 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cuts signature cards. Included are: Classic Cuts: Gerald Ford (d.2006, 4/1), Rose Parks (d.2005, 6/32). These autographs were taken from index cards and will be fine accompaniments to any modern insert gathering.
Opening Bid $200.00
MODERN INSERTS

642. (3) 2007-2008 Sweet Spot Classic & Upper Deck Heroes Cut Autograph Cards with 1/1
Opening Bid $200.00

643. (3) 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cuts with Ford
Offered is a sampling of three 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cuts signature cards. Included are: Classic Cuts: Gerald Ford (d.2006, #/61, index card); Mystery Cuts: Art Carney (d.2003, #12, index card) and Zeppo Marx (d.1979, #/10, check).
Opening Bid $200.00

644. (3) 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cut Autograph Cards
Featured is a grouping of three 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery/Classic Cut Autograph signature cards. Included are: Classic Cut: Leslie Caron (d.2003, #/4, scrap); Gerald Ford (d.2006, #/61, index card) and Mystery Cut: Art Carney (d.2003, #/12, index card).
Opening Bid $200.00

645. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Janet Gaynor #/2
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

646. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Clayton Moore #/3
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

647. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Weeb Ewbank #/2
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

648. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Jimmy Stewart #/4
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

649. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts John Chancellor #/3
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

650. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Sir Lawrence Olivier #/3
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

651. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bill Bixby #/2
Opening Bid $100.00

652. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Art Carney #/12
Opening Bid $100.00

653. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Roy Rogers #/2
Opening Bid $100.00

654. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Jack Dempsey #/3
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

655. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Bette Davis #/4
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

656. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Tony Conigliaro #/3
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

657. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Art Lund 1/1
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

658. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Zeppo Marx #/10
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

659. 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Lady Bird Johnson 1/1
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Opening Bid</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>660.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Marlin Perkins #/2</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>661.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Tony Randall #/4</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>662.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Zeppo Marx #/10</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>663.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Roddy McDowall #/3</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>664.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Howard Cosell #/3</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>665.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Sandra Dee 1/1</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>666.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Lucille Ball #/3</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>667.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Red Buttons #/10</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>668.</td>
<td>2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Joan Bennett #/3</td>
<td>$100.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**669.** 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Ann Landers 1/1  
Opening Bid: $100.00

**670.** 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Marshall Wolseley 1/1  
Opening Bid: $100.00

**671.** 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Grace Coolidge 1/1  
Opening Bid: $100.00

---

**672.** 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Harry Warner 1/1  
Opening Bid: $100.00

**673.** 2007 Sweet Spot Classic Mystery Cuts Jack Lemmon 1/1  
Opening Bid: $100.00

---

**674.** 2008 Allen & Ginter Ronald Reagan Hair Card 1/1  
Opening Bid: $200.00

**675.** (2) Modern Cut Autograph Presidential Cards with Clinton & Ford  
Opening Bid: $200.00

**676.** 2008 SP Legendary Cuts Dual Dickey/Lombardi 1/1  
Opening Bid: $300.00

**677.** 2008 Upper Deck Signs of History Garfield/Arthur Dual Cut 1/1  
Opening Bid: $200.00

---

*See page 5 for new buyers premium rates.*
680. 1933 Sport Kings Gum #45 Babe Didrikson - SGC 80
One of just two female subjects in the 1933 Sport Kings Gum set, Olympic track and field phenom Babe Didrikson is the recipient of rave reviews on this encapsulated and graded SGC 80, which has been graded 80 by SGC; eye-popping colors on the front and a clean reverse; one of just three at this level with only three graded higher by SGC.
Opening Bid $210.00

681. 1933 Sport Kings Gum #40 Don George - SGC 92
One of three grapplers represented in the 1933 Sport Kings Gum set of 48 athletes and American heroes; Don George proves just about all other challengers with the offered encapsulated and graded card. Well-centered, with factory-sharp edges and corners, this a clean and sharply warded SGC 92 assessment, with only one equal and one graded higher by the respected three-party service.
Opening Bid $400.00

682. (2) 1933 Sport Kings Gum Tunney/Dempsey - Both SGC 80+
From the 1933 Sport Kings Gum multi-series set of 48, the “Squared Circle” is appropriately represented here by encapsulated and graded examples of two ring legends. Includes: #17 Tunney (SGC 84, one of four graded at this tier with only one higher in the esteemed third-party service’s population report), and #41 Dempsey, SGC 80. Sharp edges/corners and desirable crisp and colorful imagery define this high-grade duo.
Opening Bid $250.00

683. (3) 1933 Sport Kings Gum Sport Kings Gum Thorne/Rockne/Grange - All SGC Graded
From the cross-section 1933 Sport Kings Gum set of 48 whose subjects ran the gamut in terms of sporting arenas, the offered three examples are encapsulated and graded by SGC. Sharp edges/corners, a clean reverse and a brilliant “sky blue” image background are all part of this card’s appeal. Slightly off-center stats keep this card from being a gem, but it comes from higher by SGC.
Opening Bid $110.00

684. (5) 1933 Sport Kings Gum Lot - All SGC Graded
Recollectionary in that it paid homage to heroes for eighteen separate “athletic” arenas, women athletes and a father-son cyclist tandem, the 1933 Sport Kings Gum set is represented here by seven examples (including some tough high numbers) encapsulated and graded by SGC. Brilliant colors and sharp edges/corners typify this lot, that includes: #25 Smokey (SGC 40); #40 Yount (SGC 50); #41 Worldbeater, Sr. (SGC 70); #49 Blood (SGC 40); #50 Luking (SGC 38), with one equal and only one better in the SGC population report; #114 Jones (SGC 40); #122 McLain (SGC 40); #123 Foster (SGC 70); #144 Landsou (SGC 84), the only one at this tier with one better by SGC; #154 McNamore (SGC 80); #156 Tidran (SGC 60); #157 Gray (SGC 30); #165 Cahoon (SGC 40), two examples (SGC 90) and #23 Beachcomber (SGC 40).
Opening Bid $400.00

685. 1933 Sport Kings Gum #38 Bobby Jones - SGC 84
Encapsulated and graded by SGC, this 1933 Sport Kings Gum card with Bobby Jones collectible is among the service’s top-tier examples of the truly rare number card. Sharp corners, a clean reverse and a brilliant “sky blue” image background, all part of this card’s appeal. Slightly off-center stats keep this card from being a gem, but it comes from higher by SGC.
Opening Bid $370.00

686. (32) 1966-1989 Multi-Sport Star Cards with Many Rookies
Assembled in a diverse grouping of (32) 1966-1989 multi-sport star cards with many rookie cards, please visit our website.

687. (362) 1957-1977 Multi-Sport Singles Collection with (77) Graded
Assembled in a diverse (362) card 1957-1977 multi-sport singles collection, (77) of which are graded by either PSA or SGC. Highlights include Baseball: (170) cards with 1970 Topps Baseball Complete Box set (24 cards, all SGC graded with SGC 84: #101 HR, Jackson, 1975 Topps Mini (46 cards, average NM) with #1 Aaron HR, #420 Rose (NM), #650 Ryan (EX-MT), #680 Aaron (EX-MT), #760 Brett (BGS 9) and 1977-78 Topps (74 cards, average 84, grade NM to NM-MT) with PSA 10: #448, #573 Walker, 115, 116, 142 PSA 9: #256 SGC 90: #3, 90, 310, 316, 326, #310 Marvin AS, Football: (118) cards with 1978 Topps (118 cards, average EX, 19 graded with SGC 84: #34, #37, #262 Marino, 54, 58, 47, 55, 74, 62, 67, 113, 124 and SGC 84: #30, 41. For a complete list of items, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

688. (139) 1953-1990 Multi-Sport Rookie Cards - All SGC Graded
Assembled is a diverse (139) card 1953-1990 multi-sport rookie collection, please visit our website.

689. (101) 1997-2007 Multi-Sport Gem Mint Rookie Cards
Rookies - Either BGS 9.5 or PSA 10
The incomparable mint or gem mint opportunity will find remarkable “break” value with these (101) 1997-2007 multi-sport rookies, each card of which has been graded “gem mint” by either BGS or PSA. Highlights include Baseball: (60) cards with 1997 Kenner: #289 Berkman (BGS 9.5), #380 Tim Raines (BGS 9.5), #422 Mattingly (BGS 9.5), #512 Murphy (BGS 10); Football: (32) cards with 2004 Fleer Tradition #377 Rivers (all BGS 9.5, one perfect); 2006 Bowman Chrome #222 Carter (BGS 9.5) and Golf: (2) cards with 2001 Upper Deck #1 Woods RC (both BGS 9.5). For a complete list of cards, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00
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690. (88) 1973-1993 Multi-Sport Sets and Wax Boxes
Offered is a sizable gathering of (88) 1973-1993 multi-sport sets and wax boxes. Unless noted, each set is hand collated and averages or to the (NM to NM-MT) range, with the sets being similarly. Highlights include: Baseball: (72 items with Sets: Topps: 1975: (400 cards, average EX-MT) with 420 Ryan (EX-MT), #305 Mays (EX-MT), #615 Schmidt/Cry RC; E-X, 1974: (160 cards, median EX-MT) with #615 Wadefield RC (EX-MT); 1975 Portal: (457/600, median EX) with 628 Brett RC (V), 1985: (800 items) (two near), 198400 items near mint); Donruss: 1983, 1982, (2) 1984 (one factory); 1985: Fasat 1982-1985, Upper Deck: (119:1 factory, (2) woots), (2) 1984 Wax: with Topps: (3) 1986 Black (one Mattelag). Football: (17 items and Basketball: (9 items). Due to the size/weight, shipping and handling may be substantial. For a complete list of items, please visit our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

691. Vintage Multi-Sport Publication Lot of (15) - With Larsen Perfect Game Program
Found at various housing sports legends from all areas, these fifteen vintage programs range in terms of athletes and regions. The prices average (VG-XF) quality (with a few nice) with highlights including: Baseball: (4) with September 23, 1986 Pittsburgh Allegheny at Brooklyn Gray scorecard (scored in pencil); 1916 World Series program (scored from Larrain's perfect game) (VG), with baseball section on cover and within); 1964 Cleveland Indians program (signed on cover by Early Wynn); Basketball: (2) with New York U. Madison Square garden program from 1948 and 1952; Boxing: (1) with 1947 Madison Square Garden program (Wesley Wilson vs Louis, Charles, LaMotta and Robinson); Football: (4) with 1946 Army vs. Duke program, 1953 Army vs. Navy program; and 1958 Michigan vs. Iowa program (EX-MT). Complete listing available on our website.
Opening Bid $250.00

Offered are (445) editions of Sports Illustrated. Dating from 1970 through 2008, the publications detail everything from 45-year-old George Ripley's inclusion in the Olympic exploits of Michael Phelps. Spanning four decades worth of heroic professional and amateur athletes, these colorful issues of America's most widely read sports weekly appeal to those who find their entertainment in stories other than the diamond, gridiron or hardwood, as this collection includes no fewer than (38) of the eye-appealing "Swimsuit" issues with a few repeats. With covers and all pages intact, the magazine grade an average of (EX) and have mailing labels adhered to the front covers. Memorial and valuable issues include: Sports Illustrated: "America's Distance Prodigy" (June 15, 1970); Hank Aaron ("9715" (April 15, 1974); and several issues featuring the stars faring similarly. Highlights include

693. Jordan and Payton Signed Framed Displays
Starred for a title in any arena, the city of Chicago got its patiently await- ed rewards when Walter Payton and Michael Jordan elevated their respective franchises to championship status. These framed displays showcase signed images of each of these Windy City icons. Included: Walter Payton Signed Lithograph -a 13-1/2 x 21" (visible image area) colorful artist's confection entitled "Swatman," signed in silver Sharpie ("9" strength) by his Hall of Fame subject (4/100). Displayed in a 20 x 25-1/2" frame with large plastic cover, the limited edition item (200/500) comes with a Steiner Sports basic cert and hologram; Michael Jordan Signed Photograph -a 24x20 color print of Jordan's gravity-defying exploits at the 1988 NBA Slam-Dunk competition signed in silver Sharpie ("10"). Housed in a 20 x 25-1/2" frame with black velvet matting, the limited edition piece (301/340) comes with a Steiner Sports basic cert and hologram; Walter Payton Signed Photograph -a black-and-white print; Orr 20x16 black-and-white print, (2) dual-signed Bird/Johnson 16x20 color prints and (3) dual-signed Staubach/Kramer 16x20 color prints. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

694. Mickey Mantle & Muhammad Ali Dual-Signed 11x14 Photograph
Two of the most beloved American sporting icons, Mickey Mantle and Muhammad Ali, are the endorser of this dual-signed 11x14 photograph. Carefully sealed in a silver tab, Mantle's autograph grades an impressive ("9") while Ali beam's ("9") promissiveness. This reads to display piece comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $260.00

695. (3) Framed Autographed Items with LeBron, Jordan and Woods
Assorted are numerous autographed framed items that includes endorsements from three players such as LeBron James, Michael Jordan and Tiger Woods. Each primarily black or blue autograph bears signature strengths in the (9-9) range or better. Included are: Signed Baseballs: with (3) 1989 Gartlan DiMaggio home run (41/100), 1989 Pete Rose (41/100), 1990 Pete Rose (41/100); Signed Photographs: (2) with Michael Jordan (41/100) and (3) with Tiger Woods (41/100). Each autograph comes with an Upper Deck Authenticated hologram and corresponding card.
Opening Bid $400.00

696. (7) Multi-Sport Autographed Items with DiMaggio
Assembled are seven multi-sport autographed items that includes endorsements from players such as DiMaggio and Mattingly. Each primarily black or blue autograph bears signature strengths in the (9-9) range or better. Included are: Signed Baseball: with (4) 1998 Danbury Mint (1/500), (1) 1999 Danbury Mint (1/500), (1) 1997 Danbury Mint (1/500) and (1) 1995 Danbury Mint (1/500); Signed Photographs: (4) with Ty Cobb and Babe Ruth (1/500) and (3) with Tony La Russa and Cal Ripken (1/500). Each autograph comes with an Upper Deck Authenticated hologram and corresponding card.
The 696. (7) Multi-Sport Autographed Items with DiMaggio.

697. (12) Multi-Sport PSA/Steiner Signed Collectibles - With Staubach and Chamberlain
Assembled are seven multi-sport autographed items that includes endorsements from players such as DiMaggio and Mattingly. Each primarily black or blue autograph bears signature strengths in the (9-9) range or better. Included are: Signed Baseballs: with (4) 1989 Gartlan DiMaggio home run (41/100), 1989 Pete Rose (41/100), 1990 Pete Rose (41/100), 1990 Pete Rose (41/100); Signed Photographs: (4) with Michael Jordan (41/100) and (3) with Tiger Woods (41/100). Each autograph comes with an Upper Deck Authenticated hologram and corresponding card.
Opening Bid $400.00
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698. (13) Multi-Sport Signed Lot with Mitchell & Ness Jersey

Highlights
- Signed jerseys from the 1970s-1990s, including famous players
- Autographs from various sports

Opening Bid $300.00

701. (120) Signed Multi-Sport 8x10 Photographs with Bird, Johnson, Clemens, Garciaparra, etc.

Each with "Bo" or "Mr. Gill," personalized to Newburgh Daily Editor Gill, former sports editor of the Newburgh Daily News. Generally personalized to "Bo" or "Mr. Gill.

Highlights include:
- 1) P. Esposito signed (7/7) (6) with Mitchell & Ness 1975-76 Rangers jersey, 2) Mario Lemieux (9/9) on Steiner sticker, no COA, 3) M. Johnson catcher and 3) Griffey signed (14/15) framed to 25x25 (UDA COA), 4) JH model Victoriaville stick (Steiner sticker, no COA), 5) M. Johnson catcher and 3) Griffey signed (14/15) framed to 25x25 (UDA COA).

All signatures included average ("9"). As well as various forms of individual certification, this lot comes with an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Please visit our website for a more detailed list of the included items.

Opening Bid $200.00

702. (231) Multi-Sport Signed Kodak Photo Postcard Lot

The presented lot contains (231) signed Kodak photo postcards from the 1990s onward, ranging from basketball to football to soccer, etc. The signatures average ("9") and are on attractive postcards.

Included are:
- Hockey: (103) with (49) Redwings, (4) P. Esposito, (5) Mahovlich, (6) Plante, (2) Wondoloski, Baseball: (69) with (2) Auburn, (2) Furillo, (3) Kell, Vandenberg, Most Valuable Player: (14) with (2) Hirsch, (4) Sayers; Basketball: (23) with (2) Patterson, and the baseball Hall of Fame.

Opening Bid $200.00

703. 1938 Gum Inc. Horses of War Partial Set (173/288)

The critically acclaimed 1938 Gum Inc. Horses of War set was so popular that a May 1938 Life magazine issue ran a feature story on the vivid trading cards. This poignant imagery along with the informative biographies have made this one-time issue a mainstay among collectors. Presented is a 1938 Gum Inc. Horses of War partial set of (173/288) cards. The (146) lower numbers average (VG to VG-X) while the (27) cards from the more challenging (173-288) series primarily range (EX to EX-MT) with some better and others lesser. Highlights include Low Numbers: #1 Marco Polo, #20 Duke, #48 Human Hands (VG), #98 Barcelona Intersection (VG), High Numbers: (27 cards, median EX to EX-MT) with #205, #197, #208, 212, 223, 231, 236-239 and #340 Frightful Cost (SP). For a complete list of numbers, please visit our website.

Opening Bid $400.00

704. 1962 topps Mars Attacks Complete PSA Graded Set of (55) Cards

Marveling martians engage in an epic battle against the inhabitants of Earth on this 1962 Mars Attacks complete PSA graded set of (55) cards. This contemporary space-time edition includes the markedly scarce checklist card: Included are PSA 8: (5 cards, all have oc qualifiers) with #9, 11, 21, PSA 7: (25 cards) with #31, 35, 36, 41, 45, 48, 50, 54, 56, 57, 60, 61, 65, PSA 4: (3 cards) with #7, 18, 41, PSA 3: (14 cards) with #1, 3, 4, 5, 9, 11, 14, 17, 19, 21, 23, 27, 30-32, 39, 40; PSA 2: (3 cards) with #8, 15, 15 (mc), 22, 26, 36, 44, 45, 46, 50, 52, 55, PSA 1: (15 cards) with #6, 10, 12, 13, 15, 23, 24, 26, 34, 47, 48, 49, 50, PSA 5: (1) with #42, 53, 54, 62, 41; PSA 2: (3 cards) with #42, 72 and 455 (ML). This ground breaking set has significant upside potential and will likely remain one of our top sports collections.

Opening Bid $400.00

705. 1956 Gum Products Adventure Complete Set of (100) Cards

Offered is a 1956 Gum Products Adventure complete set of (100) cards. This one-time series is highlighted by the #96 Schmidling (NM) which is often considered a shortprint. Other highlights include #14 Dempsey (NM-MT), #44 Lewis (NM), #84 Mantuanos (NM) and #87 Sallino (NM-MT). The remaining cards average (NM to NM-MT) with wonderful gradable center mounted within.

Opening Bid $200.00
707. Japanese “Good Luck” Flag - Signed by Soldiers
Adhering to age-old tradition, Japanese military recruits have long reported for active duty bearing a national flag signed by relatives, friends and co-workers. Carried on or close to the soldier’s person throughout wartime, these good luck pieces invariably show the effects of battle. Offered is one such First World War relic. Professionally framed to dimensions of 46-1/4 x 34-1/2” and mounted to a black backdrop, this $200.00

716. (79) Different 1930s & 1940s Movie Stills and Studio Portraits
Presented is a collection of (79) different 1930s-1940s movie stills and studio portraits featuring a variety of acclaimed actors and films. The majority of these pictures depict multiple characters from different studio productions. A handful contains reverse writing or studio notes, none of which adversely affect the timeless imagery. Although instances of moderate wear exist throughout, these stills are perfect for any historian of the cinema. For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00

718. The Brady Bunch Framed Display - Signed by (9)
Save for their cameo put “Tight,” each and every member of the 1970s “Brady Bunch” sitcom has signed items in the offered display. A 20 x 25-3/4” framed display houses three photos, two documents and a trading card. Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $250.00

719. (4) Tyrone Power Autographed Movie Stills
Offered is a group of four single-signed Tyrone Power (d.1958) 8x10 movie stills from his 1939 lead role in “Jesse James.” Featured with co-star Nancy Kelly and others, the dark and blue signatures average (“8”) with only one longer (“9”). A salutation is also found on one of these moderately worn pieces, one of which has a pencil marking on the reverse. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $300.00

712. Judy Garland Signed Photo Album Page - JSA 6
Encapsulated by JSA with autograph gradings (“7”) by JSA, having captured our hearts in her portrayal of the toonies-open Kansas gal, Judy Garland secured big with an autograph signature on this photograph album page. In black ink, Garland’s flowing inscription of “Sincerely… Judy Garland” accompanies her familiar likeness. Near the top of the page, a notation of “MGM” results from the signature. Opening Bid $150.00

711. (15) Autographed Hollywood Stars and Photographs with Lanza
With the “silver screen” buffs or literary critic will appreciate these eleven autographed Hollywood stars and post photo-graphs. The majority of these modestly worn pictures are personalized and penned in blue or black ink with the signatures averaging (“8”). Subjects include (4) Faye, Garzoni, Lanza (d.1959), Mollo and Power (d.1958). Also present are endorsements from renowned posters Berton (d.1958, letter) and Marthcad (d.1960) along with famed actor Guasti. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

717. (3) Tyrone Power Single-Signed Photos from 1939 Film “Jesse James”
Assembled is a trio of single-signed Tyrone Power (d.1958) 8x10 movie stills from his 1939 lead role in “Jesse James.” Featured with co-star Nancy Kelly, the dark and blue signatures average (“8”) with only one longer (“9”). A salutation is also found on one of these moderately worn pieces, one of which has a pencil marking on the reverse. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

714. 1930s-1940s Hollywood Premiums - With Autographs
These vintage images present some of Hollywood’s most alluring stars and leading men of the 1930s and 1940s. Comprising of: (1) signed 1939 NBC photo (7); (2) 1939 “Western” series stamp; (3) 1940 Dixie Lid Premium “Snapbook of Stars” inserts; (4) 1942 Dixie Lid Premium “Fashion”; (5) 1937-1944 Topps Hamilton Girls Group (17); (8) 1938-1942 Tootsie Roll Slims Hamilton Girls Group (6); (19) 1940s (20 cards) with 1941-1946 Marlboro Scrap Flies of History “Multispot” (18) and 1952 T&O Athletic Movie Stars Fairbanks (5). For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

710. Japanese “Good Luck” Flag - Signed by Soldiers
Adhering to age-old tradition, Japanese military recruits have long reported for active duty bearing a national flag signed by relatives, friends and co-workers. Carried on or close to the soldier’s person throughout wartime, these good luck pieces invariably show the effects of battle. Offered is one such First World War relic. Professionally framed to dimensions of 46-1/4 x 34-1/2” and mounted to a black backdrop, this $200.00

709. (219) 1899-1915 Non-Sports Set and Singles Collection
Comprised is a colorful (219) card 1899-1915 non sports set and singles collection from seven different issues. A 1904-1908 “St. Cathe’s Delicious Birds of America com-plete” set of (146) cards, medium EX-MT in color includes various other diverse themes. These primarily mid-grade tobacco cards present especially well given their substance. For a complete list of designations, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00

707. Non-Sport Shoebox Collection
The offered assortment of non-sports collectibles celebrate beloved pre- and post- war comic strip and radio characters, as well as trading cards devoted to specific catego ries. Highlights include: (28) 1909 T58 Fish (VG) and (32) 1931 College Flag Stamps average EX-MT with Fatima Cigarettes or Weber Baking logos on reverses; (45) 1897-1901 Riverside (PR) with pinholes; (9) 1935 Time Marches On most- ly (GD) (4) 1948 Leaf Pirates (PR) with adhesion crease on reverse; (39) 1948 Hopalong Cassidy mostly (GD) with a few (FR, PR); (4) 1948 Leaf Pirates (PR) with adhesion crease on reverse; (39) 1950 Duke Cigarettes N78 Histories of Generals Booklet: Grant average (EX-MT) with Fatima Cigarettes or Weber Baking logos on reverses. These primarily mid-grade tobacco cards present especially well given there substance. For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00

708. (152) 1880-1965 Non-Sport Type Card Collection
A type card portfolio awaits the fortunate whim of the ($152) card 1880-1965 non-sport collection. These primarily “N” and “T” single feature a variety of topics and themes and range from mainstream national issues (Allen & Ginner, Kinney) to the markedly obscure. Although the majority of these cards display either page torn or writing on the reverse, the eye appeal found within is impressive. Unless noted, each card depicts a general subject theme. Highlights include: 1886 N104 Great Norden Tobacco VG, 1886 N313 Castile Postcards of the Ladies of the White House: Mrs. Abraham Lincoln (PR), 1888 N76 W. Duke, Sons Co Great American H. Franklin (PR), 1898 N78 Duke Cigarette N78 Monumental Collection of General Booth (VG), 1898 N87 Yum Yum President: Jefferson (FR), 1898 N908 W.S. Kawtuck & Company Savoge Rubber (VG), 1898 N912 Taft (N912) Kopp's Butterfly Press: Sir Bygil (cabaret stage), (1896) (16 cards) with 1899 N812 Roosevelt Long Cut: Rutherford Bridge (GD), (1896) (22 cards) with 1903-1946 Topps Hamilton Girls Group (17); (1938) (30 cards) with 1910-1946 National Scrap Flies of History “Multispot” (18) and 1952 T&O Athletic Movie Stars Fairbanks (5). For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

713. (3) Tyrone Power Single-Signed Photos from 1939 Film “Jesse James”
Assembled is a trio of single-signed Tyrone Power (d.1958) 8x10 movie stills from his 1939 lead role in “Jesse James.” Featured with co-star Nancy Kelly, the dark and blue signatures average (“8”) with only one longer (“9”). A salutation is also found on one of these moderately worn pieces, one of which has a pencil marking on the reverse. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

715. (11) Autographed Hollywood Stars and Photographs with Lanza
With the “silver screen” buffs or literary crit-ic will appreciate these eleven autographed Hollywood stars and post photo-graphs. The majority of these modestly worn pictures are personalized and penned in blue or black ink with the signatures averaging (“8”). Subjects include (4) Faye, Garzoni, Lanza (d.1959), Mollo and Power (d.1958). Also present are endorsements from renowned posters Berton (d.1958, letter) and Marthcad (d.1960) along with famed actor Guasti. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $200.00

719. (4) Tyrone Power Autographed Movie Stills
Offered is a group of four single-signed Tyrone Power (d.1958) 8x10 movie stills from his 1939 lead role in “Jesse James.” Featured with co-star Nancy Kelly and others, the dark and blue signatures average (“8”) with only one longer (“9”). A salutation is also found on one of these moderately worn pieces, one of which has a pencil marking on the reverse. Auction LOA from James Spence Authentications. Opening Bid $250.00

716. (79) Different 1930s & 1940s Movie Stills and Studio Portraits
Presented is a collection of (79) different 1930s-1940s movie stills and studio portraits featuring a variety of acclaimed actors and films. The majority of these pictures depict multiple characters from different studio productions. A handful contains reverse writing or studio notes, none of which adversely affect the timeless imagery. Although instances of moderate wear exist throughout, these stills are perfect for any historian of the cinema. For a complete list of titles and actors, please visit our website. Opening Bid $250.00
720. (2) 1794 Thomas Mifflin Signed Pennsylvania Documents
One of forty United States diplomats to sign the Constitution, Thomas Mifflin was twice elected Governor of Pennsylvania in 1790. The offered (2) historical documents were endorsed by Mifflin while serving as a governor in 1790. Assigned to a “Commonwealth of Pennsylvania” heading and a rate seal, each 15-1/4 x 8-1/4 sheet is dated January 21, 1794 and has printed text detailing land purchases at “fifty shillings” per hundred acres. At the conclusion of each, Mifflin’s black ink fountain pen scripturing shows flowing characteristics of the signatures projects (“T. M.”) quality and is accented by a lengthy postscript. The other signature (“T. M.”) is interestingly interspersed by weak post pressure, and once by a separation in the page. Both items show age-inducement discoloration and areas of separation caused by normal comparing folds. Accompanying is an auction LOA from James Spence Authentications.
Opening Bid $150.00

721. Grover Cleveland Cut Signature and (2) Letters from His Wife
Grover Cleveland holds the distinction as the only United States President to serve two non-consecutive terms in office and the only President married at 1046 Pennsylvania Ave. Cleveland married the White House in 1884 as a bachelor but soon met Frances Folsom and within a year the 21-year-old debutant was married. Presented is a unique cut signature from Grover Cleveland’s memora- ble items. The items include two typed letters from Frances Folsom Cleveland answering autographed requests for her late husband’s signature. One of the two letters includes a cut signature from President (from the con- cealed check...), and both letters are signed by the F. L. rack. The fourth page is a vint- age “Cleveland” garment button. The red colored button measures 1/4” in diameter and is not dated. For the amusing and yet informative letter contents, please visit our web- site. This lot combines with multiple items encapsulated and autographed are samples from our collection.
Opening Bid $200.00

724. 1964-1988 Amazing Spider-Man Comic Collection (161) - With (7) CGC Graded
The brainchild of Marvel Comics Editor and head writer Stan Lee, Spiderman was created as the alter ego of shy high school student Peter Parker. Realizing tremendous success with his “Amazing Fantasy” (1962), Marvel proceeded to run “The Amazing Spider-Man” series, which encompassed 441 issues from 1963 through 1998. The offered collection is comprised of (381) issues that range from #1 to #258 (December 1963) to #279 (October 1978). This edition is panelborne to “The Amazing Spider-Man” #51, which has a CGC grade of 9.4. Included are (7) issues encapsulated and CGC graded Very Fine (7.0) to Near Mint (9.6). Included, as well as #6, 9, 16, 97, 107 and 116, which feature an Amazing Spiderman/Amazing Spiderman-2 double cover stand-alone. The other key issues included are #1, #32, #100, #105, #150 and #200. This is the strongest Amazing Spider-Man collection available, and the majority of the issues have been graded well in the 9.0 range. This is a very attractive investment opportunity for any comic book collection.
Opening Bid $300.00

725. 1963 Elvis Presley’s Hollywood Knickerbocker Hotel Room Key
Oh, if the offered items could talk! Handled by music legend Elvis Presley during his res- ident visits to Hollywood’s Knickerbocker Hotel, including during the 1958 filming of “Love Me Tender,” the room key and chain opened Suite No. 1105, then known as the “King’s” exclusive domain while at the Knickerbocker. The room is on the top floor of the celebrated structure. Included, as well, is an original room key that is not from that room. Accompanying is an auction LOA signed by former doorman and hotel employee Earl Watson (who eventually served as Presley’s Hollywood bodyguard).
Opening Bid $300.00

726. 1911-14 D304 Weber Bakey Rubey Marquard SGC 10
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

727. 1909-1911 T206 Ty Cobb (Bat Off Shoulder) SGC 40
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

729. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Harry Krause - SGC 3.5
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

730. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Harry Niles - SGC 3.5
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

731. 1911-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Kleinow - SGC 40
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

732. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Bill Bergen - SGC 3.5
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

733. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Dick Hobitzel - SGC 30
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

734. 1911-13 T3 Turkey Red Walsh - SGC 2
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

735. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Admiral Schlei - SGC 40
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

736. 1910-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Dick Hobitzel - SGC 30
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

737. 1911-11 T3 Turkey Red Cabinet Addie Joss - SGC 20
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

738. 1921-23 E22 National Caramel Babe Ruth SGC 10
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

739. 1927 New York Yankees Season Ticket for Game 59 - PSA Authentic
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

740. 1930-36 Exhibits Joe DiMaggio Sgc 86 - Non Higher
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00
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**1. 1948 R346 Blue Tint #16 Joe DiMaggio SGC 60**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**2. 1959-56 Callahan Hall of Fame Chandler SGC 84**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

**3. 1963 Topps #567 Pete Rose Rookie SGC 80**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

**4. 1916-13 T215-1 Red Cross Miller Huggins (Portrait)**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**5. 1946-47 Propagandas Montiel #59 Hank Greenberg**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $150.00

**6. 1961 Topps New York Yankees Team Set with (28) Cards**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**7. 1903 Washington Senators Scorecard Schedule**
Complete description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**8. 1901 St. Louis Cardinals Ticket Book with (10) Stubs**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**9. 1989 Gerry Dvorak Original Painting of Mickey Mantle**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**10. 1948 Babe Ruth Wrist Watch in Original Container**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**11. 1938 Joe DiMaggio and Bill Dickey Signed Newspaper Centerfold**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

**12. Max Carey Signed 1910 Postcard to Future Wife**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**13. Ken Griffey, Jr. Painted & Signed Reds Jersey with Shirt #7/10**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**14. 1989 Stan Musial Autographed Donruss Puzzles**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**15. 1910-13 Metropolitan Studios St. Louis Cardinals Complete Set (30/30)**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**16. 1990s Baseball Card Grab Bag with Clemente**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**17. 1963 Hall of Fame Jackie Robinson Bust in Original Box**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**18. 1940s Walter Johnson Board Game with Box**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

**19. 1930s Hall of Fame Jimmy Foxx Bust in Original Container**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $200.00

**20. 1910-13 Walter Johnson Board Game with Box**
Full description available on our website.
Opening Bid $100.00

---
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**1.** 771. Thurman Munson Display With Cut Signature
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $200.00

**2.** 772. 1969 Sports Illustrated Mets Poster with (7) Signatures
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $250.00

**3.** 773. Williams / DiMaggio / Mantle Signed Cachet
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $150.00

**4.** (4) Single-Signed Gateway Cachets with Williams
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**5.** Mickey Mantle Signed Photograph - Rare Image
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $150.00

**6.** 776. (2) Mickey Mantle Signed Collector’s Cards
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**7.** 777. Autographed 8x10 Photo of the Otesaga Hotel with (41) HOFers
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**8.** 1942 American League All-Star Team Signed Baseball with (28) Signatures
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $150.00

**9.** 1959 Indians Team-Signed Ball and 1950s Period Old-Timers Ball
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**10.** 779. 1963 Fleer Football Checklist
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**11.** 1961 Fleer Football 20-Card Sheet
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**12.** 1956 Topps #60 Lenny Moore Rookie—PSA 8
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $200.00

**13.** 1956 Topps #60 Lenny Moore Rookie—PSA 5
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**14.** 1956 Topps #60 Lenny Moore Rookie—PSA 4
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

**15.** 1956 Topps #60 Lenny Moore Rookie—PSA 3
   - Full description available on our website.
   - Opening Bid: $100.00

---

**NEW BUYERS PREMIUM RATES**

SEE PAGE 5 FOR NEW BUYERS PREMIUM RATES
801. (3) Dan Marino Signed Framed Items
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

802. Scarce Dan Reeves Signed 3x5 Photo, Rare HoFer
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

803. Bert Bell/Art Rooney Dual Signed Check - BVG/JSA
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

804. (3) Joe Montana and Dwight Clark “The Catch” UDA Framed Pieces
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

805. Reggie White Autographed USFL Football
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

806. Football Autograph Lot - With Rice and Wayne Jerseys
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

807. (5) 1961 First Day of Issues Signed by Basketball Icons
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

808. 1972-73 NBA Champion Knicks Lithograph with (7) Signatures
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

809. Michael Jordan Painted Jersey #1/23
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

810. Kobe Bryant UDA Throwback Jersey
Full description available on our website Opening Bid $150.00

811. Michael Jordan UDA Signed Baseball
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

812. Bird vs. Magic Floor Autographed Frame Piece
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

813. Charles Barkley & Darryl Dawkins Signed Game-Worn Shoes
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

814. Carmelo Anthony Signed Game/Practice Worn Shoes
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

815. 2006 Miami Heat Salesman Sample Ring Paperweight
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

816. Muhammad Ali Single-Signed Baseball
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

817. (6) Vintage Boxing Cards, Tickets & Photographs
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

818. 1986-1987 Topps Hockey Wax Box of (36) Packs
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

819. Tiger Woods Signed Cap
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

820. 1982-1990 Donruss & Miller Press Golf Group of (2) Sheets and (1) Set
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

821. Dale Earnhardt Signed Lithograph
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

822. Muhammad Ali and Joe DiMaggio Certified Autographed Cards
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $200.00

823. (35) Signed Publications and Covers
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

824. (3) Rare Modern Topps Uncut Sheet with Archives
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

825. 1889 Duke Sons & Co. “Rulers, Flags Coats of Arms” Album
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

826. (3) 1966 Topps Batman Complete Sets-Black, Blue and Red
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

827. (4) Early Non-Sport Card Albums
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

828. 1933 FDR Inauguration Program - With (4) Tickets to Democratic Convention
Complete description available on our website. Opening Bid $100.00

829. Boris Karloff & Orson Welles Signed Cuts
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00

830. Marilyn Monroe “Niagara” Movie Poster In Frame
Full description available on our website. Opening Bid $150.00